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THOUGHTS OF THE MONTH
People who chase after old televisions? Uh yes, treatable but not curable.
— Ian Jolly.

I hate television. I hate it as much as peanuts. But]  can't stop eating peanuts.
- Olson Welles

Chance favours the prepared mind
— Don Iancaster.

SUBSCRIPTIONS!
Every year a few people actually forget to renew their subscription; this is quite
apart from the {thankfully} few who sever their allegiance intentionally for some
other reason.

So to make it easier for everybody a message in this panel on the left should make it
plain if your time has run out. We hope you will renew and ...please do it now. It‘s so

easy to forget if you decide to leave it 'to
the end of the month’, in factwe’il happily
accept a post-dated cheque [up to a
month forward]. You can also pay by
credit card (Access, MasterCard, 1Elisa or
Eurocard.

We do not employ staff to write
chase-up letters, in fact we don't employ
anyone at all. Muggins does the lot so
please make his work easier by renewing

on time {or even sending a note saying why you don't intend toll.

Send a cheque or postal order for £15 {inland}, Eurocheque for £17
{abroad} made out to Andrew Emmerson or send $25 cash {world air mail}, which
will pay for o yea r‘s subscription. Pay by credit ca rd if you like but the payment has
to go through another account and there is a 5 per cent surcharge for credit card
transactions to compensate for the bank's extra charge. Oh  yes, please don't make
out your cheque to '405 Alive' ; the re is no he nk account in that name and the cost of
setting one up would only force up subscriptions. The magazine is not a business,
more a labour of love, and the price you pay just covers direct costs!

in future all subscriptions will run until the end of the current volume [rather
than for 12 months] and charges will be adiusted to reflect this. In the meantime this
panel will indicate when readers' subscriptions run outduring the year.
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a FROMTHE EDITOR “ a
mother issue and another one late. i'd like to sayl have given up feeling guiity but that
wouldn't be true and probabhr the best thing tohopeis thatyou are so used to receiving
your magazine late. onlya year's delay would now be surprising. l have go to admit that
iifehereat Falcutt Halt is getting prettystressi‘ulmd producing this magazine on time
while still making a living is no longer a practical possibiiity. The magazinewili continue to
appear but  the timing may bea little irreg ular. simply because the effort in producing a
pubiication of this volume unaided is franldy quite substantial. i can certainly say thejoy is
in seein g, and then publishing, the marvellous material contributed byyou. the readers.
and your interesting ietters. Please keep these coming.

in each issue there is always some time-dated information and it does
sometimes happen that your magazine arrives after the event {or whatever] has
happened. Please accept my apologies for this- t f l  could pay for secretarial assistance
no doubt the magazine would be published on a strict flmetable basis but in reality
the work involved has to fit in with the necessities of earning a living and maintaining

' a household.
Again this is an 'emergency’ issue in that it doesn't contain all the articles

promised and previewed. lreally do hope to get back on schedule 'real soon now ‘as
the Americans say.

You may spot some minor changes to the design and iayout of this Issue- I '
have also just bought a hideously expensive but correspondingiy powerful image
scanner {a Hewlett Packard Scanjet IIP use": Accupage technology. in case you're '
interested] an in time {in other words, once I have learned to drive it} this should allow
me to incorporate more 'external 'materiai without the need to physically cut and
paste photocopies- But that's for later, now on with issue 22.

405 ALWE _
Issue 22Ir Summer 1994

Editor and Publisher: Andrew Emmerson
Ti Falclstt way, Northampton, NHZ SPH.
Tel: 01604-344130 Fart: 016015-3216”.

Subscriptions: £15 iniand, £1? overseas, US$25 world air mail.
Printed by Jeremy Iago, Hottingha n1. '

Copyright © 1994 by Andrew Emerson and contributors.
All fights reserved. ISSH: 0969-8334.
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LElTERS,"WE sET LETTERS a _
I hope people saw the film 'Band Waggon' which was shown on TV recently. What a
film! It's got everything! Not only an unbelievably beautiful starlet but more

- importantly [of contact] loads of pie-war TVs, including what leeks like the 1939' Philips. Emilmns and pseudo-Emiuons. We also meet B.H. Middleton [of the
"Television Garden‘r programme] at B.H. and Jasmine Bligh is  seen in an introduction-mentiouing the morning demonstration film. complete with pie-war style slow

vision mix. We learn that Arthur Askey's television service I'must be off the air  before
the BBC comes on at nine“, and in those days even Adolf Hitler shared the same
television wavelengthMll in all, greatly enioyed. ' "_ On another subject, can anyone say when the expression TV was first used? I 'think itwasuever heard pre-war.Was itanflmericanism? ‘ -

I suppose I need to exploi'n to people who didn'tsee ‘Bond Weggen‘ that invites comedy' and that both Askefs and Hitler's pirate West-vices were u figment ofsomeone's itch
imaginofioniilna‘yes, when did TVfor NVfor thotmotter} first oppeor?Answeis on opostcoidpleose... [Editor] ‘ -' ' - . ‘ _ - -? _

Front Wilton B. Smith, London: -' " _ - _ - ' ' ' -The spring issue of 405 Alive was very interesting and I attended the lecture on IohnLogic Baird by his son Dr Malcolm Baird on 20thMay'; which was most interesting. I
only. knew about this from the information you gave on page 63. and Anerley is justdown the road from where I live. There were a number of 'old boys‘ from the Baird "Television Companywho reminisced abouttheearlydays._ - _ -_ ‘ - - _
FromTiinyfl'NeilEssex: _ '_ . ' _ -- .' - . ' " ' _

. I  will be forwarding a news ”release shortly about the National Vintage Wireless.Museuin‘s progress. Things were slowed down considerably and we were unable to‘ open last year as originally planned. However, the refurbishment and installation _work at the lighthouse [The High Lighthouse. Hanvicb.'Essex} is now complete andwe are on course for opening this summer. _ ' ' ' ' ' ‘ -
_ as yet we have no details of  our opening times butI can be contacted on [1206-322665 for updated information. fipologies to your readerwho took a trip to Harwiehonly to be disappointed. ' ' ' - -

From Pat Hildred, Leeds:
TvISItilNG—ARTICLE CORRECTION ' _
When I was reading through my article in the last issue, I realised I had made a -mistake. ‘

Robert Shaw,- the first man to be televised to an audience. was televised byBaird in the Temperance Cafe, Falkirk, indeed from the 'Quiclc Lunch Bar where the 'transmitter was set up. not from the Town Hall. This all happened before the Londtmdemonstrations. - _ ‘ _ ' _ _ - - - ' '
' Robert Shaw, who is now 36 and wheelchair-bonniwhen asked whether hewatched muchtelevision. replied: "No. I'm too busy 'a man." Good for him. I say!
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- Secondly, I would like to reaffirm that the overall view put forward by my
article was intended to be very positive; i f I  spotted a few minus points, they were

' only superficial. Nobody‘s perfect. Ican only say] enioyed the exhibition immensely
and can highly recommend going to see the forthcoming London one, which should
heeven better.

EKCUS REVERBERATE
I loved the fun article about Bob Smallhone's 'Roundish Ekcos"1n the last edition and
can add to it the fact that] too made the same startling discovery a couple of  years ago
ata stylish 605 riverside flat in Kingston-Upon—Thames. It was whilstrelieving myself
at a family gathering and I think they thought Iscrutinising the toilet seat a poor
excuse for why I was in there so long!

Yes and I also have an Ekco baby-hath 1n my loft {my own original specimen I
fear], and finally my mum‘5 old greenhouse thermostat 15 an Ekco. What other diverse
things did they make?

From Dave Hooper, Tallaght, Dublin 24:
On the 29th May I was firing up my 405-line Emerson TV with Test Card [3. Because of
a fault 1n the turret tuner, I have been injecting the signal into the sync separator at
LF. When End ElaCZ [a fellow amateur television enthusiast on ham radio] called 1n
on 144. FEMHZ for a test, I plugged the 4115-11111; signal into the 24cm transmitter and
awaited results. '

After first complaining about the jumbled signal, he quite correctly said that it
appeared to be running at the wrong speed. So I admitted pulling his leg and asked
him to record and re--trans mit the signals, which resolved perfectly here when
received. although he'1s only about 1km away from me, Ifeel pleased thatwe brought -

_ a little 405 back to life 1n this way.

Yes, it  is ofconrse perfectiyjhasihle and legnlfor radio amateurs to hnnsmit 405-li11e
television' 1n this way [Editor]

From Philip Howard, Bournemouth:
Thanks for the Spring 1994 edition of 41115 Alive. This little booklet should carry a '
health warning.

I do not have 1n my collection any 485-Iine televisions or other such useless
junk that anenthusiast may hold'111 highesteem. hut...

In a classified advert at the hack of the book was a colour video camera. 011
phoning the owner that particular camera was now sold but he did have a black and
white camera I could purchase.‘Going round later in the day to pick up one small h&w
video camera I spotted a hulking great television studio camera. fihout twenty times
the size and weight of the haw camera 1 had intended to buy, it looked so lonely on
the floor, the owner not having a table strong enough to take the camera had placed it
on the floorforahuyerwho had not turned up. _

1‘1 short discussion and some money later, I found I was now the owner of a
Philips Studio Camera, type LDKS, ex—Thames Tl! and probably dating from the mid- '
Iflifls. I have now caught the bug, all sorts of semi-useless funk will now start to he
acquired. Why can't I stick to stamps? They take up so much less room!

_ 5
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Phi is now looking for camera cables and assistance with this noble beast. See his
small ed at  the heck of the magazine. {Editor}.

From Maurice Sledman. Upminster:
I am delighted to be able to tell you that my appeal for information on the Taylor TV
sweep oscillator 9211 has produced a result. Someone 1n Yorkshire telephoned me
and Inow haveall the informationlneed for an effective repair.

That's olWoys good-to hear, people helping out others. [Editor].

From Michael Bennett-levy:
I do not normally respond to reviews of my work either good or had butI feel I have to
respond to Pat Hildreds article 1n thelast 1ssue of the exhibition Tv isKing‘.
' It 15 true that there were four unguarded pro-war cathode-ray tubes on display _
at the opening ceremony. but this was not my responsibility as I had only an advisory

' role 1n the setting up of the exhibition. This fault was corrected and all the tubes were
covered by bullet-proof glass cases before the exhibition was opened to the public at '
19 am the following day _

_ I am sorry that the Cossar 4311' of 199'}r was wrongly spelt on the label. but the
Cossnr Table Model 65,1939 and the [lessor 1219 Wiredio,1939 nearby were
correctly spelt. If this was the only typographical error in an exhibition covering two _
floors I hardly think it worth a mention. He goes on to state that there were incorrect

model names but gives no examples—I believe he is mistaken. Every model except for
' the White lbbertson projection set. {which for some reason had no label), was labelled.

with the model ”number printed on the chassis or the back cover. Five sets, the Alba
T119912, the three pro-war Cos sore and the pro-war RED. had no details on them;
these were all identified from original printed captioned pictures in my possession.
He states that information on the year of manufacture was sometimes incorrect, but

. again gives no examples. It is possible that there were mistakes here. as I have to-rely '
_ heavily on others for the details of post-war sets, but when I was unable to confirm a
date Iput either a‘?‘ after the date on the label are more vague statement such as 'cirtia
1915211" he was able to correct a date why on earth did he not inform me so that the
information could have been more accurately presented?

- The statement I take the greatest exception to"15 “No attempt had been taken to
'_ acquire the right bits—like knobs for instance and sometimes incorrect mixed or '

broken knobs spoilt an otherwise nice exhibit.“
3 Again no examples, but I wish to place on record here that with the exception
of an unnamed pro-war set illustlated on pages 2 and 3 of my book ”Historic

_ Televisions 8: Video Recorders" and a Bank projection set circa 1995 [missing one
knob] which lacquired two days before the show opened, every set had every lamb

_ and every one was original and unbroken.
' Even the Ekco vision-only model T191291 of 1939 which] illnstrated on page 19 _
' of my book and stated that the knobs were not original had been replaced with a

perfect example for the exhibition with original knobs. Similarly the Cossor 1219
T‘Wradio of 1939 illustrated on peg 11' of my book with the wrong safety glass had
been replaced with a perfect example. in fact this set 1s in new condition. having
never been switched on. the trimmers being still 1n position]. One set, a 1-9495 Philco
'I'Vhadio had the radio dial missing. This was brokenaudwas baingoopied for
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replacement when the exhibition opened.
The only other set missing ‘hits' was the KB 1*Royal Star" transportable PUPZD

illustrated on page 41  of  my book. I pointed out that the handle cover was missing
then and Unfortunately I had not been able to find a replacement set until the NVCF
fair on the 15thhtlay. _ _

The exhibition, which has now finished,-nsed only the best examples of the
sets illustrated in my book together with other sets I acquired since publication last
year. In addition to my own sets 1 arranged to borrow two pro-war German sets, a

Bush mirror-drum and the Baird transmitter. With the exception of these borrowed
items the bulk of  the sets together with a few extra recent additions have now been
transferred to London where they will go on display at Sotheby‘s, 33335 New Bond
Street from 2 -  11 august. enhance free. .

4H5 Alive is happy to printall shades of opinion and give anyone the right to defendlu'm
orherselfin print. It does occur tome that captioning errors are the responsibility of the
exhibiting gallery but that may not he the point that Pat was trying to make. Michael
adds there will he a proper catalogue prepared )‘hr the London exhihition, also an
addendum to his hook 'Historic Television and Video Recorders‘ which will he posted to

.all those who register an interest - no doubt a stamp for return postage would be
appreciated. A second and enlarged edition ofthis hook will he published towards the
end of the year. {Editor}. _ .

From Joe Starie, London: _ - _ . .
Iwas intrigued by all the interest in 'Retro TV” oraflfi area. possibly because it was
live then. now only preserved in salvaged telerecordings. We can only recall or i
imagine how good the originalbroadcasts were; . ' _ _—

Thanks to Dickie Hewett, I’ve been famous [or infamous] for fifteen minutes.
However, it  reveals as engineers how some of us tended to dwell on the operational
defects of our equipment; in the main these were corrected by fair means or  foul.
Breakdowns were often more exciting than programmes. - '- - _ ' ' -

This could not be said of  ’Quatermass and The Pit' —- that was in production at
Riverside when the first one—man vision control experiments started under Ben
Palmer. It was Ben, not I, who did all the operating in addition to detdsing and
fiequently modifiring the system as it went along. A variety of headaches were
alleviated by Ben‘s ingenuity and his bottle of aspirin; ' _ - _

Suffice to say, Til Centre‘s studios started up with a working system, too
elaborate to go into here. To saythe least, it  keptthe engineers busy.

‘ Meanwhile, as the Riverside trials were going on some hricklayers were
building the Chiswicl: Flyover, but you can't blame me for that.

From hfilte Lemin, limpenhoe:
I was interested to see the article on love Starie. I remember him joining us at Lime
Grove in the maintenance department. I think his memory is playing him tricks. The
image orthicons [Marconi Mk [H] were inherently stable, as were the EMF. C.P.S.. We
aligned the C.P.S. only weakly — not hourly! Incidentally, at the time of the 'one man
control' experiments I was Ben Palmer’s special assistant and made the waveform
monitor that displayed four separate line waveforms [all values”. Derek Habday,
who later became a lighting director, produced from home a 12-inch electrostatic
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green CRT, so we mounted it at 45 degrees in an old Cossor console TV monitor
cabinet. The CRT was shaped like a huge onion, almost spherical at the face. Looked
positively lethal! I'm' retiring myself on September 2nd after nearly forty years with
the BBC, ATV and finglia [29 years]. I think I've almost seen the history of TV unfold.
i've enjoyed it  greatly, and it's sad to see the recent changes that will put so many out
of work.

From Anthony Goodman, 91 Wailing Street. Rndlett, Harlin, WI}? 71!:
Got the Spring '94 issue of 405 Alive just in time to remind myself about the National
Vintage Communications Fair at the NEC in May. I had been in two minds as to
whether to go along this year, as the event in-1993 had been sadly lacking in vintage
hardware at anything like "reasonable prices. However, this year the dealers made the
event well worth attending, with many excellent examplesof 405, 50s and fins TV sets
going for prices as low as £15. As my collection of vintage TVs is dismally poor, I was
delighted to have such a choice, but as I'd dragged two friends along, and had made
the journey up to the Midlands in what's not much more than a 2 + 2 sports car, I had
to be very select as to how many sets I could bringbaclt with me. I plumped for three.
which seemed that best compromise between price, looks, condition, and size. The
sets are one Pye PT? 12" portable; one Philips MK 98521 1?“ and one GEC BT5144 10",
the latter being the nicest of the lot, and in extremely good [external] condition.
Having no knowledge of electro‘,nics and certainly no confidence to even tinker with
the sets I have no idea whether any would work 1n any fashion, and don't intend on
even trying to power them up. Still. for the little I paid for them, I'm happy to let them
take up valuable space in my living room as lovely bits of furniture tohe looked at and
polished occasionally. I would be interested, however, in knowing something about
these sets, so I'd be grateful to hear from anyone who knows anything about their
dates of  manufacture, or evenhas service data. _

.The Spring 94 'made was a real cracker, even if the 'Death of a Station' article was one
of the most depressing I've ever read. To read such comments as, "Nearly 406
two-inch videotapes that were known to exists as late as 19'38 have, as far as loan
ascertain, gone without trace" was sickening stuff. I suppose there'rs at least some
optimism to be had 'In the knowledge that it  is equally uncertain that the tapes were
actually, physically destroyed. But until any actually turn up...

The other article which tweaked my horizontal hold {if I may coin that phrase]
was 'Starie's Stories'. Not only were Joe Starie's reminiscences of hardware
installation in many of the studies I later worked in, quite fascinating, but the details
he gives on creating the original Doctor Who title sequence had me running back to
my video camera to see what I could achieve with a similar set up. I used a large
minor to effectively reverse the scan of the monitor, and got some very hypnotic
results, even if I didn't quite achieve the exact look of joe' s efforts as broadcast, If
anyone has any other umrds of advice on achieving the Doctor Who look, I'd be very
interested. -

From Andy Hoot, Leytnnstone: _ '
Thanks for my first issue of 405Alive, and also the compendium issue. What can I say,
except that I really loved them,_and I think thatI may yet get into delving about in the
back of old TV sets! '

8 .
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_ It was a great relief to find out that] wasn‘t the only person whoever loved
test-card music - although it  wasn't so great by the time I started listening, as we're
talking early seventies rather than the sixties, and my memory tells me that the tapes
were getting a bit patchy by then - and I was even more astounded to find that pmple
have actually researched them! I think the Test Card Circle may be hearing from me
soon. - ' '

My main interest is in vintage programmes from the period, and also the
ephemera of broadcasting, like the logos and idents of different stations - I can just
about remember Associated-Rediffusion. However, I found a lot of the technical staff
fascinating, and it  made me want to investigate the insides of  old This instantly. And
would you behave that for the first time I actually understood the difference between
4H5 and 625 lines! _ _

So. thanks again - I  love the mix of technical and non-technical articles, and I
look forward to becoming more active as a 4B5 Aliver. But two things before I go.
Firstly, I bought one of those I'I‘C compilations -— The Seventies, vol.2. It has a series.

called 51’YDER'S WEB represented on it by one episode. I'd never heard of  it, but it's a
rather fine spy show with a touch of dry humour. What’s really interesting from our
point of view. though, is that it's taken from a broadcast tape that is blw and has the -
ATV ident at the beginning. It also has 'End ofPart One', etc inserts still in place, with
a second's gap before the 'Part Two' insert -- and a wonderful spidery guitar theme. -_
Can anyone offer any suggestions to an idiot like me asto why this should be, when
all the othershows are in colour, and uncutintbis way? ' " _-

Secondly, it's the Ffith for the flesh in 199 F, and I hope that they‘ll be
celebrating as they did the 50th in 1912 [You hetl]. Thatwas what really got me into
Ti and radio, as [was seven going on eight,'and found myself fascinated by the
images from the past in documentaries like CDUGH AND YOU'LL Um

.mDUSfiNDS [or wasit hundreds'lj. lire any of these actually available in any form?
I’d love to see them again—perhapsasmall ad wouldbe the best idea? ' I -

When companiesrepaclrage old Wmaterialforrelease on sell-through tape, they'seem
to have diferent policies. in general they like to reestablish their Cflpjfl‘fghl‘ and this.
generolh' means new titles or some modification to the original ones. Some companies
have a more enlightened attitude, or at least enlightened in our eyes because we
nostalgia fi-ealcs litre to see programmes exactly as they were originally broadcast Any
silly coloured titles superimposed on old biw programmes destroys that illusion
instantly! - " ' ‘

Originally there was a feeling that contin ally announcements {such as 'End ofPart {hie}

that were irrelevant on the sell—tiaough version should be cut out but now l guess doing
this would cost money, so the companies leave the tapes ‘as is'. It may also be at the
discretion of the producer who is responsible for compiling the re-issrr e. Another reason
for 'tampering' with old programmes is when they are repackaged for showing on Til;
either to a new generation ofw'ewers orfor sale overseas. Elliot no  doubt applies to the
{m ore saleable} colour series you saw on the tape. In their case, 'End of Part [in e‘
captions cropping up at the wrong place would clearly be an embarrassment. 0n the
other hand the copyright owners probably though no other broadcaster would want to
show a blw programme and left the tapes exactly as they were. And on a sell-throughre—
issue these captions meant a problem.
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As for finding people who will let you borrow recorm'rrgs ofprograrnrnes they caught on
TV, yes, putting a small ad at the back of the magazineis definitely the best way. There is
also a group called STARS {Savers of Television and Radio Shows}; I know several 405
Alivers belong to thorn and swap tapes. Then many of the appreciation societies for
individual Wprograrnrnes have tapes circulating among their members. Addresses for
all these organisations have been published in 495 Alive in the past and have been
compiled re the 1994l5 Sound and Vision Yearbook {which is advertised in 405 Alive of
course}. l'rn biased of course but i don‘t behave any serious enthusiast can manage
withouta copyofthe Yearbook! [Editor]

From Tony Bridgewater, New Maiden:
With regard to the question about a third studio at filexandra Palace, certainly one
existed at the outset'rn 1936. It was located alongside Studio E in the area between A
and B and was used during ‘Baird weeks' for announcements and one-man [or one-
woman] performances suchas singing. Spot—light scanningwas used, as in earlier 39-
line days, so the studio was otherwise in darkness. Only head—and—shoulders, or at
most waist—length, shots were feasible. ' '

This studio, never known as Studio C but usually ‘Baird Spot—light o r  ‘Baird
Announcing ofcourse had to close down 1n February 193?. Later it became part of the
Central Control area. .

From 3ames Pople, Lyme Regis: '
I joined BBC-TV, albeit 1n the film department, in 1951 and moved to ARTV'in 1955,
ultimately retiring from Thames five veers ago as a producerldirector in ’03s. I've
known Iot. Hamilton since 1955 and, as you know, he put us in touch.

On Coronation Day {195 3}] was at Kavs' Laboratories, my job being to cut out ‘
"the overlaps and top-and—-tai1 the reels as they came off the printer. This was a 292‘};
line suppressed-frame 'telerecording on 35mm. When complete it was DR‘d
[despatch-ridered} to a helicopter at Alexandra Palace racecourse. Thence to London
airport and, I think, by Canberra bomber to New York, being the fastest thing—across _
the Atlantic [no satellites in those davsl]. The Americans get it on their screens
almost'1n 'real time', allowing forthe five hours' time difference. Heady dapsi

Why the 292? line recording was judged better quality I cant remember,
maybe one ilfl'lll' readers can.

I am on the Executive Committee of the Chrome and Television Veterans,
which'rs open to those who have worked rn the film and television industries on a
continuous basis for 39 years or  more, and I have taken the liberty of writing a piece
on eflfifilive for our magazine The Veteran. so you may get same response.-

Yes, liar, we have had several new readers as a result ofpour article and also as a result
of John P. Hamilton's sterling work in spreading the word. l’our help is greathr

' appreciated. And perhaps someone would indeed like to rolre over the subject ofearly
telerecordingpolicy again. [Editor]

_ 'lfl
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From Dave and nu Prohert, wars-r1:
At the National Vintage Communications Fair this year we came across a 16mm film
of aTVprogramme and wonder if anyone knows about it. - -

It is called 'Cooking PriceWise‘ with Vincent Price and is complete in quite
good condition but no Thames TV idents and no sign of their having been removed
either. We noticed what looked like a standard replacement leader at the start but
when tes ting found it  had the original audio ident [or most of  it] left on.

It says CUOKHVG PRICEWISE - VTR No. THE 3391, I?:?:?? -{splice here]. but
we think it  could be 19 F1, the same as its Thames transmission. An old ITV Handbook
states transmissionin summer 19?1 of just six programmes and at the end credits lists
it as anIJl TV production. So one must presume it was anindependent production.

The colour isquite good, with reasonable definition and very good sound, shot
on a set about the size of  the average living room. And without a doubt in just one take
- and it  shows, witha few fluffs and nearly a 'dry-up‘. Quite enjoyable though.

From Larry Coaiston. Isle ofWight:
Dicky Howett's memory of the quality of  black and white pictures of  the 1950—695 is
not fair to the engineers who struggled hard to put out what were then the worlds best
quality state of art television pictures. Many BBC 0B engineers of the time would
disagree with the statement that 'the electronics of the CPS Eminon were basically
rubbish‘ [page 31]. The CPS Cameras were originally in operation on BBC LondonTel.
OBs. in the early 1959s and gave a picture quality with every photographic grey scale.
The resolution and definition [bandwidth] of the vision was measured in excessof 5
to 6 Minimum: for 495 lines was normally 3MI-Ia] but of course the CCU controls had
to be operated correctly to prevent the ‘peel off on highlights. _

American Talon-comings. _ _ . ‘ _ '
The quality of  American telerecordings [page 9] was inherently technically superior
with respect to line structure and flicker, but subjectively this was not the case.
Recordings of American studio {and DB) originated programmes ' using Image
Urthicon Cameras displayed the black 'throw off from highlights. Wimess the
Channel Four repeats of the Nat. King Cole shows in recent years.- This defect was
mainly due to unsuitable operation of an incorrect lens aperture {too wide open] and
CCU target controls in  conjunction with very high contrast lighting. To minimise this
required experience and skill on the part of the lighting supervisor and vision control
engineers. The technical cause of ‘throw oft‘ was researched by both English Electric
and Evil and in the late 19 59s led to the 4?." 1.0. with its bigger glass target area. '

Up to about 1989, whenever BBC 495 and BEE-line film telerecordings were
transferred to VT masters [both for 2" quad and the later standard 1“ tapes), the film
was replayed from older flying spot telecine machines [Cintei Mk II] which were
equipped with ‘spot wobble' on the scanning CRT. When properly adjusted the line
structure on  the vision output monitor merged and minimised any line strobe efl’ect.
As far as I know, the later Mark IV Ciutel and the new CCI} machines in use today
were not modified with spot wobble and the resultant line banding -— venetian blind
effect — can often be seen when archive material which was transferred from the Mk
IV is transmitted, as well as sometimes [on black backgrounds] the vertical 'stripes‘

_ which result from the digiscan. Nowadays. direct 'on air‘ telecine in the BBC has
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ceased and all film material is transferred to video-tape for transmission.

From Laura E. Dance, Eh Zinaan Street. Reading. Berke, RG1 'IUQ [fl?34-50flflfl?]:
GDDFREY‘GUFF‘ DELAHEY _
Your name has been given to me by Ray Herbert at the Royal Television Society. He
suggested putting an item in your periodical in order to find some of my uncle's
comrades who might be able to give a clue as to some of the work in which he was
involved. '

He was a technician who originally worked forBaird Television Ltd; during his
time he was in some way involved with the radar and secret world for the government
of the day, althoughl have no knowledge as to whom he was working for when he was
involved in the government and radar work. He worked both at Grymal Palace. at the
time of the fire and also at  Alexandra Palace. Clue of his projects was the reception of
pictures from one studio to another some three miles away, in which his twin sister
was the model!

I would be delighted to have some news of his wo_.rk He died at the age of 29 '
from TB and my motherwould like to know more about his work if possible as well as
knowing he has not been left as an unsung hero. I am also anxious to trace as much
information about him as possible as I should like to somehow follow in his footsteps,
although I never met him, so I should be grateful to hear from any of his colleagues
who might still be alive. Mr Herbert has already traced a Mr Spencer who remembers

_ my uncle. ' . _

From Mark Tinkler, 1? Brookgate, 9’2 Lordship Park, London N16 5BR:
Thanks for 1ssue 21 of 405 Alive, well up to your usual standard.

I keep promising to send you a few lines that you can use for publication 1n the
mag so I thought better get down to it...

A few years ago I was Associate Producer on a LWT programme called ”The
Troubles with the Fifties“ .looking for clips for the show, I viewed marry programmes
from 1338's "The Grove Family‘t through to Granada s"The Army Game".

In my researches. 1 came across a programme at Granada called “The Fifties“
transmitted at New Year 1950. However Granada TV informed they only bad a 405- _
line 2" tape of the programme and I would have to get the tape transferred if  I wanted
to use it. Luckily. the Granada Paper Library [now sadly defunct} had a copy of the
scriptso Iwas able to instiiy the cost of the transfer. Granada sent the tape down to me
and I went to a group of chaps at  GNG in Twickenham who had built from scratch. or
so I behave, an authentic converter so that a ens-fine picture was converted to 625.
[At that time and with my budget, the only other alternative was to use facility houses
that played back a dflfi-line tape onto a 405 monitor and then filmed the results onto _
625 tape. GNG, however with theircustom built converter transferred the elm-line it”
directly onto fiZfi-Iine 1" tape. ]

The paperwork on the 2" indicated the tape had not been played since
transmission at  New Year 1960, and that the tape had been used only once before on
anfld Mag which had been wiped to make way for “The Fillies“.

As you can well imagine. t was expecting a very long day with oxide flying all
over the place. Once GNG had cleaned the tape and with much trepidation. the-tape
was put on  the machine and played absolutely perfectly! Not one bit of drop-out— we
even played the tape twice just to make sure that it was playing perfectly. So after 31
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years of living in a box, the 2" looked perfect. The programme was introduced by a
very dapper-looking Ian Carmichael and was a look back at all aspects of  the 19565.
Unfortunately, we were unable—to use any extracts from it in our LWT programme,
but for me, it  was a sterling lesson in the durability of  two inch!

I was interested to see mention of the colour “The New London Palladium
Show" from 1966 which featured Roy Orbison that surfaced recently. I'd known of the
existence of this programme for some time and used a clip of  a very youthful Jimmy
Tarhuclt inLW'I's ‘Cilla's Celebration" last year. This strange 2", marked ',colour' had
previously sent out to a facilities house for transfer but had been returned as they
couldn't work out what format it was. It turned out that the tape was 405 -1iue colour
all right—-hut NTSC format! It was obviously a test with, Iwould'imagine, the colour
cameras alongside the normal ones for IT? black 6: white transmission. The colour
version has only a titles card with the name of the programme and an ATV logo at me
end, with no othercredits —the new originalTX copy nowbeing long gone.

There must have been only about four or five colour cameras used and there
are vast differences in colour and contrasts hetween shots but it’s still a fascinating
colour. glimpse onto the 19665!

Whilst working on this "Gilles Celebration show for LWT I had to watch all
the shows she's ever done- and there's quite a few! Many readers may remember the
BBC T? series she made from 1966 to 19 :34 which were always we focal point of BBC
1's schedule on Saturday nights. However, there are many gaps in these programmes
-— many were live and not kept for this reason, whilst others were wiped.

I was lucky enough to find copies of two of the wiped shows on one inch to -
Europe as they were co-productions. i let fidam Lee know at the BBC archive at
Windmill Road and he made arrangements to get copies hack for the BBC. There was
also one ”Cilia" show from the early 16 title which the BBC had only on a black 3: white
telerecording despite heing made 1n colour. I'd managed to find a 2nd generation 1WHS

recording of a colour version of the show sourced from the Australian transmission of
the show some years later.

I told Adam at the BBC of this and we made arrangements for him to borrow it.
You may know of the “Doctor Who" programmes that the BBC have restored by using
American colour NTSC EBB-line VHS and U—Matic recordings and combining them
with the BBC's 16mm black 6: white telerecordings to produce new colour master
tapes. However, this was the first time that the BBC had tried the same process with a
colour 625 PAL tape. Transferring the telerecording and the VHS onto separate D3
tapes, the two signals were then combined through a BBC Post-Production suite
taking the colour off this second-generation VHS and the definition off the
telerecording to produce a new master tape. I was able to view the finished product
and was surprised at how good itwas——ohviously the quality'rs not pristine, but'rt was
as good as any colour telerecording I‘ve seen. I was also able to return to the BBC
copies of  two other "Gills" shows which they'd wiped, albeit onVI-IS

its someone who s joh rs hunting down extracts for clips for TV, I would he
very interested in any of your readers who has material recorded off—air in the past '
that may be unique I offer complete cortidentiality and will protect sources - my
only desire rs to restore to the general public material that mightotherwise he never
generally seen again.

For example, at  the moment I'm working on I’Pop Quiz" for the BBC. There are
almost no "Top of the Pops“ shows from the 1666s and only a few from the early 16 ms
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left - despite this. I know of several items that collectors have such as the Iimi
Hendrix Experience which I have seen on a very ropy VHS. Does any one have a
relatively decent copy of  this or  of  any other great UK television moments now wiped
by the TV companies?

By the way, to add to the list of ITV continuity announcers... hTV had Peter
Tomiinson and he had the unfortunate job of linking into 'Tiswas‘ and was roped into
the fun! I believe he went on to become managing director of Beacon Radio in the
Westhfidlands. _

From Norman Newboulhfildreth:
I have built two designs published in 405 Alive, the pattern generator by Maloom
Burrell and the system a modulator by David Looser. The ans-line test pattern
generator was built on Verohoard with no problems encountered during
construction. Initial setting up was done on a ‘scope. with final tweaking up on a TV
via a modulator. This generator has been in use for about two years now and has
proved reliable and stable with no further adjusnnentaiter initial setting up.

I have built four modulators on channels 1 to 4. The highest frequency I have
managed to get these to work reliablyis filMHz, channel a. It takes some fiddling with
the coils to get them to work on the correct frequency. I believe the maximum
frequency of the 1496 balanced modulator is well below fiflhfllz, so this may be the
reason for the instability at higher frequencies. The modulators are built on 3“ square
PCBs and once set up, are giving very good results.

it's always good to have some feedback on tie-it-yoursel;t projects and i am sure the
relevant designers will be pleased too that someone actually slid follow their circuits!
[Editor]

From Leslie Hiue, 9 1Well Street, Ulverstnn. Cumbria. 1A1: TEG [11:29-
sazssrlseeass]:
I would like to introduce myself as a newcomer to the group! I have been in the TV
game for 35 years since leavin g school. It is inst about {nearly} all I know and hence 1
am very glad to have found out about aflfifllive.

I already have a collection of 195 D-ish TVs and would very much like other 405
filivers to make themselves known to me either via phone or by post soI  can form my
own database which makes it  easier to contact each other.

It would be interesting to see if there is anyone near to me, then we could
maybe arrange a meeting and possibly apint [or two].

If I can be of help to anyone with spares or service manuals, pleas a get in
touch. I am still managing to run my own business (TV, Video and Satellite Service
Centre] under the strain of the big companies on my shoulders.

leeiie's letter is an excellent idea and if anyone else wouldI like to send in a 'eontacts
wanted” letter we'll be delighted to publish it. There could be another enthusiast just
around the com when: you! [Editor]

From Roger Bunney. Ramsey:
a quick response on Southern TV. One popular announcer was Christopherltobbie.
He had the tearful task of closing down Southern TV on the last night prior to the loss
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' of franchise and the take-over by TVS. The next morning the tearful Christopher
Robbie was re-incarnated as the laughing, joyful Christopher Robbie opening up the
new This service! Another wonderful Southern announcer was Ian Curry. He was the
one that during a break between programmes — when real people were seen in
presentation —displayed an apple pie he had bought in the canteen. He said it was a
solid lump and returned it to the canteen. “And this, ladies and gentlemen, is the
replacement!" He held up an app 1e pie in a dish, inverted it and the pie remained
motionless stuck upside down to the plate._

TVS went through a lot of announcers including Anna- Maria Ash, who also
shows up on Grampian. Malcolm Brown also did a lot of pres. work on commercial ‘
station Ocean Sound. Fern Britton appeared in the very early days of TVS as the
anchorwoman on 'Coast to Coast‘ and stayed there until mid-1992 when she left and
went to London News with hubhy Clive lanes. Fred Dineage also has worked in
presentation when short for TVS though he was anchorman for Coast as well. There
was also abeautiful girl called Lizzie something on Southern 1n the early days, I have
her photo somewhere. She became browned off with it and went back to teaching.
Brian Nissan was Southern‘ s senior announcer for many years, a lovely bloke.

From Brian Renforth, Sandyford:
I‘m afraid there were a few omissions from my announcers list. Here they are:
TSW—-—}'illy Carter

' TIT— Lynn Spencer.
we will pass on all these updates to Tony Currie and he  can than have the fun of
recompiling a complete list! [Editor] .

From Steve-James, West Bridgford: .
It  was a nice surprise to see Pat Hildred's‘ photos of our day with Peter Stanley. The
street scene with our cars was an especially pleasing sight, only the presence of a
neighbour's estate car belies the year. Further to the classic car saga. Pat is in the
process of restonngaFord Anglia van—just the job for those fills 'I'Vrental deliveries, '
whilst] currently have another Somerset on  the road, whilst the one in the picture is '
resting, with my 1969s Vauxhall victors. .

Speaking of things in pairs, Pat and I were able to do each other a service
recently, when he acquired an Ekco combined 1'!“ TV, VHF radio and gram, circa
1956, and an Ultra Bermuda 25“ b&w dual standard set— somethingl thought never
see another example of! All this meant that Pat and I had an example of each of these
sets. After a spot of swapping, Pat acquired my Ekco TVigram and was able to make
one good set out of two, whilst I tookon the Ultra 25“ as a spares set for mine. A useful

_ transaction indeed. '
One or two interesting archive programmes have been hiding in the BBC '

dayfime talevision schedules recently. BBC: showed a c lass ic‘scene‘ from 1969
entitled Terry‘. The title role was played by Dennis Waterman, looking rather

_ youthful, in his search for ‘the right job'. The play was studio-based and tool: the form
of a black a white telerecording. Also shown on BBC2 a few months ago was at least
one episode of-the award-winning ‘Children Talking‘ from 196 '1'- this carried the end

' cred1t‘BBCtv NORTH ' . _
_ Those who drooled over 'The Sandie Shaw Supplement‘ on BBCE‘s delve into

the sixties will be delighted to learn that her 1963 LP of the same name has been.
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re~released on CD by RPM Records. The LP is supplemented {ho he] by Sandie‘s
hard-to-find single releases from the same period, including the delightful 'Monsieur
Dupont', her last hit of the decade. There are copious fold-out notes and super period
photographs, as well as a snippet from the Radio Times. showing that The Sandie -
Shaw Supplement‘ was shown on Tuesdays at 9.55pm after Fanny:r Craddock‘s'Colourful Cookery; - ' '

From Frank Mitchell, Edinburgh: - -' -
Further to the item from Tonyar Clayden in'issu'e 21, I enclose an oldletter fromfissociated-Rediffusion, which clarifies his query. I liked this time too!

Letter-is on next page. -
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ASSOCIATE-D-  REDIFFUSION
LIMITEH

TELEVIS ION HOUSE ' KINGSWAY ' LONDON *W'C-Z
PHONE: moan Ill-l- m: VIEWER!!!“ mun. mflDOH CAI-LII: mourn. LOHIIOH

PG/gen/‘ES/CEEG ' . 23rd flotober, 1963.

Hr. F.H1tche31,
1'15 Ringebroue Road {north} ,_
Edinburgh 11,
Scotland.

Dear fir. Kimball,

flank you for your enquirggot 22nd Optober.

.The tame played inst before schoofla' programmes is called
Finale to Dance Suite by Thoma Arne. This is -'|:aken from one

- of our own tapes and I an afraid that no details are available. ,

' Than]: you for your interest and I am sorry to diaappoint.
you on this oooaaion.

fours ainoerely,

mm WW

BI I IC IC I I  = JOKE I’I'IICEI III‘II..1.I. Il.lul1‘.‘l'. Khulna- l l  Io- ID'III'I'H S .  HI I I IE IT .  El l .  Incl-u?!  E l l i - I l l a . )

' -  JDOILAH.  F.B.fl.l.. III-LE I .  inn-Inu-  mourn-I  Tn. Ila.  flan .  Tun: Hill-EDUHT cfl tv lLLI  D!  GUI-ROI!

J. I IICHITI-DH-Hh'l‘l' I t .  I I IC IWEL I -  Illl'l'lll. I l . _  I -C .V .O . .  but-fl . . .  I O:-
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‘9 TELEVISION NEWSREEL E
MISSING BEIIE‘UEB WEI] I!
Here 5 a diaryr date not to be missed. The National Film 3: TV firehive' s Steve Bryant
will host the much as rated follow-up to HEW Ion Saturdajar Est October The venue is
NFI'Z at the National Film Theatre on London's South Bank. Bookings on

' 01? 1-315 13'24. More information will be available nearer the date‘but Steve assures
me there will be some rare nuggets of lost programmes now found once more.

SIIIIOH l-IAH ER
-We are sorrfto announcethe death of our subscriber Simon Hamerat the tragicallyF poungage
of 33. Simon was a hill farmer in Radnorshire and a keen nelewsion enthusiast. Ahhough not
related. he shared with his namesake Keith ‘Hamer a great practical aptitude for pulling in
television signals from foreign countries and he will be sorely missed by his friends. I count -
myself as one of these for although I never met him we had manyF connotations by telephone
and his open friendly manner and infectious enthusiasm nude an overwhelming Impression on
me [AEl‘

NEW ATTRACTION IN CHESTER
A new venue has opened at 42 Bridge Street on the historic Chester Rows. to provide a
unique centre for all ”inntage sound and wsion enthusiasts.

Following the success o f  the TDn The Air‘ shop over the last few years. the new
enlarged shop has on display one of the host selections ofquality vintage wireless
sets. gramophones. telephones and related hooks .etc to interest both serious
collectors world-wide and newcomers to therapidljr growinghobhy.

: 1'8
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But the biggest part of the building 15 a new Wireless and Television Museum,
covering the development of British broadcasting from the 19205 onward.

Not just a collection of old equipment, the sets themselves tell the story of
broadcasting, using a range of audio-visual and interactive techniques. 1Visitors are
able to see and hear the voices and images of the past, in period settings by a leading
T‘ii'designer, from a192fls  drawingroomto altims'l‘listudio.

The Museum‘ s director, Steve Harris, who has a' background 111 media education and
Ti! production, 15 better known to many enthusiasts as one of the few professional
dealers in the vintage radio field This exciting new project is the result of years of
research, planning and collecting.

The museum is open to the public now and if you d like further information, ring up
and find out! The new number ts 92414-346463, please erase from your memorybanks
the old phone number. _

TV ts KING EXHIBITION CAME T0 LONDON
If you were unable to visit Edinburgh in time to seethe exhibition ’TVis King' {featured inthe last
issue of  this magazine and also on Scottish Television and BBC in Scotland), perhaps you were
able to see it in London. The complete exhibition {except ior the German receivers} was on
show at Sotheby’s gallery in London from 1nd to I Ith August. The Daily Mail carried a double-
page spread with several delightful colourilhrstrations on Saturday 30th July. '

if you missed the ejdaibition you can still enioy the book of the show, also called W is King’.
Written by Michael Bennett-Levy and luli of colour illustrations {see review in next issue), the
book is available at £15 to callers, { i 8  post-paid inland and £20 post-paid overseas from
Suthebfs Bookshop, 34-35 New Bond Street, London, WIA 1AA [phone DUI-493 Bflflfl, fax
0 I If l 499 3 iflfl}.

The BBC plans to screen the television programme nationaily some time. possibly to coincide
with the exhibition in London.

'HIS'I—‘fllt‘f OF BRITISH T'EIEBISIDN“ EXHIBITION
All readers of 405 Alive and their friends are invited to this exhibition which runs
from 5th August to 3rd September 1994 at the Chelmsford library in Market Road,
Chelmsford. Opening hours are 69.09-19.00 Mondays to Fridays and USED-1190 on
Saturdays. '

The exhibition features a selection of television receivers, accessories, posters and
memorabilia, even some wireless items as well. You can see aworldng demonstration
of a Baird Televisor and watch pro-war television films. There is a model of the
Alexandra Palace studios, with main areas of operation identified. For the post-war
era. exhibits celebrate the resumption of television in 1946, the coming of m in the
mid-fifties and the firstcolour transmissions. - '

The displays have been conceived. and realised by Simon 1ii'aughan, 405 Alive:- and
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‘ archivist of the filexandra Palace Television Society and should leave no visitor'-
dissatisfied [although no doubt they will always want  to see moral}

NEW SERVICE FOR HEADERS '
We already have a notes and queries section where you can post the questions that have been
preying on your mind for the last four or forty years but that doesn't help people whowould gust
like to have a natter with other like-minded souls to discuss say, the merits of Tonight or  Fire o '
Clock Club or to find out if anyonerecorded the music I'rom some programme orother. Very

_ often"In this way you can put one and'two together and get live or six as a result. perhaps even
get putin touch with someone you lost contact with In the past. '

So starting next issue we'll have :1 CONTACT CORNER section— that ts ifyou send In your
message. Send your message plus name and addreos or telephone number or  however you wish
to play it. The magazine won't get involved beyond pubfishing people's messages although

' obviouslyif you turn up any amusing stories or facts we'd love to see a letter or article to put in _
the magazine. '

FIRE WARNING ' ' '
The Bath! Moi! printed a sad story recently where a mother and daughter were killed
in a house fire. A fire officer said that 390 video tapes stored near the fireplace had
contributed significantly to the ferocity of the hlaze.

He continued it was not realised what role tapes could play in a fire until the blaze in
' the cottage had been re-enacted in a laboratory Mr Price told the hearing:

"Individually I don t  think videos are a fire risk. But once involved in a fire they
intensify the effects very rapidlyfl‘ The burning tapes would have produced a— heat
comparable to four foam-filled three-piece suites and given off cyanide gas high
levels of carbon monoxide and lethal chromium oxide. Once the burning tapes

_ reached their maximum temperature they stayed at that peak for it} minutes in a
‘horrific fast—moving fire‘. -

The fire officer. recommended that tapes he kept in a closed cabinet or cupboard,
rather- than on open shelves. That sounds like good advice to all of 11s who keep large
libraries of tapes. _ ' '

RAIDERS OF  THE LOST ARCHIVES 2
' Raiders ofthe Lost Archives 2. the latest Kaleidoscope event. is coming soon! Kaleidoscope has
been organising screenings oi classic British television since I983 and this wifi hetheir seventh
event. The screenings will include a mixture of action. adventure and teiefantasy rarities -
together with the occasional oddity. The event takes place on Saturday l3th August I994 and - ‘
will run lr'orn 19.313 to 11 3D. The venue is the superbly equipped Stourbridge Town Hall. near

_ Birmingham. Admission“us time but only the most hard-hearted will not make a donation to the _
RHLI charity. For Iurther information send :1 SE to Kaleidoscope, 93 Old Park Road,
Dudley. West Hidlands, DY] 3N5. '

' TIME SCREEN
Issue .20 [Spring 1994] has recently appeared of this excellent magazine. It calls itself
The Magazine of British Telefantasy and it  real ly 're the best written and researched,
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_ the best illustrated and the most sane [if that's the word} of the magazines covering
science fiction and other fantasy programmes on television. They must be nice

' people because they mention sflfifllivs as well!

This issue has an episode guide to the ATV series Thriller: a listing of telefantasy
programmes in the BBC archives and much, much more. You can order a copy by
sending £2.95 [cheque or postal order made out to Time Screen] to Time Screen, 83
Edlinglaon Lane, Warmsworth. DDNCfiSTER. Yorke, DEM 9L5.

IOU RNA}. INTO IIIELOBT
in the May issue (no. I Hi) teievision music collectoriexpert Dave ”Nations has added a. vvord'ly
suppnlerneotto a previous articieon vintage television theme tunes. whilstthe letters section has
copious correspondenceon ideniiying ibrary nusic trades onthe new ICPl'i mood music
archive CDs Ifyou have anyinnerestin television music atali,you must readthis magazine which
comes as part of the membership package oi the Robert Farnon Society. Members aiso get _

' discount on CDs. including the brand new Ron Grainer Themes CD on the Playr it Again label
[PLAY 003}. Did you know the Fanny Cradock theme was called 'Buttereri Crumpet’i No? Well
this and 29 otl'ieritems areon this fist!

issue I 1? contains harther correspondence on the RPM CD, two articles by Malcolm Bachelor _
on [TV test card rrntsic in the sixties and part three of Gareth Eramley's discography on the
profificWandiiiInrnusicvnimrBarryGray. Averitableieastior music fans! - -

For more details send a SAlE to Robert Farnon Society, Stone Gables, Upton
_ Lane,- Seavlngton St. Michael, ILHIHSTER, Earth, TATE! 0P1. ' -

- GEAR-OUT DF BECKISSUES ' ' -
To make space we are having a sale on all had: numbers. Limited stocks of lssues 16, '
15" 18.15!I and 20 are now available at £1  each. post-paid. They won't last long at this _
bargain price sosend offyourorder today. '

HUSEUH GI: l-fll'l DON SH  “HEB SWAFSHOPS . ' ' '
The Huseern of London is laying on an exhibition cafled 'Carry On Collecting— The Things

. Londoners {ZoilectlI whichwifl run from juneto September and In connection with this they wifl
also have free swapmeets on Sundays where you can bring. buy. sell and swap anything you like.
Presumably the early birds getthe table space. Host ofthe days are themed' but Sundalst'
hilyisfor'sightsandsounds'andsundayllsthugustis 'Free iorAll’. -

The rrnrseumis open Tuesdayto Saturday from ID.00m 1?. 50andfron1 linoon to IT 50 on
Sundays. Closed Mondays except Bani: Hofidays. i'iuseum of London. London wall, London
ECIT iii-IN. iniormation fine flTI-fiflfl 080T. Nearest Underground stations. St Pauls and
Barbican both five minutes'vrallt.

FEE-WAR SETS INABUNBABTEE _
_ Tony Jones advises the next Phillips auction sale will have six pro-war TV sets

including Marconi types res, 1'03, $05, one and 905 also afiflz as illustrated on the
front cover of Historic Televisimis and Video Recordersln addition there are some
Ekcos and several early postwar sets [two Bush models of 1946 and an TIME? 1805 of
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1946}. There is also a Baird Televisor complete with its instruction book. plus
bakelite Tits from Bush {W12} and GEE. The sale 1s on September 13th and you can

' find more information' 1n their dis play advertisement 1n this' issue. '

NEW OLD PROGRAMMES
TimNco-ck rangtosaymatanewsell-tln'oogh tape on the Lunierelabeifeanrres tliecon'redlan .
Tommy Cooper. Theseareold ABC Television programmes andTim says median-thorns: have
left on allthe originalrlLBC identsand closing tides. Threecheers for Lumiere!

BNDSAUR STANBEDS CONVERTER
The team at Dinosaur Labs had two queries from users recently and the answers
might interest a wider audience.

Surely, it must take o Jfiru'te time to process the SEE-line video signal. Does this mean
that the oudioneedsto be delayed as well tomcintoin lip sjmo?
N0. Unlike the Pineapple converter, which handles a whole frame of video at a time,
the Dinosaur processes each line of video as soon as it  is received. So the maximum '
delay is  the length of one tins-line line, that is 109 microseconds. This period is far too
brief to be noticed. I

The pictures coming finish my Dinosaur converter sometimes look very unnatural,
espeoioihz in sports outside broadcasts, where diagonal lines marked entire pitch or
running trookloolroil chopped up. -
You are very observant but this is realiy a fault of the BEE-line camera. not the
converter. Modern broadcast cameras use CED chip to image the scene they are
viewing and in this chip, each picture element is a minute rectangle. Diagonal lines
will look slightly stepped on a good 625 -Iine screen as well but you probably did not
notice this. This kind of problem never occurred with older cameras which used a
tube as pick-11p device because the picture element was a round spot. so to speak. and
didn‘t have the same kind of discontinuity between each element of the picture. This
is a grossiy oversimplified explanationhut it  should help.

'rIrs'r cane c emenhron , __ _ _ -
Production of the excellent Test Card C generator that we were selling has now come to an
end. Sorry about'that but there aregow reasons chieflythatitis no longereoonomicto
produce Itat the price charged and'It appeared uniltely peoplewouid he prepared to pay more
for it. Congratirlatiorls to those who had the foresight to order one whilst they were stiE
available. - -

CENTRALTVQUTTSBRDABSTREET ' ' ‘ ' -
_ Central Television' rs to leave its flagship office and studio centre in Broad Street, .
Birmingham ending 25 years of broadcasting from its city centre base. Managers at
the company explain the move is planned because dwindling statf numbers {from
Loco-plus to ace nowlmeant large portions of  the complex were being mothballed.

' Central Television has satellite broadcasting centres in Nottingham [Lenten Lane}
and Oxford but the company says it is committed to finding a new site somewhere in '

"Birmingham. Programmes made in the past at the Broad Street studios include
Crossroads Boon and Spitting image -
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“WRIGHT HATTEfiS
Yes, It does, particularly to copyright owners. A recent incident causes me to issues reminder
oithe 'misoi'engagement’onthecopyingofvideotapes.

The law recognises the concept of Iitin'Ie-shifting'. that is the recording of television
programmesto enablethem to hewatched subsequently buttitisisabouttheonlyiicence'fl'
gives us to make {as opposed to buy} copies of past television progIarnmes. Obviously, where
the programme has been released as a 'seil-through' video. this is another legitimize means of
acquiring a program, and it is aho possible {in some cases} to buy a viewing copy from
television companies and archives. Sometimes, too, a producer may provide you with a 111-15
viewing copy on the understanding that it is for your own personal viewing only. This means
what itsays: ifyou pass onacopyofthattape, you notonly put yourseliatrisltbutalsothe
person who did youthe favour in thelirst place. Acase like this isthe reason forthis article.

Current legislation does not recognise a free-ior-all in copying old progranunes regardless and
whilst it may well be that as long as no money changes hands, no harm is done, many cepyright
owners nonetheless take a very 'straight' attitude to people who hold unauthorised copies of _
material which is not only worth moneys: them but also is, after all, their exclusive property. If
they detect people with unoficial copies of titer prograrnmes they could prosecute them and _
merely to say: “Oh. I got it harmlessly from so—and-so would be no defence In law. It’s rather
like buying goods at a car boot sale--_you may unwittingly buy stolen property but innocence is
no excuse, you are nevertheless in possession ofstoien property. _

Lately film comparies have been blitzing film fairs and seizing unauthorised copies of Ifimrn
movie films. We don’twant this kind of 'bad news’ in our group. Collectors who putconlidential
material into circulation damage not only their own reputation but of the whole fraternity,
which 5 why this point is made so su'ongly. it is no wonder thatthe BBC and the NWA refuse
point blank to release material irom their archives to endtusiasts when enthusiasts break
pronisessolemnlyundertalten. -

FUNNIES '
No direct feedback on the tale last time about the antics of the telecine people at
AlphaStudios, Birmingham although Terry Stanton, who used to work there, relates
that laterxon a Cintel Mk II flying spot scanner telecine was used. This had a.

' propen5ity for catching bits of fluff' 1n the film gate, requiring the operatorto give an .
almighty blow to dislodge it. One night he forgot he was eating an egg sandwich and a _
small amount of fiufl‘ was replaced by multiple fragments of egg sandwich. Six

_ millionviewers musthave wonderedwhathasmaterialised on their screens! "

Terry continues that at Alpha a certain programme director of a nervous disposition
used to have near heart attacks if he saw anxious-looking technicians attending
cameras before a programme was due to go on—air. It was a favourite prank to wheel a

-' large oscilloscope onto the studio floor one minute before programme time-and then .
_ hastily remove it!

Your editor was talking to an L‘WT staffer the other day {no need to name him] and
somehow the programme ’Ready. Steady, Go!‘ came up. Originally the programme
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went out from Studio 9 in Television House {Kingsway} and when the show moved to
Wembley there was some general discontent among the staff who had to move there.
No particular grievance could be cited, although the staff did complain about the
smell of the cream of London's youth who packed into the studio every Friday.

Management's reaction was simple. Before the show they dumped large quantities of
air freshenerin the studio‘s ventilation systemi

amusing incident no. 2 concerned Iames Brown [Soul Brother No. 1. godfather of
Soul. etc.]. For some reason he refused to emerge from his dressing room. The show
was of course live and poor Cathy McGowan was flanneling for all she was worth,
trying to disguise the fact the star of the show was nowhere to be seen. Eventually hedid come on stage and when asked afterwards if he was suffering from stage fright. hesaid it  was nothing of the sort— he always kept the audience waiting. it was part of the
mystique of his stage act!

SWISS TV HISTIIIRY
Peter Smith writes: 'When lwas on hofiday in Switzerland in lo  ne I went to an exhibition on the '
history of  television. This is in the Swiss Transport Museum in Lucerne and runs until 15th
January I995." . -

Peter enclosed some of the literature they were handing out there and it looks like a fascinating
displayand wellword1 viewingifyouare visiting Lucerne- '

"GAILNGJAMESMSUN FANS ' _ -_Karen McCreedy, secretary of the lanes Mason Appreciation Society asks if any of
our readers can help her find TV archive material featuring Iames Mason. If you can. '
please write to her at EU Box 3552. London. SE19 BQH.

I-Ins'rmos museum _ , _- - _ . . ' _ '
The curator of Hastings museum, He ‘tiicooria William, is looking for anything on Baird. if youhave anything to offer {even only amemory} please contact her at john‘s Place. Cambridge
Road,—Hai:tings. Sussex. TN34 IET. Telephone M24J2l2li1. -

‘ The A to Z of British TV Themes, Volume 2. Silva Screen MEWS £10.26. All 'Creatures Great and Smallihngelaffinhnal Magic! BergeracBC Crickeh’BreadiAufWiedersehen Pet’Doctor WhoiGrandstandlI-‘our Feather Fallsijuke Box Imyfl'he - '
Liver Birdsi'Man About The HouseiThe New Avengersfi‘hePersuadersiSupercariTales of the Unexpectedfilan der 'Valkpstairs
Downstairsfl'lihateverHappenedtotheLikelyLeds? _ _This looks a good selection of old and new tunes and they are probably the
original recordings. Volume 1 is PIAYBDIL Silva Screen records can be foundinHMV and other record shops or ringflli'l-Ese [1525 for inforraalionimail order.

uveuev r s '  . . ' -- . . - _ - _
Bill journeauit rang hurriedly to'say that hear-id David Newman will he providing the vintage
television display attire Challtpits Museum's vintage wireless day on Sunday I Ith September. -
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_ The Chalkpits Museum Is nearfianberley in Sussex and is well worth avisit; there are flurry-items
to see and do there, as we have mentioned before. It Is close to Amberley raihvay station and'Is
well signposted.

- Bill says David will be attending despite recently falling out of his loft while rearranging the _
television sets stored up there: fortunately none of the sets were harmed even if David came a

_ cmpmr. Doesn’tsoundverynicereafly!

Finally Bill relates that theSundoy People of 14th juiy investigated a complaint against a company
in the Fylde district which has purported to the past to run a collectors club for ratio and TV
enthusiasts. An inspector ofthe Lancastertradingstandards oliicewasquoued as sayi ng they had
to pay this outfit a visit at least once a month. What a shame there have to be iecltless or
downrightdodgy peopleiniesdngourhobby!

INFORMdTION REQUEST
A very early [1936 model] EEC television receiver, a GEE type BT3?01. as illustrated
in Wireless World, 23th fingust 1935, has been donated to a Buckinghamshire
museum [it is not for disposal]. This is a dual-standard Baird zen-lineiELH-Marconi
405-line set. I am currently restoring the set to its original working condition and
would find a circuit diagram or other information of considerable help. Does anyone
have such info rmafiou‘i I would of course refund any costs incurred. Please ring me, -
Norman Groom on flEflZ—BUEdBa. - -

ON THE BOOKSHELF
WWW RADIG—CONTRDLE — NOTICE D'EMPLIJI, 1941

Waive tester Instructions. 1941]
Photocopied reprint, {52 pages. Price 100 French francs post-paid. from ].—C.

_ Montague. 35 rue Salvador-Allende, 9222i} Bagneux, France.
Not an exciting book this, but a useful one. Ifyou are re storing 'od dhall' radius. This or
other equipment. a book like this is always handy [or at least it giyes you a sense of
security in case something weird does turn upl]. The book covers all current [in 1941]
French valves plus a sprinkling of British RCil. and German ones, with equivalence
tables and base diagrams.

I haven't checked this week but you usually get around 8 or 9 francs to the
pound and the easiest way of sending money to France is using a Eurocheque [speak
to your bank if you don't already have aEurocheque book].{AE].

' TABIEAUK DE CWCI‘EEJS‘I‘IQUES ET 13E CURRESPDNDANCES DE
IAMPES {Valve characteristics and equivalents]

'Pbotocopied book, 43 pages. Price tilt} French francs post—pal d, from ].-C.
Montague, 35 rue Salvador-Allende, 92220 Bagnernt. Fro nee.

This is a more useful book being a mixture of old publications and personal
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additions, made up into a kind of useful scrapbook. French valves come top of the list
in this book but there are also plenty ofAmerican. British and German types. The data ‘
covers the pre-war period right down to 1964 and includes both tabular information
and diagrams of valve bases. [AB]

- THE BRITISH TEIEVISION LOCATIBN GUIDE. by Stave Clark.
Paperback. 119 P3395 Price £5H99 Seaspite Publishing, ISBN fl-EIEZIBEZwfl-i.

Inst a brief mention because the subject is not really vintage but an interesting and
enjoyable book nonetheless. The author sets out to reveal the real-life settings for
dozens of top television shows [52 of  them in fact]. Location maps are given showing
where the places are. also some photos of  the buildings and settings in reality and as
seen'on the box‘. A good read if you like this kind of thing. [AB].

= _ ANTIQUE RADIO magazine.
Published by Mose‘ Edizioni, via Rosco, 31010 Maser [TV], Italy. Telephone BI] 39 '
433495429 {Tuesday from 15.99 til 29.99], fax 119 39 423-529949. Special reduced
subscription rate 7'5,t]flfllire with free gifiofsixpostcard-size lithographs.
Antique Radio magazine, subtitled Radio d'Epoco e Dintorni is something else._In fact
it is truly the most attractive vintage radio magazine I have ever seen. with colour on _

_ every page. The issue reviewed. no. 5 [ApIil 1994} has a varied range of uo'reless ‘
topics including an article on interval signals {a topic dear to my heart!) and some
beautiful art deco radio sets. The ‘postcard--siae lithographs' are entitled ‘Luxe. calme
et volupté‘ and relate to the unclad female form rather than radio. If you like the land
of arty and sporty poses favoured' 1n pre-war Germany. you’ll just love these photos!

' And yes, I do! Altogether a fascinating package and don‘t worry if you cannot read _
Italian. there 15 anEnglish translation at the backof the magazine. [AE] ' -

0n the next page is a drawing of an Emitron camera by lack Kine. Two copies _
arrived here. one from Simon Vaughan, archivist for the Alexandra Palace
Television Society and one from Bernard Wilkie. Simon says this was Jack's first
job as draughtsrnan at A.P., to compile a detailed sketch of the Emitron camera and
Bernard adds: 'The intenhon was for hint to make a replica of the camera so that
various dollies could be tried out. It was at that time mounted on an old-fashioned
wickerwork bath-chair. Significantly, it  seems, there were 405 ventilation holes'in
the casing.‘'

Jack later went ontoworl: closely with our subscriber Bernard Wilkie and together
they made a powerful team in the production of special efl'ects for BBC television.
Jack was responsible for many of the sets we saw on BBC TV and was also an
accomplished scale mode-liar. his work being ieatured' 1n Model Railway News, I
recall. [AB].
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9 TELLY GOSSIP 9
with Terry Martini

Forty years of IT'lir _ ' _
IT‘FJr are planning to celebrate its 40th year next year [1995} with some classic comedy.
LWT is to produce the series which will feature clips from IT‘LJr comedy programmes
during the past 49 years. The series will he hosted by Dennis Norden. The show is
likely to be aired in September 1995 to mark the launch of UK commercial television.
IT? is expecting to show other programmes but nothing as yet hasheen confirmed on
this. ' - . _

_ BFI book launch _ - .
as has been previously mentioned in 495Alive, the long awaited "A for findromeda to
Zoo Time" book has now been published. I attended the launch recenfly at the South
Bank. Although it covers the televisionholdings ofthe BFI, I suspect it  will be of little
use to anyone other then researchers due, mainly to ' the limited access ' to the
programme material. Unfortunately, '3 no mention is made of the formats the '
programmes are held on which he shame. [although this point is covered in the book
by Steve Bryant}. A very entertaining foreword has been written by comedy writing-
team, Galton 9: Simpson. The asking price is a little on the high side at £35.90
{presumably because of the special nature of the subject material and limited market
appeail- ' ' - . .  . -

More BFITVprogramme recoveries ' ' ' ' . _
As mentioned above. I attended the recent book launch. While Iwas there they were -_
screening telerecordings of “The Hippodrome" which have just recently been
recovered. In addition to'tbis, two 'At Last The 1943 Show" episodes have also been _
recovered on film, and Dick Fiddy '[BFljtells me there are negotiations in progress _

‘ with a Dutch TV station on the return of missing Top of the Pops material plus other .
19595 pop shows. . - . - ' , ' . --

'lnthe“?ink" ' _ ' _ ._ '_ . __ -__ _
Have you ever wondered why some colour 16mm film goes pink or red 'i’ Well it'can
do. especially material processed by RankLahs during the 19605 and 19 Fits. Actually,
I don‘t think it was deh'berate, probably more due to rush processing of the films. I
suppose it may not have been considered a problem by film hire libraries who
probably discarded or replaced films long before the “tint" became apparent. It can _
really spoil them though and unfortunately there is no reversal . It is due to the
instability of  the dyes in the emulsion; ie .  not properly chemically fixed! There does
not appear to be a set time scale for this to happen. Some may be all right after twenty
years, whilst others are affected within six years. i must hasten to add though that
only a small percentage of film is effected in thisway.

More on D5 digital VTR . - ; ' _ - '
it seems that the race-is now on between the Panasonic D5 format and the Sony
Digital Betacam format over who gets. there first with an "industry standard" digital
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broadcast system. Channel { i s  already ceasing to accept composite formats and
intends to drop the use of C format in favour of_D5. Manyof the facility houses are also
switching to this as are some European Television stations. It  will be interesting to
see what the outcome will be. For those of you who may have wondered why there
was no D4 . well. I am told that 134 in  Iapanese means I’death“.

ails-line compatible VCRs
Although this subject has been touched upon in past issues of  405 Alive, I would like
to add three industrial 1it"HS machines to the list. These are the Panasonic AG 6100.
AGE-200 and AGESUG. The tanner is a playback-only machine. and the latter boasts
hi-fi sound. The machines themselves have Dolby. dual audio channels, £66 or
manual control of sound. rock-steady search facilities etc and excellent stable picture
quality. They need not cost an arm and a leg either. Many are now coming up in
Government auctions: they average at about £100 £120. The machines were
introduced in the early 19895, my fiGE 20D being dated 1938 so they were certainly in
production for a while.

And finally...
Can anyone say for sure who invented the principles o f  the ’helical scan' system
found in most VTRs? Some sayr it was a team up of Ampere and Toshiba, whilst others
claim it  was Sony. I have even been told that it  was some unknown concern whose
only interest was licensing the invention. Answers on a post-card please...

Television Watcher Sees
Lizard Bite Her Husband

33:11:: Janet-ted Press.
LENDDH. Aug. fig—Whoa

Wynford Vaughan Thomas. t e l e -
vision broadcaster. came home
with a bandaged finger last
night. Mrs. Thomas knew vrith- _
out being 11:11:] that he  had  ten-
gled with an Irritated reptile.

Mrs. Thomas s aw it happen.
right on the television screen in.
her Kensmgton home. Her hus-
band was broadcastingggnopres-

called a gecko and. j u s t  as he
was explaining what a sweet dis-
position i t  had. the gecko
clamped its powerful jaws on
Mr. Thomal' finger. He  didn't.
sen-am. but Mrs. Thomas—some
unite: away—did.

The technicians maneglng the
broadcast were no delighted with
the unsthrduied excitement that
they kept their cameras and mi-
crophones trained on  the spurt.-
lng blood and the process at pry-
lng' open the Ilzerd'e jaws with
a. pen knife.

lien York Times .
Honday 30th August 1943
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s“ 1HE BIG BANG A
' Bernard Wilkle '

The repeated warnings in 405 Alive concerning lethal voltages are well founded. but I
douhtwhether many people have experienced the effect thatoccurred when'to 19561
was repairing my Mother‘s console model Pve. It was a second -hand set bought for
twenty pounds- -and worth ever},I penny—-but it did blow fuses.

" 011 my knees beside the fireplace I had removed the cardboard back from the set and
was probing inside with a screwdriver when there was an enormous hang and the
room exploded. I noticed a painful stinging in my upper thighs while the white—noise

_ in my ears told me I'd gone deaf for life. Staring over my shoulderI saw my Mother.-
completely stunned. with flames and smoke all around her. '

I am tempted to sag 'Please send your answers on a postcard‘ bnt I won't hold out.

My Mother had been tidying up and finding one of n1_v brother's shotgun cartridges on _
. the hall table had placed it  for safe-keeping 1n her dustpan. Forgetting this and being
more interested'111 my progress she'd emptied the pan onto the living room fire. -

_ The red shot marks that patterned my both were consistent with the eiiect of a 12 bore
fired from 60 feet- orso mg brother said.

Andno with a floaters to rhtroduce a couple sinthan by wnletsne at to 465Adve. {found
both oftdcse most eryoya He andldopeyou do too. [Editor] - . . -

THE ELUSlVE BUSH TV 22
Paul Cheasker

I aha-rays wanted to watch old movies through a tselefision diatwas in use in the era therewere
made. The classic films of course were made tn the forties fifties and sixties { well 1 knowthere
were classics before and after these decades}. But these three decades happen to be my
favourite. he been Into old radios for several years and i also like art deco. Well when l was at
this year’s Vintage Communications fair at the NEC. I saw several televisions on sale. But one
seemed to stayIr in my mind of which i was later to discover through a bit ofdetecttve work was a
Bush ma. _

As ahvays when I seem to go to these fairs and I never seem to have enough tonne}lr with me and
my banlt manager {myr girlfriend} will not let me maize that purchase using the cheque book.

- using the old statement "You have spent enough today already", so that elusive m: slips
through my hands. Having had a wonderful dayr atthe NEC l promised myseifa m2 within two
months. so the next night I spent my time finding as much usei'ul information as possible. I rang
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the Gramophone l‘f‘lan {Philip Knighton) at'li'll'ellingtonl and he put me in touch with the 4 05 Alive _
magazine. '

After spending some time speaking to Andrew Emmerson whose advicewas to buya M: in as
good condition as possiblewhich would entail spendingup to £200.00. and as the old sayinggoes
you get what you pay for. I then called Steve Harris whose card I picked up at the NEC. we
talked for sometime and he told me about his museum he is in the middle of constructing and
finally got around to asldng him if he had a Tvn. Well unfortunately for me he sold four at the
”EC and he never had any morein stock. soafter explaining to Steve the amount of money I was
willing to spend [up to £200} and dratl wanted one-in exceflent condition outside and original
oonditioninside. with asl'ew faulrsas possible, I left itin his capable hands to go out and find one.

_ After about three weeks r received a tear from Steve. he had managed e find one in what-he
described as “one old-re best I've seen fora long time' and he was askingfor a! $0.00.

As I’ve explained before my knowledge of televisions is limited so l rang Andrew Emmerson
again to pick his brainsI his suggestions were to check to make sure the case was in very good
condition i.e. shiny but not to worryil'on the right had side oldie set there wasa crackas long as
it was not deep and wide. Apparently this was a common fault in the moulding stage. Also to
make sure the rubber mask surrounding the screen was not over cracked or chipped {most
have cracks at the comers oftl'rerubber}. ' - - '

One ofthe lastthings is to checktao see ii it has the original cable Hush connector and back cover,
which are very difficult to get hold ofot'henvise.Well I thanked Andrew ior his in-depth help and

_ oh i went again and called Steve: he responded very helpfully with all these questions.
Unfortunately the only problems seemed to be that the original cable was missing and so was
the connector. but luckily for me Steve already had one tucked away, which he had kept back
from a set in poor condition. So we drewthe conversation to an end and I agreed to go and see
theseton 3july I994. ' ' ' ' - ‘ -- ' ' - -

There are only two other things to mention in this story so far. I had to subscribe to 405 Alive
straightaway and after receiving my first copy which I read and enioyed very much. The only
criticism I have is there is notenough technical help for beginners. So loflered to write an article '
on restoring a Bush W12 from a first hand beginner’s point of view. The otheris I I'ou n'd a letterfrom Savoy Hill Publications stating they supply at a charge of i I 0.00 service information for. televisions and radios. So I contacted them and nowl am sending oh my order for the m2

' Service sheets and lwill let you know-what these are like. Before I collect the W22 I hope to
' receive these sheets to swot up, so I know what to look for inside. but I feel very confident in'_Staeve_'s espertchoice and looklorward to meetinghim. ‘
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POST-WAR LIFE AS AN EMI
' TELEVISION SERVICE ENGINEER '

' Wilton. B. Smith, C. Eng

My introduction to television came when] read, and re-read many times, the first issue of  the
Television magazine in march 1923; 1 was 16 and still at boarding school and the idea of
television fired my imagination so that I understood wractly how a picture could he transmitted
piece by piece andthen reconstituted atthe receiver. Since thentelevisionhas been my life. I will
skip my activities as an electronics engineer from the time I left school until 1939 just before the
war adrenI becamea government Inspector onRadar and associated electronic eqummeat.

At the end of the war government contracts were being cancelled and staff were being reduced
and encouraged to leave, and many alternative jobs were being offered in industry. 1With the -
resumption of Television transmissions, EMI started an outside service department to dent with
HMV and Marconi telesrision receivers, many'of which had remained idle all the ear. I therefore
joined the first group of EMI engineers, travelling to Hayes each day on a course run by Mr
Lillicrap. It was quite an experience reviving one's knowledge of the techniques of television
circuitry and operation. I well remember the demonstration of restoring to life their automatic
record player which was incorporated in some of their more elaborate models, and we had to deal

- with radios and radiograrns as necessary. The automatic record playerwas oomplete stripped _
down and the bits put in a basin containing ETC [carbon tetrachloride, now considered a
hazardous substance], degreased and reassembled, completely dry, an operation which I did
many times lateroninpeople‘shonres '

Before being sent out into the field we had a spell in the factory restoring a numbm of TN
receivers belonging to the BBC, they were the ones withthe mirror in the lid, I think they were the
906 series. All the eiectrolytics lard to be replaced, for which special packs were provided, and
many of the other capacitors which were low insulation These early receivers bad a mains
transformer supplying dKV {if} remember rightly}, for the EHT to the tube. The was invariably '
dud and had to be replaced. The only test signai being transmitted was the-vertical and horizontal
bar. At the time I did not have a car so I shared another Engineer's car who lived in Tatsfield and
picked me up at Upper Norwood on the way to Hayes. It was an old hanger with very bold tyres
and we often had a puncture on the way which had to be repaired on the road as the spare was also _
fiat! Rather naturally we were late which happened severai times, andi don‘t think Mr Lillicrap
believed usafter awhile!

We were then kitted out with tools and spares and of course the service manuals, and offwe went
to operate from home and were expected to carry out all restoration and service work in the
customer's ho_,use to start with working entirely on pro-war models. Job information was sent by
posLand spareswere deliveredbyvan. .

I bought a second hand Hilhren Minn which was quiteadequate for the job. There was a fixed
mileage allowance so you could have any car you wanted I was there for about 12 ymrs and
enjoyed the freedom of  the job, travelling everywhere and meeting so many people from the

_ working class to the very posh. Dealing with only Hhfl’ and Marconi sets the diagnosis of euro.
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- became easy, one look at the screen usually told you which component had failed. The bugbear of
thejob however was writing up reports, which hadto hesent in daily.

Morning test film
The really interesting part of the Job was the variety of experiences which I will endeavour to
recall, which rs not easy after about 35 years. The earliest recollection was the morning test film
with Petula Clark singing 'miser miser, the ‘School for Scandalr scene and ‘tilting at windmills' and
of course the test card. One of the very early hare-missions was the Victory Parade. I ' Ind
completed the restoration of one of the very large models with a 45 degree mirror and a lens, this
was owned bya steeplejack family who invited me to stayand watch in case anything went wrong!
It was very gratifying to find so may very friendly people wherever I went who were most
appreciative To start with] was most embarrassed when givena tip, but I soon got over that! The
working class people always ofi‘ered Inc a cup of tea as well, but the posh ones seldom ofl‘ered tea
are tip. fine customer at Brighton where I was sent on a specialjob gave me £5, a lot of money in
those days.

One of the early problems was the ion burn which appeared in the centre of the tube, many
customers would were it, but I lard one person who was very fussy, his set was one of the large
ones with a hexode tube and mirror. Several times I lifled'a new tube and still he was not satisfied,
EM] therefore selected a specially perfect tube for him, and sent it to the carefully packed. I must
describe the packing for you to see the point ofthe story. The box was like a cylinder sliced in half
from end to end, hinged along one side and with snap catches along the other, and a handle on the
top The top halfwould open to reveal the tube inside. I proudly carried it into the house telling him
that it had been specially selected, put it on the floor, undid the catches and lifted the lid up by the
handle Lo and behold, the top half opened up, the bottom half opened down and out rolled the

- tube, there was a crack and the neck ofthe tube had snapped like a carrot- fortunately it did not
implode, it was only me who became deflated! I never got into trouble though, a new tube was -
forthcoming, and the customer was very nice about It. I think the design of the tube carrying case
wasaltered alter this! - _

Famous homes
I went to many famous people s homes including Menyn Johns, Joe Loss, Victor Sylvester, Mrs '
Van de Elste whose place was likea museum, and ntaayothers I cannot remember. Therewas one
in particular the Routes residence where I had to service an HMV model 90?, this was an
awkward one to service as you had to remove all the knobs and slide the whole chassis out, putting
it on the floor and connecting it up to the power unit with specially supplied leads. After working
on  the problem for a while, in camethe butler who offered me a drink, there was nobody else in the

. house. - ' — '

’ He produced a bottle of whisky which we gradually consumed while he related stories of  his
etperienccs working for the gentry. After a while I realised that I was getting decidedly drunk!
Time was getting on and I still had to complete thejob. The prospect ofrue-inserting the chassis, re- '
connecting leads and fitting knobs seemed pretty daunting; in fact how I finally managed it I will
never know! and I still had to drive home hour the country! In those days the drinkldrive laws I
don't think operate-dead I got home safely kidding myselt‘that my drivingwas impeccable!

In many homes the children were very interested inthe proceedings. In one house where I was _
dealingwith one of the large sets which had been moved away from the wall and I had the back ofl"
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to work on the problem, the little girl loolted round the hack and asked to see where the people
were who appeared in the picture! Television was such a mystery then. Another time it was a
customer wlm took a great interest in what was required to service his set. This was a more
modern TN and Radio-gram which had five 266 valves in which were always going wrong-

Many visits had haenneeessary which-always required replacinga 266 and the customer watching
made a mental note of this. Yet again i was called in for loss of picture. The customer told me a
sorry tale thathe bought a new 266 valve, and replaced each one of four valves which he had
watched me do without restoring the picture, and was inthe process ofdealing with the fifth valve
when he received a violent shock which threw him across the room and nearly killed him, he
obviously didn‘t switch the mains ofi‘. Ironically it ‘was the fifihvalve which was faulty being the
one controlling the picture, which! replacedina matter of minutes much to his clngrin. '

A. ghost that wouldn‘t go away
There were some interesting technical faults which arose hutl can honestly say that I was never
deflated as it mustbepcssibletorectifiy every fault. the baflling onewas on the pre-warsetwitha
TRF strip, interference from car ignition caused loss of picture in sympathy with it, and normal
picture when the interference had gone. How could one locate the trouble when it might be
anywhere in the rnulti-stage strip. Usinga megger to simulate the interference, asignal from it was
fed into the chain stage bystage and by this means the faulty stage was located. Further inspection
revealed a dryjoint on an RF coil which when properly soldered cleared the problem. (In another
occasion there was severe ghosting near the Beuhh Hill transmitter when it first started up,
altering the aerial position did not alter the ghosting. This proved to be a phasing error on the
transmitter aerial.

Another problem was 'cogging‘ on test card where the black and white edging of the test card
caused line pulling. This was not a set fault which seemed at first but due to ghosting on the aerial
which was easily cleared by re- siting. Another bizarre occurrence was when a customer’s set was
switched off; and in the night it nearly caught fire, belching out smoke in the room. The mains
switch on the set l'md broken down and the mains transformer livened up and it was one of the
notorious ones which develo shorted turns. Fromthen on they always removed the mains plug
fi'om the wall. Another really crazy onewas a set sitting on asmall cupboard whichwas apparently
emitting a continuous buzzing sound although it was switched ofll this seemed technically
impossible, almost paranormal. However, nil desperandum, looking in the cupboard below there
was a morse buzzeractivated by a book resting on the morse key! The 181'}? televisionl remember
was a particularly bad receiver, but one customer took a great pride in her set, polishing it
regularly; she was horrified with I turned it upside down to get at the underside of the chassis to
work on it.

By Royal Appointment
One of the rather posh places I went to in the countryl was told at the front door to go round the
back to the tradesmen's entrance. I instantly told them that! was not a tradesmen but a skilled
engineer come to' restore their television set to working order. and ifthey 1wanted it done today I
expected to he received at the front entrance, otherwise I would return home and another
appointment would be made. Needless to sayl gained immediate entry whichI made in a dignified
manner.

Quite the most memorable and interesting assignment however was when 1 went to Buckingham
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Palace to services television set in a private room. Theset was in the corner of the room and there
was a chair each side of it. I was working on it from the back for a while when in bounced Prince
Clarles and Princess drum. i suppose Charles was about lflyears old as he was dressed in shorts.
Anne had a verysweet smile. Seeing metbeyjumped up on the chairs and showed great interest in
what i was doing. To deal with the trouble I held a mirror inthefiont so that I could see the picture
while making internal adjustments Cinder was intrigued with the mirror idea and asked what it
wasfor, on explaining he said 1'Isn't that clever?

_ flnthat happy note I will end thisjourney down memory Iaoeaud although it was notarr easyjob,
thefieedomaud travelling aroundand meeting so manypeople made its pleasant occupation

THE INNER LONDON EDUCATION-
AUTHORITY (ILEA) EDUCATIONAL
TELEVISION SYSTEM, 1955- 1979

' Terry Martini

' Iwas first prompted to write an article on this subject way back in 199  1 after reading
Andy Emmerso n's notes on the Bristol Technical Coilege educational television
[E'I‘V] system {485 Alive. issue 3, September 1939]. Readers who attended one of the
REEL-run schools during 1965-19 ?9 may well remember seeing this system in action '
in the class room. I do not know how unique this system might be in the UK or if
indeed there were other similar enterprises elsewhere. The planning for the London-

' wide network was first started'm May 19 55', nearly three years before it was officially
approved. The target date for the opening of phase 1 was set for the latter part of 1953.
Initially. this was to give some sun schools in East tendon their own closed-circuit
television {CCTV} service. Iust overa year later the service was extended to the rest of
the 900 or so schools'1n the London area. -

The first site was at an old school on three iloors inLaycoclr Street to Islington. This -
was given over for the sole use of  the EFT!” system The then GPO hogan laying a vast
network of coaxial cable under London a streets, mainly along their existing cable
ducts, together with special transmission gear. At least seven video channels could if
required be carried simultaneously 1n monochrome

Transmission of programmes tool: place five days a week to suit the various
schoolicoilege time-tables in use. In addition to this, BBC 8: IT‘lir channels were also
available at the classroom and of things. I remember often seeing the ILEA test card on
some of the channels but never recall ever seeing any of the REA-oliginated
programmes. I suspect that each channel may hav a only carried a handful of hours of
programmes, these being spread over the week.

The original EN site contained a fufly operational studio. production suite, training
studio, a master control room to house the VTR equipment, a maintenance workshop
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and a two-camera mobile Tilr unit which often went around the-schools and colleges
' for training purposes. Other departments included photographic. graphics and scenic
' workshops alongwith rehearsal rooms. film viewing and editing areas. -

Most of the original setting up of the studies went very smoothly. at one stage at least '
forty or so nee teachers were regularly scripting, directing a presenting the various

' programme outputs. There were many other members of trained staff in difi'erent '
areas not including all the technical staff who ran or maintained the equipment.

The studios were equipped with three EMI 293 Image-Orthicon camera chains, each
carrying a compliment of four lenses and mounted on Vinten hydraulic pedestals,
and pan a tilt heads. The Bills could be remote controlled by the vision engineer via
“joystick“ type controls. a 16mm telecine unit was also available for use by the
engineer if required. Along with all the-other equipment this made for a highly
versatile set-up. High quality tape recorders were also deployed; these consisted of _
EMI BTRd‘s. I believe two of these were in use at  that time. The VTR consisted .of two

' Amps}: 1200 Quads}. one was used for _ recording and - editing, the other for
transmission. The system benefited in having such a good selection of equipment.

‘ The budget for this musthave run into several hundreds of thousands ofpounds.

In late 1969 the service transferred its operations-to the now well known “Battersea
' . Studio 5" where-it remained until it  was-disbanded. The television equipment that was
" deployed in the classrooms.‘ was set high upon a metal framed stand that could be
easily wheeled about from room to room. In issue 15 of £05 Alive. summer 1992. letter '
contributor. Brian Renforth recalls a similar typeof school set from the early 19:303.

. However; the EEA ones were a little different although they were in a teak cabinet
with the front doorsthatopen out with the black shield popping up on top at the same

' time. connections for recording or playback from a—‘UTR [Sony CV21flUs seemed to be
the mainstay at the schools I attended] were provided behind a side panel with a
hinged cover.'The sets were made by Decca, but the model or chassis variant on which
they may have been based is unknown. 1 do know that they were a hybrid set because - _
I peered in the works whilst the back was off. and remember seeing some valves
alight. Ialso got in theway of avisiting engineer and was told toh*gger offl! Generally,
I think that they were fairly reliable in operation. The timer was a turret type one and
the sets were 625 line. Ido  not recall there having been provision for 405 line butI  '
could be wrong. The signals must have arrived to the set as some form of RF. {pe rhaps
similar to today’s cable TV networks] llcnow that the sets were incapable of receiving
programmes via an ordinary aerial. The CPU cream coloured distribution boxes were
mounted on eachiioor of the school building I presume these devices would have
equalised 3r converted the signals and added the BBCHTV programmes before
entering the classroom aerial points. its for the sets well I really don‘t know what
happened to them. They are the one thingl have never seen come up on the market. So
Ican only assume that several hundred of the beasts lay in store somewhere. Unless of
course, you know different i! -

The London University also used the network'and often used to "Direct inject“ their
higher education programmes for which they had their own channel, if required.
These were sourced mainly from IVC VTRs. filthongh there were Amp-en A format
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VTRs in use elsewhere on  the system. and in  the mobile van. The Battersea studio set-
up remained largely unchanged through to the mid 19?Ds, except for updates to the
equipment {if they still had the budgets}.lt is at this point where quite a l o t  of the
original gear seems to have vanished. The Studios started to use U-lvtatic and latterly
C format. but  the Ampex Quads just disappeared. It  is rumoured that they went to a
facilities house somewhere in London. The EM] 203 cameras seem to have suffered
the same fate. those however having vanished comple te without trace. In the latter
part of the mitts, the studios were even more poverty stricken due to severe budget
cuts however. a concerted effort was made to look into the introduction of colour on
the network. In the event it  posed to many technical problems, bandwidths being one
of them, in the end the ILEA opted for distribution of programmes on VHS cassette.
[apparently the Beta format was also considered} This sounded the final death knell
for the cabled system. and it was subsequently wound down around 19 FBIBU.

The Battersea studios still survive to this day and produce high quality educational
programmes. |[Zine of the ILEA Lecturers. Hugh Norris continued running the studios
as an independent concern. And some of the original staff stayed on with him. {it
appears that the ILEA staff were a jolly bunch and certainly loyal}. it while back, the
last remains of the ILEA equipment was sold off from the garage that once housed the
mobile CCTV recording van. Andy Emmerson was one of the visitors at the sale. He

. tells me that there was little in the way of interesting gear left to buy. Apparently. there
' were a couple of Pye Lynx cameras. These may have been used in the training studio

along with 1.32" m. But what happened to all  the 'good' gear ‘3? ' '

I am indebted to ex-EEh engineer Laurie Jones who very kindly provided some of the
__ background information. I found that generally it was extremely difficult in getting

any information on the studios. You will also notice the lack of archive pictures for
this article mainly because they don't appear to exist. [except perhaps in past issues of
{LEA teacher journals} I'm sure also that I have missed out the odd story detail here
and there. so I would be most pleased to hear any additional tales or comments to

' update the article” ' - ' ' -

Enropean and North American
Television Cameras - No. 2

Brian Summers 688 GS _
This is the second in the series and I have chosen one of my favourite cameras, the Pye Mk 3 These
cameras were widely used by the independent TV companies in the middle and late 1950s and

' feature in many press release photos from that time. .
A Pye was recently used as a prop in a programme about the ’Sunday Night At The

London Pailadinm'. This was particularly apt because the camera used for the programme as a
prop was I believe one of  the cameras that televised the original programmes from the London
Palladium ‘ .

Maire: Pye

_ 3?
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Moder: ' _ ' ’ ' j Mk 3
Ceuntry efmanufaeture: UK . '

- Tube type: - ' Image Orthicen‘3"
Tube quantity: ' ‘ ' 1
Electronics: -- ' 7 Valve
Lens type: - _ ' ' Pye‘special with iris gear

_ Lens Quantity ' - _ 4 - 7
- Lens Meenting: Pye 2-belt flange

Camera Cable: _ ' M]: 3 '
Camera Celeur: ' '_ Blue [alrneSt mauve] & light blue
Drives required: MS MB. Ll). FD. '
Line standardfll'Ps: ‘ ' Mane, standard 405 lines ‘
General descriptien: ' '

- _ A clever design in pressed aluminium with feid-dewn sides and hinge-eat classis Feces serve
_ centreis at tep rear en beth Sides. Fan heusing en tep and handles; early medels had gunsight

handles. Taking lens 1s bettem right seen frem rear. '

_ Innevatiens: - _
Meter centre! of turret and serve central ef Feces and Iris with remete central eptien. "i" _
indieater meter en camera and CCU. A verycempaet {fer the periodieamera and CCUIPSU

' easy access fer servicing. A nice feature was the pre-pesitiening ef  the feces serve pesitien :
.when the turret was turned. This was done by each lens having 'a resisterbuilt into it, which
' made eentact with seme centacts en the centre part ef the turret as the lens meved tn the
taking pesitien. This changed the balance ef  the bridge centrelIing the feces serve meving the
Image Drtbicen tn the new feeus peint._

'Asseciated equipment:
CCU PSU Master wavet'erm and picture meniters, SPG, remete feces and turret central

- hex. ' — . .

Dates: ‘ '
Apprerr. I953,  well m use by 1955 centinuing until eariy 19605. _ '
Used by BBC a 1'1“»?r with wertd wide sales Seme were seld m the USA under the branding

-_ GPL (General Precisien laboratories}.
A geed phete ta ta be feund 1n ‘1"? Engineering' by Areas -& Birkinshaw {Ilifi'e}, page 201.

The?! camera database 15 new up te 154 cameras listed, but I still need data en ebscure cameras.
I weuld be pleased to barrew and phetecepy the infermatien and add it tn the database. I are

' particularly lacking fer French (Themsen), German [FernsehL and early Pye Pheticen cameras
{UK}

' 1 beer: to make this database avaiiableen disk er en paper and attach phetegraphswhere possible.

_ ' - as
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Photo I .  P3: Image Unhicun Camera.

ell upward!Photo 2. cm“. with side cow-s 41mm and viewfinder a servo amplifiarh
intact-Is.
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_ Photo 3. "I‘hroe-quaflers View of the combined CCU'aml Piotore and Wavcforni monitor.
Clearly visible on tho rear is the IICC polypole camera cable connector used on both P)":
out! Marconi cameras. ' '

. .- 11
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_ _ CLAYDEN'S CORNER . _
Tony Ciaydeo recalls a visit to Foley Street in the days that it

was tire hob oiATV's- operations in London.
. Feedback on issue 13: Memories ofFoley Street.

I visited Britalian House on a couple of occasions in the very. early sixties. It housed
ATti's continuity, telecine and control suites [as mentioned by Dicky Howetton page
41: today, ofcourse, it 1s the home ofthe Independent Television Commission].

One of their continuity directors was former TV actor Shaun 0' Riordan {of Robin
Hood, Emergency Word 1 fl and The lorldns fame], who was our neighbour 1n north
London and who letme‘sitin' during theirweekend transmissions. ATV occupied the

- basement, which was not air—conditioned and could become unbearably hot on a
summer's evening. As can be imagined, the hostelry next door did a roaring trade
dispensing coolant fluid!

The continuity announcements were made from a cramped cubby hole in the corner
of the studio by, I seem to remember, Shaw Taylor. The famous itTV on-screen clock
was a real lash-up; it was surprisingly small and appeared to be constructed largely
from Meccano parts. It was perched on a shelf, illuminated by shaded pigmy lamps,
and was viewed by a Pye industrial camera [405 lines ofcourse} Although electrically
powered, the clock had great ditiiculty'1n maintaining the correct time. I remember-
being highly amused one evening when, just before 3 o clock. the direction was given

_ “Preview clock“; it duly came up on a screen in the control room but was about ten
minutes slow. This fact was communicated to a studio assistant, whereupon a large '
thumb could be seen on the monitor, pushing the big hand round to the top of the face,
literally seconds before it appeared on transmission!

Incidentally, Shaun 0' Riordan ultimately became a producer with ATV and
concentrated on ‘export‘ progmmmes {for which I believe the company won a Queen‘s

-Award] which were made specially at Eistree studio. After the formation of Central
Television this activity was transferred eventually to Birmingham, where Shaun
remained until he took early retirement about three or four years ago. I believe he now
works as a freelance producer. '

Feedback on issue 18:  Mains Flex.
Rather than fabric-covered flex, a good many TV receivers [and not a few radios}
sported a glossy brown PVC 'oval' two—-core mains lead, which tended to give off a
characteristic sweet 'plasticky’ smell when new [something to do with the vinyl in
pohrnnyi cirlorideperhnps? [Editor]]. This can still be obtained quite easily, with the
new blue and brown core colours, although the sheath tends to be slightly paler and
not so shiny, but at least it looks the part._ _

Does anyone remember the it amp, two--pin CLUE plugs which were so often fitted to
TV sets? The pins resembled giant split pins and the product was designed for rapid
fitting to a mains lead without the use of a screwdriver. You merely bored the ends of .

ll 1
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the wires and pushed them under the 'ejres' of the plus. wouud the two coresereuud
the cable grip and screwed on the cover. The trouble was, if stray 'whiskers‘ of wire '
came into contact - [which theyr easily could}, there ensued a loud hang and a
spectacular flash which, if the set was plugged into a 'lightiog‘ point,— would often

- plunge the household into darkness!

' Thisflex was also sold in a somewl: at tasteless gold shade, in fast it still is in some shops.
Tony submitted this article some wllile ago and it is not his fault that it has taken so long _

' to appear! [Editor].

Jack Hargreaves,
who always knew

  How, diesat 82
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ASDEHDUNI TO
«HISTORIC TELEiflSiONS AND WEED RECORDERS'

1st ediflcn 1993

Text in bold indicates aniendedi'eddiflcnal infcrrnat'im ‘

_ E4411211' {.44 4.11114 2} 1 "41141144 in London by the eeccn 2114 114114t 1936.“
m5; HMU Mirrcr Lid. Serial 140.11 5238.

115991 4911411905. 4414 1934
Pge 1?: Cceecr 12113. Price 43-9114

(5111 line from bc tmm}." " the  14414144 attire crystal Peace and it impeded-..

P391421}:HW 1304.113144- 194?. Screen 11.1" Price £51 98 D41 1- purchase tax.
_Ekcc TSC 43. Screen 12". - .

Pge 21: filmy-V1346. date 1941:. Sci-441141. Price £11? 155 114 including tent.
eEZDynetrcnccnenleTVfl. 54144112" '

@423 :i-Iliil'lnir 4311 (1305 Birmingham} Pn'ce £128 25 Dd 4- purchase tax.
Pye BVZUC Screen 9".
P311 LVZD. Screen 9"

Fig.4 24:41:14 Te 44?: ccnecle 1114441114. 4414 11-151- '
- P391326262863 console niedel 523501 Screen 12".

PagEE1': sec ertnere. Price £44 24 11111 #1- purctiaee tax.-
Decca me 111. 4414 1453. Screen 15". Price £14444 4::

@3423 :P re  LVSDG. Screen 9". -'
- Mai-cure VHS 13A. Screen 10".

m: Pye LVSO. Screén 9"
- Pye LDSDF. Screen D‘.‘

Pee 5131'. date 1949. Screed 9". Price £38 135 Dd 4- purchase tax.

Page 311: Decca 131. Price £151 133 511 -I-purchase tart

Page 31: Pre #411313. date 1953. Screen 9". Price £34 35 11111 + purchase 1111:

Page 32: Decca 111cc pmjecticn 541. Price £155 445' 114 inc 1111}. 4' 14 3' screen -
£5 11!: Dd exira. Extra. Ierge 5' 3"115‘ 11" screen 414 135 Dd extra.

Page34 :Philipe leflDA- Price £514 is 1111 + parcheee tart
- _Pfiilips “3130331. date 1551. Price £52 55 34 -i- purchase 111: '

Page 35: Fire table nmdet 14.5414411141-
Pye D48 ccnsde model. Sueen 14-"
Ultra model 82. Screen 12".

misc: eusn ccnscie 11113344. 41114 April 195314144 £511 155 '24 + purchase cu:
Such beiteiite table mccei T1412. Screen 14". Price £4? 23 5d 1- purchase 1311

£494.33: Mwiihii 112114141114 Model

- M51: Such haltelite table rri'cdel T1132. Screen size 14"

Egge 42: Date at the top cf this page shtmid read 1955-
Decca D1445. Screen 1?" 43
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33.931311. K313111319: white. modal BN1  Diameter. 35". WET ' .
Kmorteak. mode! 3333. Himmler 33". 31:1a 13".

m: Phllips table model on stand G1TT.329-fl1.datu 191':

Page 49:11:90 5993 1195325 lino. Sonar own-24m mble 11111. 1125 fine; pn'ee [1912} £235.
214 501111 mas-woe 11111 a a. w. Shim 311311115 11111 colour.

m: Phiiips Iasor 1951:. video - 12' :1l laser risks.

my. fix P11911515 2929 video recorder- inoorreot Wyn {duplication of Phifiifls 11133 vidao
recorder above]. '

Fat 5:; Millions of 1119111119 know the 111111111111 version of fifis-W oarnera .......

QM; ‘
91-19 m '15 9991.1 'on - TE

Alba $1911 - 3|" W T.D. - 1939
Alba 311111: 319119 9" W 13.3. 1939 '
Brunswick BT399 399m 12" W 3.13. 1939
Brunswiok 53139 :15 9115 12" T'Wflaoio 3.1.1. 1939
Bumdept 39591 459119 12" TV GD.- 1939

- Bumdept 333 399113” 9" 111mm 6.1:. 1939
Cossor - 131T mans ' 13.5“ TwRadio GD. 1933
Cossor 237T 911911: 13.5" Wmadiogmm CD. 1336
Cossor 54 23 ans 5" T'u‘ £1.13 ' 1933 _
Coos-or 3191 239115 _ 1333
Cossor 12113 331315 15" WIRadio 1:11 ' 1939
Gasser 1213111 51993 15" TUIRadio Hinge 11101121 1939
Elm: Toma ' #93113 - ' _ 1933
Ferguson ‘ T121913 35911: 9“ TV 111.3. 1939
Ferguson T311113 #Dgns 12" T9" (1.1]. . ' 1939
SEC . BTB1E1 ‘1'n 15" Wlfiadio CH. 193?
SEC - B13393 23am - 9" T1! Wis-ion 0113} TD. 1935
133:: .BT9133 39511: ' ' 1933
Halcyon . iigns T" Wfflafiio TN. 193?
H1111»ir 3% 1m 9" Wfiafiogram 3.9.91. 193?
H1119 ‘ 992A “ 12" TUIRadiograrn 3.9. 1931'?
Enrica - ' TL1 _ 439m: 9" TV EN. - 1933?
lnuicm TL2 £13.19; 12" TWRadio CH. 1933‘?
Invida _ TL4 £23.11; TV [Vision only} ID. 1333

_ “immune 1'31 1299115 9' TWRadio 11.9.11. _ 1933 _
mmno 1'92 959m 12" T1! 3.1!. ' 193E
Mmphy V346 £33 9" TH" (1.0. _ ' 1939

' 13mph? ' 9333 £49 ,12"T‘-.-' LID. ' 1939
' Philto ' ' Told Eons TV {fision only} TD. 1939

Philoo Tel.2 31511113 12" Wifladio 11.9. 1939
Philips T9131 . 1299913 Proiootimwmamo B - 1933
Pye 4943 1139119 3” TV T.D. 1938
P99 315 3119115 Q'TV CAD. . 1933
Pro 31? 219115 T'T'u" [Vision orig} 1939
Pam 313 399m 1939
Scophomr £231 Praia-won TV 1 939
Ekao—Smphmy 33134 2299113 Projection TV ' 1939
Truphonio 311911: 9" nr 11D. {91.6.} . 1939
Trophonic 339115 9" TI! 3.13. [13.3.] 1939
1.111111 T511 Efigns 3" T1! TIL. 1333
Ultra 1'52 319:1: a" w T.D. 1931
3111a T51 flgns 9" WIRadio 6.1]. 1939

For oorrecliom and addifioml infomatim i an: waited to. among many others. nae}: Beaver. Stove
Eemeit. Jeffrey Bon‘n, Andrewnentm. Richard Dickson. AG. GamIEn. Bemmi Hedges. Ray Herbert.

John Hones. 1'on1,t Jones. Martin Loam. Trina.r Mariam, R. Nellson. John Wae; 9LT. Woodoock
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telephone and he asked me to come up
to his laboratory. I was not surprised and

When I talked to C. Frantis Jenkins over the

startled that he and I could talk over a copper wire. '
Telephoning is a common performance. Even the
nightlv radio voices in the other are no longer the
marvel the]: were a mere two years ago.

Ba t  wheit Mr. Jenkins asked me to  watch a screen '
in his laboratory
it'hieh was shut
oil from the test of
the 'roont. and
when I art-11' him
wave his hand to
me, although 1111:.
hack was turned
to  him, i t  was 1111—
usual.

I 112115 seeing E1}-
armless!

Be t  311. Jenkins _
has done nattsnal
and unprecedented

before
Ever-r ordinan'
mot ion -  p i c tu re
projector contains
:1 vital pfinpiple
invented by: him.
Readers of  Witte-
to s s  Revrewknow ,
also that he has "
'l'l'i t hm.  th'i". iii-5t VEST

mad-11'11". possible t o
s on  d diagrams.
messae'e-s' written
in Chinese cha-
racters. and 'even

win: and radio. THE FI I ISI
Signing and I'E- tonlrtI 11111-115 £11.11: {induction of 111111111111 piriisrr; a s !11-!!! .11 1'11 nah-fr.

eeiving sets for ran-:11 111-reader: combines 11111-51- 31-1111 1'11 111: "111.111-1-1'1'1-11 eff-arxea'
transmitting 111 11! in  this 111-1511;.
pictures in: radio were in  his 11111111111111.1111 i t  was
plain that this apparatus for radio vision, a. new
assemhlv of (its. motors. lenses and lights, was re-
lated to  the more finished and mature equipment that
has been successfnl'to sending pictures and diagrams
through thin air.

in replv to 1111' hardlv pronotnteed " Hot-1"I "' Mr.

1 .
Inna-ulna ~11a - 1 -:.u:-W.l 4wH—3—l arse-damnat- - I  - 1: -- pet-e: —:=-l - I1- 4... 1-9 -1"?  "- ‘s-t-Il'r- 1"- t— 'I -1'-1=-=r-1"--I- t—v—t —-s.—-a---.b- huh-r; '

1111111 To see or  snore
.‘Iu'r. Eli-11.11113: #1111111, efii 11511111111111, DUE. inns 111'1111's 1:11.1':tsc'-."':1111111'-J .-1111.1

1'! 1.: art.-.5.
Jen-ritual

11111313117553 RE I 'IE IF

-| 4-11-11»: I '  1- I-—--: I -  :— I—J- I I -- s - | .  - - a-a1-I-:--|-Ir-I=—J--t--- l -  - r - I - JH-ir- 1-—-—s-e--I- I a t—  f“-‘I"--I- t - 4—:  I -l-'-£',‘-II-I.-l-"-l'-I."-II- I -  :-rI--p-I .1,. run-11.1.3211:

Seeing by Wireless at Last!
IT  13 DUNE '

B_1-ll'.-1'.l'..'-'fl"'1 Dl l ' IS  1

I11 this 3151:1111 11r1tt'1'l1-1111 arcane! of the latest etyhvimrnls 1'11 11-1'r1'1’1-ss 1-1'111'1111 1'11 .4 mes-ice 1's -
The results as :letttt'lcti'11-1 fla- 111-11111 speak for tin-111512111:3, and

1-111-11115-1 Hie-1'1 is room for-111111111 impiorentenf, one thing-'13 clear, if 151611531111: fo an: 111-11-1111-1-1111
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jenkias showed how he had made the movement of
his fingers and. hand 1'isi'nle hv radio. The ap-
paratus seemed entremt'l‘t' simple, certainlt' no more
complex than the telephone 11'hf. 11 Bell first operated
it. a magic 11111133.!!! the same as thousand: 1n ordi—
narv nae, was proa'cting its shaft of figorht through a
disc that' revolved a t  hit: speed. The light fell on
an opening in  a ret'tangttlar hos: supported mneh like

a. small camera on
a heavy tripod
IllflCL'll half-wag
111 Ids-1 t he  room.
From the black
1.11.11 on the tripod
wires ran to  a radio
mnismitting: set
that was heavily
screened t o  keep
stray and trouble-
st'lmc electric cu r -
rents. front 'Iettin-1:
11111-11: wat .  W111-11
'11 wave of t he  hand
was 1:11- be trans!
ntittcd. Mr.- _lcn—
kins simply inscr-
ti-ti i r i s  linen-rs into
the  'space 'wht-re
the lantern slide~
llfllt'lt‘fl.‘ 11f tilt:
1-1rdinarv stcreop-
tit-111 is. placed.

T111: ulljircl'. fill
the whirling {lie-11'
and stern-1111:0111
T's-it. Jenkins told
me, was to  impress
the shadow of 111--
ntovinb "mtgers and
ltand, portion hr
-'po11ion,t_1pon the
light-sensitive cell -
that was contained

' I'n'the cantt-ta-liht- hlacl-thos on the tripod. liner this is
{lune 1trill I11 explained later. But the res."nlt ts that
the variations in light that  this cell receives no transs
latetl into variations in electric ce1rertt.jttst as the
variations in sound that _enter the telephone trans.
Initlt't’_l'13:l'i.'c the wines as variations in. electri1
current. The sleet-11v oi the-moving lingers, now in
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ll'lRELESS RE VIEW

the icon oi inning electric current, was fed into the
radio transmitting set and handled ht exactly the
same “'33!“ as hundreds of jazz concerts are broadcast.

_'['he receiving aerial in  the case of this demon-
stration was only a iew feet away from the sending
aerial on the real oi the Jenkins laboratory, but: let

‘1 .
' .

I : " ' _ ' __  ”I i i l iw I ‘  I _-: - I

a short distance that wave of a hand went through.
the ether in the form of radio? wares. :‘titer heinr,r
picked up by the receivingtadio set, these int ulses
were changed back into an electric current an sent
to the radio-tision receiving set. " , - '  '-

This receiving apparatus consisted of just iour
essentials—a lamp that changed electric-current
variations into light variations, a whirling disc
similar to the one in the transmitter, :1. ions, and a.
picturesreeeiring screen.

An  Optical Trick
Radio 1risiott is as much a matter of optics as elec-

tricity, and since light and electricity are. both mem- -
hers of the big family: of ether wares, differing only in
length. there is no mason Wit}! they should not
coilahotate.

Yet there is no question but that the radio part of
radio 1: is ion plays second fiddle to the whirling disc.
These rings of lenses tualce radio 1vision possible.
The]: take the ware oi the hand and impress it por-
tion by portion on the iiahhsensitire cell : they take
the rapidly fluctuating light and change it into a
user-int; picture.

The human err.- is 1'. rolls pleased anti slurs over
minute inttn-riecrions. All or the hail-tone iiinstra~
1 ions in our t‘.eu'~=p:tpt-rs are nothing hut arr-as of coats":
riots. sixty to  the inch. that uttr t-jrts oi.ti::.;iii:;l}' uni t
in to  pleasing picnar-s. That. is .t cert- useful optical
tricit. and it is used it}: hit. JI-Jtitins in sending still
pictures It].r radio and also in his process ol radio
vision.

THE HADiDtSiCIH TRAHSMITTER
Ilia light I. fironi an  object. :1, is focused our strip at a time through irnses on the rotating
disc E. on to the fight-sensitlce cell, .F. Electric current from the battery G is nlotinhc'ed

it; the light and sent on! by radio in the risen! any.

Daimler 15m, 1-323

.‘Lgaiu. stated can he used to [tall the eye. Getting
{ooled is  not always unpleasant. because it  allows '
us to enjoy motion pictures. In the theatres, sixteen
photographs appear on- the screen each second,
and [hat is speed]: enough to make it  seen-tutu our
eyes that the motion is in the objects in the pictures.

' not in. the pictures them--
selves. .ind this optical
illusion is used by llr. Icahh1s
in  radio vision.

Lint-s, not dots,_ as in the
half-tone, rerg; close tog-.- her,
are the structure of both
pictures and rision hr radio.
These lines of light are suept
across the progressing picture
by the whirling discs. rain:
is the paint and the eling
disc is the brush in radio
pictures and vision.

In the Jenkins apparatps
for transmitting still pictures,
the whirling disc has a prism
curled around its circmnie —
ence. Ptistttatic 1 uses. as
almost all of us have obs-irr-
ed. have a war oi persuading
light to deviate from its
straight path. The discs
used in transmitting still
pictures hp radio are made
entirely oi glass. and the
prismatic lens is  ground on
the circumiemnce. This is,

however. the equivalent of man}: lenses, since it is
-oi varying thickness. And this causes a beam of
light..proiected through it while it reunites. to be
swept "from one side to the other.

Ttt'tt'flf these discs are used to project the photo-
graph upon the tiansmitting light-sensitive cell in
jenhins' pictures hp radio apparatus. One disc
covers the picture in-one direction while the-other.
covers it  at right angles to the first, and one of these
discs operates many times faster than the other, so

Ifit simple apparatus list sends a trace of the hand
if Wireless.
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11111111111111 15th. 1512-3

that the effect. in  both sending and receiving. is the
drawing of lines across the pictttre very close to each
other. In sending still pictures, this operation takes
about a minute.

The Forte—eight Lenses
To transmit motion. the sending must he speeded up

so that at least sisteeh pictures are transmitted each
second instead of  one picture. in secerai minutes.
Compared with this. ordinarv motion pictures such
as we see in  theatres, are comparatively simple. At
the movies 11'hoie photographs are projected on the
screen all at  once. and theparearethrown on and tat-ten
oil so rapidly that the eye cannot detect the separate
projections. but hlends them together into continuous
motionof the
ohjectsin the
picture. In
33.1111? ‘L'ISI'L'III

the picture is
projected on
t he  screen
portion ‘11::
portion, but
to  produce
the effect of
motion or
actual vision
a complete
picture must
he built up
every size -
teenth of a
second. Pris-
matic discs
that produce

ii'fRELESS Iii? FIE i i '

Esactlgrthe reverse process takes place in the radio
visipn receiver. The dismembered scene enters the
lamp of the receiver as :1 fluctuating current strong
where the light o i  the tra nsmittcd scene 1vas strong.
weal: where it 11 as weak. Faithfuli]: the lamp 11.11
produces l ight.  and the whirling disc. with its dual-
lcnses s11'eeps-the_sccne on the screen just as
its twin in the transmitter :11 111 it on the light-
sensitive ceii. _

It is :1 11111111113- 11'a1'e of the hand or movement of
the lingers that is produced. .11 picture composed of

only a few horizontal lines. varying in light intensity:
along their lengths. cannot hc expected to he verge
distinct 'or detailed.

But even shadow 3.- motion. such as was prod-1.1.ced
1v1as  a demon-
stration o f
the impor-
tant possi-
hii i t ies  that
the rut-thud
holds. In-
crease the
11 11 111 h e r of
lenses that
produce each
p ic t  are  to
several hun-
tired and  the‘
(la: ta i l  wiil
conic. _

In  another '
_ i 111 put 1 an  t
_11' 113:. the

radio - vision
apparatus

only one pic— {lifters from
ture aminute __ the radio—
areohviouslp " ‘ ' " ' "'" ' ' ' ‘1" " . pictures ont—
1:110 510w. Radio impulses are communicated tit."ongii the thrusts-Inter t}. to the dc 111.1 ."1 e..-hick 4; i t .  - Th .3

51] 1.1 1. recent rrts than into 151111111 of fight. The.1'11 pufses. passing through the trusts an the i'etittiitg littltt 531m
" - I 1jenlrins has Inprodnre 1111 image 1'1 the origfsat otp'er on ‘hes 11111.1 1’ its. the re—

- tle1-'ised a new form of disc... 11hich contains lenses that
combine the inaction of covering the picture
certicaihr and horizontally. In the apparatus that

- he demonstrated. the disc was so made as to produce
one complete picture 11-1111 each revolution. It
contained ferric-eight lenses in 11]]. Each of .  these
1.1.115 in  eficct. a combination of a rather fiat convert
lens'and a prismatic lens. The-lenses varied 111- having
the prismatic part thick on one edge for the first lens-

' and then gradualiv changing their angles until the
thickness was on the other edge for the last or tort};-
eighth lens. For all lenses tii'e convea portion was
the same.. Thus in this compound lens both hori-_
rental and vertical motion of the light was obtained
The fottv-eight lenses forming a. prism of carving

ngles shifted the scene once horizontall1u11'hi1e each
convert lens by its vertical motion swept the scene
over the light-sensitive cell in one-fortp-eighth the
time of the horizontal shift. Thus each scene was
impressed on the cell as fort; eight horizontal lines
spaced close together. The speed necessarv for the
production of  continuous motion in the  radio-vision
receiving apparatus was sixteen revolutipns a1second.
or 91511 rpm. '

ceiver must varv quicidv with variations _in the
incoming 11111-1111. -

. In  the Near Future
The question- of svnchronisin. of Letping the discs

of the transmitting rind receiving sets running enact]_1-'
together. 3111'. Jenkins savs, i s  a sjpipler p1  old-.111 in .
radio vision that in radio transmission at picture:.
In the experimental set that 11'as demonstt.1111l.disa~'-.
oi both the transmitting and receiving 51-Is were.
driven from the same motor for the sake of simplicity
in operation.

The transmission of pcu1ton1ime. hv radio has been
accomplished. There is no reason 11'l11' the receivcr
should not have been in How York rather than in
1'1‘1'ashi11gton next  to  the radio-fission t ransmi t t ing  set.

The perftctiou of the invention has not 1'- 1 reached
'the point where actual scenes in all their lights and
shadows can be reproduced orrnmotion pictures dis-
tributed to  the hearth and home. But the experi-
mental apparatus devised by Mr. Jenkins gives pro—
ntise eventualic of our being able to  see in  Few :1:unit -
at  nine o"clock 1n the morning what“  will occur"ti1e
same afternoon at two owcloclt1n London.

4'." '
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Hardware review: KODAK PHOTO CD PLAYER
' _ -_ Kelvin Mallet ' ' ' _

A recently purchased Kodak Photo CD Player has been put through it paces, with a view to assessing
its potential to store. and subsequently reproduce. on the Till. screen test card photographs. The idea
was to find some means of generating some at the many versions of testcards — c. l}, and F— together
withtuning signals, etc.. _ ' - .

Up until now most people interested wouid record the materiat onto video tape, with the resulting
degradation in quahty. The idea at a said state generatortor these cards was also considered, butthe
number of different generators required to reproduce alt cards would be beyond most, it not all
enthusiasts. - _ - . .

To give readers some idea or the diiliculty. the 625 see television service had three versions otTest
Bard c:- - ' - . .

One for use prior to the introduction of Test Gard E, and-subsequently when E proved
inadequate torthe task: . _ ' '

. .OnetortheBBO2lltetworir,and _
Onetoropt—outtrarrsmissions. _

On the 4115 line tehrvision service from 194? to 1964. no tewerthan tour versions oi Test Card 6 were
used, and one ofthese was used without ident, and with ident. Also there were marginat differences
between the tin mart-red up cards, andtlre BBB card. Cards were also marked on tor Reduced Power
operationi - _ _ ~ . _-

Test Card O fared better. only two version being used, hut think oi the complexity oi cireuihy required to
generate allthe legends for tie. Trade Tests will be suejectto interruption tomorrow, Reduced Power,
Transmitter identification and later, station identification. The Picasso tuning signal was marked up
titres dilterent ways in Its life-time! An individual generator would he required for each BBC Tuning . '

- Signal overused! - — .

it was with at this in mind, that thoughts tamed to the Photo CD Player. The resolution ciaimed by the
manutacturer is approximately 1OMH2, whichis tor ad intents and purposes, doubie thatotthe current
Phi. transmission system and of conent TN. receivers. What this means is that, where a vars
recording would display the trequency gratings of Test Card F, up to EMHz only {thetop row attire six},
the Photo CO Playerwill generate alt sirrhars with equal resolution. presided the photographed material
is of good enough quality. A standard colour receiver will only display the top tour, and possibly the

_ last. it correctly set up, as the 4.43MH2 trap witl ettectively remove the 45'd here due to thecloseness attire frequencies. I ' -

The photographic negative is cemphtely displayed on the screen, so nothing is lost it the receiver is
conectty setup, eacepttora bit at each side, as slight overseen is usually necessarytoachieve agood
circle in the centre. it your negative is slightty lacking in contrast, so is the picture on the screen, -
Oarehri'photography is indicated, to ensure that the resuhs are satistactory; but it proves beyond any
doubt thatthe process isiaithlul tothe original material in all respects. _ ' '
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lde not propose to discuss the technical specification in any greater depot. as this will ptohably
confuse some of our readers. and it certainly does rue! With the capefly to store up to roe
photographs per Cl]. this initially seemed an excellent method for reprorhrc'mg test card on the av
scteen.

- , its with avarything in this world. nothing Is perfect or ideal. George Hersee In his interview with Andy
Emmerson pointed out that a test card must be used tor the propose for which it Is  intended. or else
results would he meaningless. The same goes for the Photo CD player. which was not designed for
disphy‘erg test cards. so Iwilt new go on to list all the drawbacks which makethe Photo CD playetless
than adequate forthe treads otthetestcard enthusiast.

The 35mmuegative has an aspect ratio of 3:2. that is 2 units high and 3 units long. Television
_ enthusiasts will recall that initially the aspect rafie for television was 5:4. brawas later changed to 4:3.

Also. high definition television holds outthe prospect of an ahernative aspect ratio ct 13:9! None efthe
rv aspect ratios come close to matching the 3:2 ratio of the 35mm negah've. so as a result
compromises must he made to d’eplay the test cards and tuning signals from a Photo CD player. The
active screen area. (the part of the screen which shows the phetograple'c infetmatio n) is Em ited to the
full width of the screen. (three units tong}. but a black gap is left at the top and bottom at the screen.
{two units high}. the gaps representing the extra ouartetunit efthe 4.3 aspect ratio. l'lhreeheurxtwo'rs
2?}

hecause of the gaps at the top and bottom of the screen there are two ways to photograph the test
cards. -
1} Photograph the test card so that the full width of the negative'is used. The benefits of this are that
the treqeency gratings will he conectly displayed and the toll width etthe screen will be utihsed. There
is just a wee hit at a drawback with this that'Is not all the test card will he displayed. A significant

' portionofthetepand bottom oithe card will belestl '
2}.Photograph the card utilising the full height at the negative. The benefits at this are that all the test

. _. card will be displayed on the screen. This'Is what is required alter ah! the drawbacir to this is as
follows There will be blackgaps atthe top and bottom ofthe screen. andat each sidel
This. means thatthe value efthe frequencygratings rs increased byapptorrimatehflZto tfiper cent 0n

'_ a standard colour Tvthis means that only the top three gratings on test cards C and F are reproduced;
the fourth grating on F 'Is reproduced quite taihtly. hot this. and the third grating of Test Bard C has a
strong cross ceieur imposed due to the closeness oi the new frequencies to the colour subcarrier
frequency.

Afl'or all. it you are prepared to make do with gaps at the sides and top and bottom of the semen. the
reproduction oftest cards try Photo El} Playeris still betterthan h'HS. l have been or contact with Kodak
with a view to seeing whether a batch of modified machines could be manufactured with a view to
meeting the needs of test card entlmsiasts. and the reply was very disappe'eating. You need to have a
personal computer with certain facilities and memory capacity etc. arm a settware package
specifically designed for picture manipuiatiorr. and than you can manipulate the picture to your heart‘s
content. Ide nethaveaPB. and tcertainly dorrtenvisage purchasing one rustyei

Finally. it remains to artvise that the Pirate CD Player comes complete wah a ntenber oi different leads
and has tour sets of outputs as follows: HF. SGART. Composite thrice and Audio. and
Luminancelchtominance [ Sheen). The machine tested was tested using the SBAHT to video
recorder. arrd RF in Til" methods and both gave excellent quality.- the lit set was not capable of
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handing a SCAHT or composite video ors- Video. Judging wthe renreduetion from the SBARTto
I.Iiden recorder and HF to W direct composite video intention will give superb results subject to the

_ restrooms Imposed by PAL coding and direetinieetienot S- Video null endouhtedlynneflre very best
results possible within the lIrnItetIoos oithe Wsetend ofeourse. the Photo CD player. ’

DPI‘ICAL neon mines: Fig.1.-
Video Touroe *1

TV
Monitor

,x Sheet of glass {angled carefully to
~ avoid double reflections}

‘1 Ee/,§§5;57r\{-{Sean coils reversed on this
F::T x 2nd TU — a monitor to make reflected _

1.1- '1 I l 'Tdr 1 Moni A image correct way roumfllh
Camerai I - ' . -

i ‘ fiideo Source *2

Camera sees combined output of '
Video sources *1  and i?
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ENTERTAINING WITH A PINEAPPLE!
Steve James

STRIKES ME that as life goes on, there are fewer and fewer chances to be silly. Not
silly in  a huge-trousered, custard-pie type of way, but doing things that people of  a
oertain age just don't, or atleast shouldn't.

Merely thumbing your nose at the kind of thinking that turns short--trousered lads
that wanted to he engine drivers and fighter pilots into chartered surveyors and loss
adjusters. How many of us Ti? enthusiasts as youngsters wanted desperatelyto be a
camera man or voice behind the 31381 globe? Now we own TV cameras, video
recorders and other modern devices which would have made our youthful eyes bulge
with excitement at the prospect of making all these dreams a reality. So do we now
play at TV stations as we once wished? Of course we don't!? 1Why? Well, because it
would be silly!

These thoughts were crossing my mind a few months ago. In the room with me
amongst sundry old tellies were a couple of VHS VCRs, a black a white camera, a
Pineapple standards converter and a home made modulator. “Wouldn‘t it  be  fun“, I
thought, “to make a whole evening‘s entertainment, using vintage TV programmes
linked together properly with globes and graphics and all the rest to give a kind of
corporate identity to the thing..."

Dangerous droughts, dear reader, for though I hardly knew it, I seemed to be veering
towards making that childhood -throwhack 'A Pretend Telly Station'! No! I couldn't
possibly do that. I mean it would be, well, silly! A wave of rebellion swept the
armchair. I rose from my seat like a cardiganed missile, with the mrds “And why the
Hell not!?!", or something like that. They used cardboard and Letraset in the sixties.
so why not now? Yes, this was A Good Idea - a cardboard and string TV station that
Bluebottle would've been proud of!

and it was only for one evening anyway. i needed a station name - one which was
new, yet steeped in all that's best in T1? station names. 1 settled on Associated British
Television. Sir Lew would like it. I‘m sure!

Suddenly there was much to do: idents and clocks to design, programme material to
assemble, announcements to be written. I drew up a few ideas for an equivalent of a
BBC globe and set off to strip Nottingham's art stores of white Letraset and black
cardboard. The winning globe idea is  one I‘m rather pleased with; its design is really-
an amalgam ofhoth BBC and "ATV, featuring a spinning world, set in  a single fiT‘i? 'eye‘
on a horizontal white line. the letters ‘ABT' being set in sloping blocks Iv. ori ginali} at
the bottom of the screen. The globe itself is in fact a rubber ball procured from the
locat pet supply emporium and duly had the relevant continents white—painted in
trembling hand. The method of  rotating this high-tech marvel is rather embarrassing
to go into details, but suffice it to say it involved an old Philips reel-to—reel tape
recorder going at 1 HS i.p.s and a toilet roll inner. The results, believe i t  or not, look
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damn convincing, even to the naked observer.

Another sheet of black card had white divisions stuck on to it in circular form, which
coupled with a clock mechanism with pulsing white hands formed a very good BBC-
style clock. All this glue and scissors stuff was very well, but what about the
programmes, I hear you ask; those readers still with me, that is. {decided to 'open‘
with a few kids' programmes —Pinky 3: Perky and Catweazle were pulled from the tape
archives l‘d follow this with' an hour of comedy‘ -the first Dad's Army [1968} and
LWT's Please Sir! [1969} were pressed into service I wanted to end the evening with a
filmed thriller— DangerMan fitted the bill here.

But what of the middle of the proceedings? I knew I wanted to include both pop music
' and some clips of classic 1959s British films. For the pop element, it would have been
easy to include a complete show like for example The Sandie Shaw Supplement. -
shown recently on BBC2. I really wanted to use a good variety here, however, so I
decided to cull clips from Sounds fit  The Sixties, and other recently shown relics. I
named this compilation of compilations 'Top Gear’; not very original, but very sixties.
In a flash ofill-advised creativity I decided to make my own opening titles for this, and
here's where I made a useful rediscovery of an old Doctor 1Who special effect [see fig.-
1 }. I wanted to superimpose one picture over another, and found Icould do it optically
with a strategically placed piece of polished glass [a half-silvered mirror would have
been much better]. I next set about producing the two picture sequences -to be
brought -together using this method. I wanted something decidedly 19695 -— lots of
jump-cutting and strange camera angles. 1 use a 19 66 Vauxhall Victor 191 as my daily
work car, and put this in good use, by setting up avideo camera on the pavement [I live
on a quiet road!] and driving away and past the camera in the car, with headlights
blazing. The camera was sometimes angled at 45 degrees on its tripod, giving the
expected period feel to the shots.

These shots were edited onto another videotape using the excellent editing of the
Ferguson 3‘93 2 {rather an old, but excellent machine} to give some fast cutting effects
The other element of the titles was the graphics in which various words and shapes
flash onto the screen, ending with the words ‘Top Gear’ in a kind of bubble lettering.
Finally the two tapes were run at the same time which combined the effects optically
to give a really excitingend result This technique of superimposingwas really useful,
and yet very simple to do. Try it  out! When they say "It's all done with mirrors", they‘re
notwrong! -

- Gradually things came together well. An opening sequence featuring pictums of
Nottingham {as it- was in the 50s and 695] was assembled. I found a great opening
theme too: 'Tageantry' by George Trevare. This turned up on an old [196 2} Chappell
'Recorded Music iibrary‘ LP. It starts with afanfare, progresses to a stirring march and
ends with a mighty rumble of kettledrums. After this, a fine and resonating voice
[mel] intones “This is Associated British Television, providing a 405 line television
service on VHF Channel 4‘s Naturally the evening ends with a 695 picture of the _
Queen and a musing national anthem

There were other elements on the way of  course: various photos of the countryside
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with the caption r'ttti'eather News' superimposed across the bottom and similar effects
for 'Prograrnmes Follow Shortly'. -

The tape was compiled at 405 to make use of the Pineapple's excellent freeze frame
facility, which came in very handy indeed. So that‘s it - an E2 40 providing a. complete
evening's vintage television. And yes it was a silly and pointless thing to do, but why '
not? It was a highly absorbing prefect, providing all manner of problems which had to
be solved with primitive equipment. I think it proved that superficially professional
results canbe obtained with domestic equipment and a spot of imagination

- Hopefully this article may prompt other people to try similar projects and get the most
- outof what they've got. So go on— put me cubes down the Vest of Conventionali and

custard' 1n the Shoes ofHesrtationl

_ . HownMEscHANen-
Michael Sioii describes the somewhat primitive arrangements

’ used for continuity and captions at Tyne Tees Television in the
' hiaok-aod-wlriie era

The caption scanner was a bed of two 4-inch diameter tubes spaced about 12 inches
apart and about 4 feet long; sitting on the tubes was a saddle with aMarconi V—shaped
fixing plane. At the end was a light box which had four ail-watt daylight tubes'1n side
and also a 40 watt bulb. 0n the front was a B "x 10 " glass plate with a RMA type (USA) '
test card [the one with the Indian Head on -.it} This plate could be changed in 2 or 3
seconds. The other plates were Test Card “C“ and a TT TV logo, lalso thin]: there were _

_ other plates with captions that couldbe used' 111 transmission.

' The light box was used both for setting up all the studio cameras and also as an ident
symbol for transmission. The lights were switched from the ail-watt to the lee-watt
tubes if the ident was required for transmission and this could be done from the
control desk. When not in use a dim outline could be seen on the monitor 1n the
control room. _ -

The camera used in the continuity studio was not actually in the studio! It looked
through a H4” or more glass plate sloped bani: at the bottom by about 28 degrees at the
has. The studio itself was a tine affair about 6 it}: 3 ft with heavy sound panelling and
two large old r'rilzrbon microphones mounted under the glass plate and a 15-watt red
lamp next to the glass plate.

- The door on the right hand side opened out into I think, the control room. This. I
think. was so someone could pop in and do a bit of linking and continuity. the small
viewfinder monitor on the camera was mounted the other way round [facingfo rward]

_ sotheannouncercould see '
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himself and if I remember the scan on the monitor was reversed to give a mirror image
- rather than aT'i.1r image! ll. Remember you were dealing with actors—a vain lot! i.

The room always smelled of smoke, fish and chips and ether bodyr smells, and spread
out on the small felt—covered table was a collection ofold scripts and papers opened at
the sports page or the racing page. The lighting was three fill-watt daylight tubes -
mounted around the glass window, and also a fill-watt bulb above the top tube. The
tubes could also be switched on from the control desk, no doubt to wake the
announcer up. ' ' . '

And yet I bet it all looked most professional on air. Thanks Mike for destroying our
illusions offlreglomoarofthe nmridofteievisionifliditor] -

WE’RE How GOING OVER TO
agaghNDRA PALACE FOR SOME__

THERE ARE at  least three AP 1'? anniversaries this year -  beginning
of  BBCE from AP in 1964, TV news in 1954, and the Open University
in  1969..

BB c2 was supposed to start from Shepherds Bush, but (We st London -
having been blacked out by a power cut on the night) i t  was over to
Geraid Priest land a t  AP. This was  onlv brief lv  alluded to  in the
recent BBC celebration, but they did show another AP first, the
experimental colour studio in Studio A

So  it 's  timelyr that pressure on and nagging o f  the-powers that be at
AP has resulted in a long--overdue and much-needed new roof for the
south-east wing, where the two BBC studios have survived drips,
invasions of pigeons and fal l ing  plaster, so  that studio 3 ioolts a s  i f
the ghost o f  Cartier i s  producing a new and permanent Guatermass.
Things may be looking.  up. The Alexandra Palace Television Trust,
which has support from the Palace authorities for the idea of a
permanent television exhibition} museum in the old BBC wing, has a
£11,000 grant for a feasibil ity studv from the Sports and Arts
:oun?ation, and hopes to bid together with  the Palace for mil  lenium

- und ng. .

More recentlvr APTYCC - Alexandra Palace Television Celebration
Committee - has  been formed from representatives o f  various
organisations interested in the history o f  British television,
including #05  Alive,  the British Vintage Wireless Society, the
Royal Television Society, the Television Trust and local
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enthusiasts. its aims, pending the formal leasing to the 1'"! Trust of
the south-east wing, are to provide an immediate celebration of
television within the Palace itself  by means of  a small exhibition in
'Studio A; to keep an eye on the conservation and repair of the
former BBC wing, and inlainltil'yr surviving features of the BBC days; _
and to work for access for the public. We would welcome help and
donations, however small, from supporters of our aims contact
J.o*canagnan (a 31-342 1563) or Simoniiaughan (0211- 2-26102).

' A co-ordinating committee has been set up, stalwart members of
Which have been roiling their sleeves up, moving equipment and

' clearing the studios of  accumulated rubbish. We have now an Ehil
camera on a pedestal, and model Emitron on a (real) tripod, and
various otherTV equipment set up in Studio A. _

TOURS of  the 'hidden’ parts of  Alexandra Palace including the _
studios have now been allowed to take place on a regular basis, on
the first weekend of the month. Jacob DiCaliaghan, a member of  the
All TV Trust who has been a local campaigner for the repair and
restoration of the historic parts of  the Palace, leads the tours,
which last about 2 hours. Latest information on availability is
available from the Palace at any time--ph_one list-3652121 (AP main
no) and ask for the tours helpline. .

Thanks to Jacob O’Caflagnan for this report.

ii um: «am-.— NEm atlas
$09: Beams _ 06.
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' _ ON A LIGHTER NOTE ' .
In the early 19505 when the new BBC TeleviSion Centre at White City was under
construction, a meme arrived in many of the BBC departments and offices as follows:

From: . Engineering Establishment Department.

Boom No.3. ' - Tel.
"udhg: BROADCASTING HDUSE. Extdtlfli Date: Apr i l  131:.

Subjects New TELEVISION PREHISES.

To: ' ALL ENGINEERING STAFF.

- l .  The "new BBC Television studio premises at
Shepherd's Bush must never be  referred to  a s  White
C i ty  '_- WC. ' hu1 :  as Television" Centre - TC.

2 .  From -- 1s t  April 19-53 the abbrevia t ion t o .  be
used  " fo r  the Teleoine s ec t i on  o f  t e lev is ion
recording department w i l l  he  TK. '

(Signed) o.1..o. MacDonald. - -‘ ' E . I .E . I . o .  '
Engineering Induction and Engineering Information
f ioer.  __ _ ' '

i tfl t i i t t t‘lii t l‘i  i i i

405'Aliue readers Will know that the BBC refers to everything by the use ofthe subject's
initialletterfs}. mg. Broadcastingl-louse —BH, Videotape—VT.

tony Coalston was the hind contributor of this item and thanks to him, we now
know why the BBC didn't use the ohrious ahhretdatian mbr telecine, simply because it
was needed for Television Centre The implication, of course, is that originallyr TC did
standfor telecin e.. Thus there may well he a germ of truth contained in this joke memo if
it does indeed date the introduction ofthe acronym ’l‘Kfor telecine, which has come to
mean any film source in a programme as well as the technical derice which transfirrs
film to Video. Of course telelzine is the correct pron on cia lion, just as cinema should be
pronounced ldn emu (with a hard 'lc' soun d}, butfew people spealc the word in this way.
For many years what is today laiown as SSVC was then the Services Kinema
Corporation and the Creel: derivation of the word means that it should be pronounced
andspelled with a 'lc'r ' ' - _ _ ‘ _

Incidentally, another BBC acronym which ofien confuses outsiders is T].
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meaning eithero siide scanner lornroterio-i 1n opiogrontnre which originated on slide. it
as coined es the initiois ofTei-o—Ieictor. on early dolor-icon slide projection device used ' '

- with ennui! Wenorero. . — ' '

NOTES AND QUERIES
AMY'IHEIPDSEI}?
There 1s a long established story.1first told'1n the BBC Handbook published m 1946. to
the effect that on Friday tst  September 1939 BBC television transmissions came to an

_ abrupt halt after the showing of a Mickey Mouse cartoon. The BBC even has a -
' reconstruction of this sequence. showing the end. of the cartoon followed by some
' rather unconvincing snow'. '

"The closedown order came at 12.10. Undramaticallv. without even a closing
announcement. the world‘s first high—def n1t1on television sendce was halted on the
threshold ofcertain success,“ itsavson pagoda.

But did this actually happen? Not if the BBCs own Television Programme as
' Broadcast record is to he believed This document [reproduced with

acknowledgement] shows the following turn of events.

-' tonnes ' sum. THICKEY'S chis Painless" - cartoon Distributors

' 12.13.00 Sound _nnd' ' v i e ion  tuning signals {for.'_'i'est Purposes};

_ - LBJSED -_ CLOSE

nnnounceruents hv Kay Cavendish {No Closing announcement
was rad ia t ed } ._  - -

. . The last line about announcements refers to the-morning’s programmes and implies.
that announcements in general were made by Kay Cavendish. It is clear that this
record was written after the event and it  indicates to me at least that the tuning signal
and a tone were radiated £0122 minutes after the {premature} end of programming. It's

- probably a nit-picking point but perhaps someone mu- shed further light on this _
marten. .

. - . ifiF-l
MGIC FOUNTMN? . _ _ -
I recall a cartoon series shown at lunchtime in the Granada region. around 19 73i?4. It-
concerned a boy discovering a magic fountain {pos sihlv this is in the tide] in a cave. I
think it was American or maybe European in- origin. Unfortunately I have only the
haaiest memories of it now though I recall it was exciting and somewhat adult in
content. possibly the reason why it has not been shown since. Can anyone enlighten
me further? [Alan Hitchen].
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GUILTY CONSCIEMCE COMPETITION!
As you'll have noticed, this issue is somewhat late in appearing, Finding the time to
produce a 95-page magazine single-handed is a major problem, particularly as I have
now taken on a huge restoration project in the shape of a television outside broadcast
van [more on this later!}. Whatlcan sayr is this: even if your issues arrive late. they udll
arrive and as a further consolation. here is a bonus competition that will enable one
lucky winner to have next year’s magazines entirely free. So here goes... -

mites one It not ' _ ' ' _
Three 405 Allrers were walldng down the street when they saw a Bush was in a charity shop. _
marked up at an amazing £30. Typically, none of them had the full amount on them but they
were able to come up with the total amount by smmping up a tanner each. The important thing
was toget thew bought and sorting outwho would keep the set afterwards could come later.

So they entered the shop and bought the Bush. The saleslady, considering flflwas quite a sum
to take in compared with the average 50;: and { I  they got For old books and unwanted nick-
naclts. told her supervisor excitedly. To her surprise, the supervisor said the set should have
been untried up at £25 and to be really honest, the assistant should take fiyeil  coins out oithe
till. chase afterthe three enthusiastsandrefund the liver. . . _ ' _ '

The saleslady hilly intended to do this but then realised she could not refund the money equally '
_ and considering the three men'had been happy enough paying £311} in the first place, she gave

them backiustil each and putthe remaining two coins backinto the tillas a’donadon'.

So far. so good. But the customers paid £9 each and three nines are hearty-seven. Add the two
El coins that die lady put back in the till and you have £19. Yet- originally £30 had been handed
oyer.What happened tothe other pound! - - .

Ifyou know the answer, you could Willfiflltll year's subscription free. There can heonlyr one winner, though. and the prize will go the most amusing correct answer.
Editor‘s decision is  final. Resultswillhe published'in due course. -
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s's new museum. and shop premises in Chester.
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Wail: round the broadcasting museum, then see if you can leave without
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Next spring a visitto the Chaikp its Museum in Sussex {notfarfrom Worthing
but inland} would make a nice day out. This is a vies: of the retonstructed
radio and TV dealer's showroom, complete with radios and Tll's from the
19305tothe197fls.
How-to-get-there details and opening hours of this venue and many others
can he found in theSound and Vision 'fea rhook{advertised in this issue};
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A rare-and intriguihg photo tum-d up hyphilip‘floward. Thé caption we;
Rehearsalfor TV mute: Gam’d malaria. Beatn‘ce m 7591?: The _
mmerasappeartoheEmiuonShqtmodfl'mGntheexpeflsemghtenus? ' '
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THE JUKEBOX-e MUSIC FOR MILLIONS
Alex “(thread fO-EEJlf-fflf of The Record Martins magazine introduces a.
roofs-deems some—bur reflainfiinotafl— 405Afirers:
The heyday of the juke box was a short period of twenty years in the forties and
fifties, when some of the most beautiful objects ever designed for mass consumption
were made. 01’ course, the jukebox nowadays has nowhere near the significance that

‘ it did then, and there is very little reason to make anything other than a little brown
box on the wall... the place of the jukebox has been usurped by other forms of
mass-media: computer games, home video, television, and home hi-fi for instance.
But backin 195 its Britain, the jukeboxwas indispensable as a social backdrop. For the
teenager, as much a part of the music scene as Radio Luxembourg, jukeboxes were
important; they were just about the only method where you could hear limerican
rhythm-based music with anything like decent sound quality, and best of all, for just a
shilling, you could choose. '

But they were after all an American invention, and the jukeboxes that were made in
Britain were just a pale imitation of the American concept, and what other country
could have produced such an outrageous monument to consumer capitalism?

Whether you look at the warm glow and veneer of the forties jukebox, or the
incandescent lighting and chrome of it's fifties counter part, they were all designed to __
grab the attention of the customer, to stand out so that everyone in the diner or bar -
knew where the music was coming from, and where to get some more. They were
designed to attract customers, and so were made to be visually gorgeous, so that
people could spend hours just looking at the neon light reflect from the chrome or

; watching the mechanism'pick up and play the records. Often to promote play‘the
manufacturers added extra features and buttons, for instancetitle racks that rotate to ' ‘

_ offer difl’erent selections at the push of a button. But of course allthis would be for .
nothing if the jukebox sounded awfnl, so special attention would be given to the
sound 'of the machine, which often used cutting-edge technologr to bring the
customer the best music that American engineering had to offer. Ifyou ever get the
chance, listen to one of these machines and compare it  with the sound of a modern
ED player. No contest. CD5 aren't what Rock'n‘Rcll and pop music is about. music,
from Mozart to Take That is for enjoyment, having fun, messing about. It is a
performance art. and what a jukebox, in its own small way, does is  to put that aspect
of performance back into the record. The way the record is slammed onto the
turntable, the action of the rotating carousel, the changing light patterns on the
speaker grill- it‘s all very dramatic, fun and what’s more rather addictive.

jukehoxes have been slowly making their way out of the Coffee bar and into the home
for over ten years now. The machines that played the background music to forty years
of youth culture, miraculously surviving, are being metered and repaired by -
professionals and hobbyists to their original condition. Indeed, a whole industry has
grown up from it, reproduction parts are made, service manuals reprinted,
magazines and clubs have been formed, there are national trade shows, but of  course

' this explosion of interest has made the-jukebox become a rather pricey little object. A.
B2
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1958s jukebox that we uid have oost fiflflfl'in the 831'l eighties now costs wail tn 1elsetetiss

of £3 .eee and the top price for a iukehex, one made by Wurlitzer iust before the
outbreak of hos tilities'In 1941. can cost over £35,039! but don't let that put you eff, -
fleecause bargains can still he had and thereare machines from the sixties and
seventies that are eften iustas visually appealing. and Enough their price is climbing. ' t

_ they are still an afierdahle way ef having the ultimate p311}! animal in your living
room. * -

Inkehoxes were made to he playeti ever and over again witheut problems. and so i
were over engineered... and consequently they have outlined their pumose by
decades. and will no doubt still be working in decades to some. Longaiter the death of_ -
Elvis PIBSIBJF and Chuck Berry, the old electromechanical jukebox is still 511a
away. playingrecords the weenie];r are supposed to he playedgeta dime. anyoae'i .

Jukebox heaven may be closer than you. think! Read The Record duckies {see
advertisement pagesin this issueorread the chapter in the Saturdand Vision Jr's-em
formoreinfonnation.
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TOUCH—UP ARTIST
Dicky Hewett ofiers a few tips on Vintage camera
restoration '
Basically the secret is. don‘t overdo it. chaps. End of article. Seriously, if you‘re about
to restore a camera [or indeed any other precious electronic antique} the very worst
you can do is apply lavish coats of fresh paint whilst stuffing the innards with a
complete change of components. Might look jolly neat and glow and gleam. But
what's left is a modern 1Ltoo new‘ object posing as an original. To be frank, jolly nasty! '

When I 'revive' old Tli cameras, I begin the restoration with the object of bringing the
equipment back to something approaching a typical [and perhaps fanciful} ‘mid-life
working‘ appearance. Generally, TV cameras are kept clean [to avoid unwanted
conduction] but broadcast cameras are never pristine. They are industrial items. with
attendant scratches and dents. So I bear that in mind when I attempt to 'restore
camera. I aim to give it that ’just wheeled out of the studio', or ’on the way to an {111‘
look. Not just some rusty-looking corroded box, but something a bit scuffed here and
there. I'd hasten to point out that I'm dealing in this article only with external cosmetic
restoration. Ileave complex internal electronic revivals to knowledgeable colleagues!

When I originally obtained all my broadcast cameras, they were [with a three
exceptions] rescued from damp sheds, garage floors or the proverbial skip. They were
at the end of theirworking lives and looked it! However, with a modicum of effort all
these cameras were cleaned andspruced effectively back to 'operational‘ condition.

lam  no expert on restoration techniques. Indeed, I'm sure my methods mightraise a
quiaxical brow or two. But I‘ve found that certain processes have worked. Initially, the
first task is to wash completely the all camera body panels with dilute 'Iif“ or similar
household surface cleaner. [Proprietary brands of car paint 'restorer‘r I find too harsh.
The paintwork can very quicklythindownto bare metal!) ' '

Once all the grease and grime is removed, I'then assess the state of the paint work. At
this stage, usually, the paint appears quite good. However. furtherexamination might
reveal ugly. scratches. chips, scrapes and [on colour schemes other than grey]
differences in hue. This unevenness of pigment would be due to many years exposure
to light and heat. . ' ' '

In the case ofmy Pye Mk 3, {one of 13 ET? cameras used during the 1960s at Elstree in
five 0.13. units] the normal two-tone 'light blue and mauve' livery had transformed
itself into sixteen shades of lightblue and mauve, sometimes on the same side and
panel! its can be appreciated this factor alone makes any kind of re-touching over a
moderate area problematic. In fact, it's fraught with difficulties. Getting the right
colour and shade of paint will mean a' trip to a retail paint establishment [a
computer-aided match is possible at a price. typically £15 per litre] but you're never
going to get fresh paint with several years worth of fad ing built in. It might well be that
at this stage no further paint restoration work will be attempted. Perhaps the 'used'
look of the camera would give it some period charm. But at least the body work will
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have benefited from a wash and brush up. {I won‘t tolerate grubby cameras in my:
house. and not surprisingly, neitherwillnty wifel} ‘ _

However, if  there is no alternative but to re—toucb then the application [once you have

_ mixed the light shade of paint} will pose further problems. In my experience the
paint, [Humbrol model kit type or any paint that suits] once applied, dries darker.

This means, to get a match, the paint has to be mixed and applied lighter. All this
needs a careful eye, and a measure of patience. Eventually, trial and error will
produce a result, but it won't be entirely satisfactory. Although I have ' [in the end]
managed to match colour shades, I have never been able to match surface finishes.
New paintwork will never completely match the original patina. Sometimes , in order
to blend old with new I‘ve had to 'de-shine‘ the new paint by gently using an abrasive
cleaner. {Jr evenshine—npa patch with polish. Unfortunately even the best work
under close examination will always reveal the cunning re-touch. Be careful also
about re-spraying. I have never yet re-sprayed an entire camera, confining this
process to a few'panels or lens hoods. Again, any re-spraying will never match
convinrdngly, the rest of the camera. Unpainted metal poses fewer restoration

‘ problems. If thing are rusty, apply rust remover andior a scrub with a wire brush.-
Then a liberal coat of mo. Other than that,most metal surfaces will respond to the _

- application of metal polish [Solve] Autosol chrome polishis a good brand}. This will -
bring aluminium and chrome back to full gleam and make up for any deficiencies in
the area of the paint restoration work.

Lenses will need more care. Make sure you don't lose the ‘bloom' on the lens surface.
Use no solvents whatsoever! Inst breathe hard and rub clean with a lintless cloth.
fllso, the lens barrel may he pitted with white corrosion spots. Here, you can either

. repaint [or spray} the entire barrel in satin matt which can be glossed up if required. _
Alternatively, just spot out the corrosion with black paint. Use a non-waterproof
black ink if you're unsure of  the end result. Ifyou're not satisfied you can simply wash
itoff and tryagain. _ '. ' '

As for the interior of cameras, I remove all subunits where practicable and soak them
in a basin of warm soapy water. Works wonders and removes that sticky feel. The
empty camera chassis williikewdse see thebusiuess end of a soapy clothlnse also an
old toothbrush {for those awkward corners}. Of course, thoroughly dry each unit
before reinstalling. I put mine in the airing cupboard overnight. From then on, once
re-installed, valves and resistors will. gleam and sparkle for ever more. [Note that

markings will easily wash off valves, though, so avoid getting water on the lettering].

Finally, after all the hard work, stand back a few feet and admire that old classic '
camera. Certainly not as good as new but better by far than a rusty heap. Note: As
pictured, the genuine and original ‘ATU‘ camera badge is a car number plate letter
typeidesignlsiae called Bluemel's Pyramoid 11. - - _

_ ' as '
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' EBOll'E: A battered Rye tamera awaiting the Dicky Hewett treatment
BELOW: 'l'he Pye Mk3 three-inch image orthicun camera in all its original 1956

spiendnur. _ ' ' - ~
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Dicky Hetirett re—teuthes the years aways

On the next two pages Michael Bennett-terry presents his intentiens fer _
the future of his remarkable {eitedien of teietiision equipment. We don‘t
normally publish letters er this kind but in view or the widespread interest

in this tullediert it seemed appropriate to print this info rmatien.
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Clear Andy

You asked me to let you know whatl intended to do with my ooliection: here is the
promised letter

One clay I lost my only customer for old televisions- (in 23 August 199i I wrote a
final letter to him in a vain attempt to win him back offering him two sets I had for
sale. l reprinted the letter in iuli in “Historic Televisions a Video Recorders"
{published 1 April 1993), this'Is the last paragraph:

"hlaturally you are free to buy or not to buy from me that is business i shall just
have to dispose of them elsewhere- However I wilt just have a little regret if they go
because at a cost to you of relativeiy little money (probably less than i spend in
school fees per annum) l oeuid build for you a world class TV collection over the
next two or three years.”

it's a dealer in mechanical antiques and eariy technology 1 do not as a rule collect
for myself. My lot: is to help build collections for my customers but without a
customer I decided to build a collection anyway and try to find the wstomer

. afterwards. My Ifirst attempt to build a collection was finished'or January 1993 and
was illustrated in “Historic Televisions 3: Video Recorders' which. as far as i know.
was the first book. tn the world on television design as furniture. The collection as it
stood then still had obvious gaps and weaknesses- and over the following fifteen
months 1 filled some of litese. -

The best of the first collection together with subsequent additions was erotibited first
in Edinburgh in the City Art Centre in March and April this year and was then
transferred to Sotheby‘s in London and emibited for two weeks in August For this
latter exhibition I produced a book. "Tv is KING” and illustrated the completed
collection. it still has gaps but one has to calla halt somewhere and this seems an
appropriate time to stop adding to it myself.

As an antique dealer it is my job to recognise items which would otherwise often be
thrown away and represent them in such a manner that their importance is
established and they are then preserved for future generations. If I am successful I
earn a living by turning disposabies into collectibles and hopefuliy in the process
alert others to save similar items they may come across . "
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When my attention was drawn to early televisions I was amazed to discover just how '
cheap they were {c.f. gramophones). in every field of collecting the earliest
examples are always valuable regardless. Bonsider for example. tin-toil
phonographs, pro-World War I radio equipment, cars made before 1905. etc. if you
get the data lines right the rule holds for every field from clocks to china- So why
were televisions an exception? Many times t have asked that question. Here we
have arguably the most important piece of technology at the onentieth century.

outstripping even the motor car in its global impact and. importance and yet the
serious collecting and studying-ct the obiect around the world is almost non-etdstent.

_ Most people are unaware that television started in the 19305 or that the British
invented the public broadcasting that is universal around the globe today. Part of the
answer to this question is that surviving pro-war televisions are now so rare that few
collectors or antique dealers in this country will ever see or handle a pro-oer set and
the opportunity for dealers and collectors overseas is vanishingly small. even in the -
USA. In addition when I started there was no boot: on the subject.

in the three years i spent putting together my collection I_ only missed buying one
' important television that I was uttered. a Baird T5. For the rest I paid ohatever price

anyone asked me, for the most part without haggling. How the time has come to
offer the collection for sale. What is it worth? The answer to that question is what
anyone is prepared to offer. It has been suggested first the break-up value of the -
collection is in six figures so if any person or institution values the collection as a
whole above the sum of its parts I am open to otters. Ghee it's said that's it. lltnnwl '-
oouldn't put it together again. _ -

'_- it it is not sold as a collection in the next year I will consider putting into auction. -

- Finally, may—I give my thanks through “405 Alive" to all the many individuals who
helped me. I started with virtually no knowledge and the pool of expertise
represented by the readership of this magazine was invaluable. also may i thank
the-members who helped me locate and find interesting sets. --The.reaulting _

collection with all its faults and shength's is a tribute to them all. .i -

- Yours sincerely

' The illustrated catalogue of the collection is published in "Tv is Kim”. a hardback
book of sooty-tour pages in full colour. MEI. Publications ISBN $9521 DEM-3
'£15'+ E2 p.3z p. UK; E13 + £4 13.8. p._overseas. -

“Historic Televisions E: Video Recorders“ MEL Publications ISBN U-QSEtDSY-fl-S
£12.95 + £2 p.& p. UK: £15 + £4 per p. overseas.
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TRANE'fiTLdaNTIi: ‘alIEEEI iIIiIlF'Y'E'Hi3F'

I I Cull“: Rand. lournemaufls. Bil! Hill.
Tel: neon—521559

" Just look what we can do for you!

‘3’ USA, France and other foreign 1Ilideo systems transferred to tilt system '
andviceversa foildomestictapeformatsavailable}. _

’3'" video copying and duplicating.

'3” 01d formats copied. ln-house Philips 15oonroolzooo and Betam'ax. Any
others. bring your own machine and have fully processed copies made .
via our system. ‘

‘3‘” Put your home movies onto video. Standard 3mm. Super Bruin. 9.5mm. _
15mm {sound or silent}.

'13" Put your slideslphotoslnegaiives on video — £25 for 56 pictures.‘

‘3“ Instant colour prints from your video recordings.

C? Video flessage Booth 7- up to 10 minute automatic recordings Iflritish or
'USAstandard}. -

*3” _ Camcorderhire{BritishorUSAstandard}.

All eldeo senrlces avallable will: colour correclloo, eohaocem eel and
' llmebase correction.

‘3” Reel-to-reel audio recordings transferred to cassette.

'3“ Video tape repairs.

LLJLIFi‘JEfiLfiJTP U..fi"- 2????
TB
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There's life in lite old seiwiih a EfllflGJEiflifiEE-I!

Of course. we aren't offering a magic wand. It is up to you to provide ‘thc old set' and a
working one at that 1 But a standards converter will prove invaluable to any serious dflfi-linc
mtbttsiast. So, what-is a standards mover-tor and why the silty name! _

To answerthe first question. a standards converter converts commite video ot'one tel evisi on
standardinto composite video of another t: in our case fi25-lineinto dds-line }. Consequentiy
you will need in addition to a Dinosaur. a source of dfi-Iine video: [a  video recorder is ideal_ ' for this purpose} and a modulator timed to the correct frequency for your 'oid set'.
RB. We do not currently sell modulators, but watch this space. - _
_ The name it Surprisingly we named our product before the blockbuster movie of 1993focused our attendee on these extinct animals. In essence extinct {or near extinct J creaturesare our stock in trade. namely vintage television and radio. Ail Dinosaur products are aimed at

preserving our electronic heritage Remember we also make Phi-AH converters for vintageradios, we have many satisfied customers worldwide l -

_ Fnll Kit Complete Completed and
Boards ‘ boxed

With £250 ' £230 £340
interpolates . -

Widtout ' _ HEB £210 Nit-i '
- _ Interpoiator ' _ '

Interpolator res _ - s35 ton
Board _- -

Kits or completed hoards require a power supply:- _
output requirements +12%" @2a & +51; @ fiflfltndr. ' -PSI} kits are available frorn'us, price £20433. ' .
Please include postage 3: packing; £3430 for compietetbnsed units. £6410 for kits etc-'Nternatively we can deliver to most vintage wireless swap meets. or the 1|«Vintage WirelessMuseum { by prior arrangement) free of charge.

WAR NINE: Owning a Dinosaur can seriously Extend your choice of vintage viewing-HE- We are, like you, enthusiasts. We are not a business. Please confirm price and avaiiabilirybefore ordering '

Phone:- Dave Grant 0639 3511136 orlvtike lzyclry om 344506.
4,1{embic Drive, Bromley, Kent. Bill SP2 _ '_ - '
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ASK weasel? THREE Quas‘nous
1. Bored with the same old dreamIr overpriced
merchandise at collectors’ fairs and antique marts?

' 2 - Do you collect any of  these?

Stamps and Postal History
Picture Postcards
Cigarette and Phone Cards

- Cameras and l'-‘hotogra1:ilIaIr items
Coins and Banknotes '
Miiitary, Naval and Aviation items
Pop, Stage and Screen memorabilia
Autographs
Things to do with Sport and Transport
Old Toys
Ephemera, Documents and Prints
Books '
The weirdest kind of collector 5 Items

3. would you like to be offered a selection regularly,
often at less than dealers’ prI  ces?

Yes? Then it's time you got in on the secret and discovered DALKEHH AUCTIDNS, an
cstabliShed company in Bournemouth who hold auctions of ail these items every month and
issue detailed 56-page catalogues in advance Can't get down to Bournemouth? No problern!
Just fill in the bid form and send an open cheque or give us your credit card number. You set
an upper limit for your bid and we don't abuse your trust {proprietor u: a 405 Aliverl}. The
system does work! Contact us too If you wish to sell Items to a broad range of interested and
motivated people. -

Enquiries to Philip Howard on [1262—2925101 The catalogue of next auction costs £2 {annual
subscription by post £22} but you can phone or write for your first carpalr FREE.

DALKEITH AUCTIONS
. DALKEITHHALL .

81  OLD CHRISTCHURCH ROAD
BOURNEMOUTH,BH1  1YL .
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IF
you are not yet a subscriber

_ and.. .
lfyou. buy. sell. collect
(or are interested in} _

old radios. you need...
Antique Radio Classified!

Please fill out the coupon
and mail with your payment to:

ANTIQUE RADID CLASSIFIED
13.0. Box 2

‘ Carlisle. MA 01741  11.5.3.

01". Call: {508) 371 -0512

YES! SEND ME ANTIQUE more cmssrmsor '. -
Name: - ' '
Address: _ Bate:City: ‘ Slate: - ZIP: '
Radio Amateur Cali: ' Phone:
E HIM Suwfllhfl _ _ 1-year us E-I’ear: us. {an m Iran3:?“ 5"m'9m El 5-1-1135 or Isl. Elli! Hail ' Dssoso b»; 1n the: us]Eur ' El 529.95 were eras: Hai mission: and can rm

I-Ilnnll. .Tl'ilt - FCIFl-EIEH HITIS FDR 'I-‘I'El-H ILLS. DOLLARS]:sum-s e lu-  mu =3 BIN Ems: arr-r £1 saw our rung-r up.Hair Suburb-re calf E iii-”$513! 31"“ CHI-I. U 1‘15: Sails-em: lo
“535  in LLS. _. or: run I: emu bananas".E flfim'  -Wflnmfl l {vflfl i jmmmNIMWihfl  ‘_ ‘ - In Canada gun-11nd. P11 in us. Fifldl 1:; char;- eand. may maturation shoal.[LI-5M5} U.5 .ufl l er |oneuonlus .Mdtumfimmchinusjns i lcfi .Freu- pm: Milly and on: ":1 [Li and; um tar-ether my  unspent-'1 mutt .Send Butt... PD._ BollColl in.In!!!“USAPImnumoirnuoldrlasflbas-onmu 'rue-r rem. Eirly renewals es: on: n i l  ins-weir. Tao-ru- new wore-roles: 1:: 25 “an. Same;- 1 -"

Charge moms; _ untoward m Harm on card
Cird  Ho;  . - _ __ Eno:___ __ _‘
for: mm to any [or iii} of flu quesbbru boron- and on In; omit side ml be amalgam:flour is you hear Iboul lulu-.1
“ember oi any radio fiohs1_ Wrich ones?Haul long have you been a. «mum
Abool how many Lets do you havfl Speakers?What other antique radio whit: Eons do you run-coho? 15 '53

- r3 ' '
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THE LEADING hthZINE FOR ALL VINTAGE M010 ENTHUSIASTS

The Radiophile

SERVICING ' BESTO‘EltDH " DISCUSSION
HDSTALGLH ' CONSTRUCTIONM. PEDIECTS

INTRODUCING THE RADIOPHILE.
he a radio enthusiast. you may already have heard something of our magazine.

Why not sample it dot-"yourself? We believe that you will agree with our readers that it is
by far the heat oi the publications dealing with vintage radio with it: authoritative yet
friendly aro'cles and its dew-lion to the ‘ieei' of the petiod it deals with. This ir nor a
We: and: ‘nrecazraioe halal maflympafiahhppeed _

The Editor. Email-filler, has been engaged professionally in radio work since
1945 and in Ecbrdcal journalism since the early IQTG'a. His loo-oi: A Pncnhafflnnd'domi- of
Pan: Raofiv finder? is the definitive work on the subject. The various writers who

contribute are also well qualified in their fields and provide a valuable store of information _
[or the readers. The audiophile also offers its subscribers a service that is unmatched
elsewhere:,its large iibrary of service sheets and manuals covers a vast range of models and
these are available as photo-copies at very reasonable prices - typically hallr or less those
charged by specialist firms. The boolt department has on oficr hundreds of volumes_
dealing with vintage radio and allied aubjecrs. In addition readers may piace small
advertisements free-of charge. The Friend: or The Rodioplaile. an informal association.
operatm 'get-togetheta' every six months at which readers meet to buy. sell or eachangc
equipment - and chat - in a 'fiiendly. relaxed aonoaphere markedly diiierent from other
such functions. Full details of forthcoming events are given in the magazine.

ht present a six-issue aubacription to The Hadioehile costs just I215." Do yourself
a iavour by sending oil your subscription now so that you will miss no more issuert If you
would like to see a specimen copy first. to show you what you have been missing. _send
just also. All heel: numbers are available at. a cost of ELSE! each. including postage.
Special rates will he quoted for large ounntitim. _

Our telephone number 'at was 2346915. 11 is manned From ovoo 1300 end 1 4WHonday to friday: an answering machine is usually available at other times.'Ul: and Euro. surface maiL Dvera'teas. surface mail, £21 {or air. issues.
The ttadiophile. -'Larkhi1l‘. Newport Roadiwoodaeaver. Stafford. armour.

' t roo
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1F YGUR INTEREST IN COMBATIONS EEIENBS TD
WIRELESS BF DAYS GONE BY, YDU SHOULD BE READHJG _ ‘

I Whether that interest is in domestic radio and T‘tir or in amateur radio,
in military, aeronautical or marine communications, in broadcasting,
audio or retarding, in  radionavigation er in eemmereial radie systems
fixed or mobile, HADIU BYGDNES is the magazine for gun. '

I Articles an resteratiun and repair, histarpmireurt techniques, valves,
parsonalities, reminrseenfis and Just plain nostalgia- you'll find them
all! l’lus features on museums and private eelleetiuns, with sales:
pbetographs of same of their most interesting exhibits.
I Covering devele-pments from the days of Faraday, Mammal], Hertz,
Lodge and Marconi to the recent past, MID BYGDNES'1s edited by
Geet'f Arnold GEGSR, who is also Editor of Mei-sum Magnfi‘ieet, the
pepular bi-montblg.r magazine for Morse enthusiasts-
I RABIG BYGGNES 15 published six times a year. A subseription costs
£11.31} far one year by post to UK addresses, or £13.0L'I-to overseas
addresses by surface mail. Airmail rates esm be quoted on request.
I Ifjreu would like to see a sample supp, send £3 flfl {£3. 2E averseas} to ' l
the Publishers at the address belew. Esme BYGGHES is not at '
present available at newsagents.
I Please make eheques er postal orders payable ta G E Arnold Partners. _
[Overseas remittaness must be 'm Stefling, payable' in the UH. Cheques
must be drawn on a London clearing hank].
I’a'jrroent frem the UK or overseas by AemssEIimeardfldastermrd er
Visa '1s also accepted; please quote your card number, card e:n:p-ir:,ar date,
and'ye'ur name and address as registered with the card company.

G C Arneld Partners, 9 “lethal-131.1r Glass, -
Breadstene, Dorset BHIB EJB, England fl

’I‘elephenea'FAX: [1202 6534’M ' ' H

5'5"
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[1 \_| :25
It; Jukebox Magazine

The Record Machine. launched last Getober, is
a not-for—profit magazine dedicated to jukeboxes
and old amusement technology. Each issue comes
crammed with interesting articles about the jukebox,
and we'have covered so far such diverse topics as
chrome piatinig, amplifier electronics and analog '
audio. Each issue we take an in depth look atone

particular jukebox, along with a whole host of reguiar
features for the committed hobbyist or the interested ' -
outsider. if you would like to know more, just send a
C4 size SfiE. _ _ ' " -

152  Flauenshury‘ Road '-
Eerlsfield - '_

London ' ~
SW1 8 4RD

h year’s subscription. costs: UK £7.59 '
' ' '- 7 '_ . Mainland Europe £1 [3.00

US £1 5.50

TE _' -
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lflSalem Road, Bayswaler, tendon W2 40L
Tdeplmnefl'fl-Efl 909i} _' - _

[MECHANICAL MUSIC '
Including [ire-war and past—war televisiens

_ Tuesday-13111 September, 1994.

AMareuni medel 1",{13 sold recently fer £2,280

_ ' Entries are now being accepted for future saies.
-‘ ' - - ' F01: further enquiries, please contact

Antony-Jones on: (071) 229—9096 ext. 220.

wNDON-PfiRIS-NEWYDRK+GENE¥A‘ERUSSELS-ZUR}Ui-THEHAGUE-DUSSEtDDRF
mmrmmwuwfiw._mqmmgflmumm
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New scabies from. :Chevet Supplies '
THE 1II"IN‘i'.I"u’3E WIRELESS BOGK LISTING. Published regularly. containing hundreds of out—of-
print old and coilectible wireless and Tv' books. magazines.etc.. Send sinfirst—class stamps for
current catalogue or £535 for next four issues.

ESSENTIAL NEW BOOKS
RADAR DEVELGPMENT TD 1945. Special Purchase. limited stocks. A remarkabie work
published for the IEE. edited by R. Burns. A hefty voiume {i2" 1-: 5.5“). Written by former and
cun-ent radar experts. 52B pages. Progresses from the iQBOs to i945. Includes many '
systems used by the UK. Gennany, italy. France, USSR, USA. Japan. etc. Compiied by a
professional historian. Contains many historicai photographs, technical drawingsand
technicai infomlation hitherto inaccessible. The most authoritative eariy radar book to date.
Original price £69. Our price £39.95 including UK. postage. overseas extra.

JANE'S MILITARY CUMMBNICAHONS 1959. Tenth edition. A vast volume 362 pages. Large
format. Wraps. Contains descriptions. photographs and basic details of the world's military
communications equipment. Brand new in carton. Published at £50. our price £45 including UK.
postage {overseas extra). .

EARLY WiRELESS. By A. Constable. This encelient book retraces the paths of history which
culminated in the final appearance of the wireless set. Many early sets are illustrated. ivluch
information Is prodded for the eeiess historian. 16? pages, halitones and boards. Brand new:
£3.50. pISLp £1..'i"5 . _

BRi'iiSi-l TELEifiSiiJN. THE FGRMATWE TEARS. By Prof. R.W. Burns. Speciai purchase of an
out—of—print book on early teievision 1929-1959. Sponsored by IEE History of Technology in
association with the Science Museum. 455 pages. Weil iilustrated. A highly collectible item
based on written primary source material. An invaluable addition to the literature on the”
subject. Published at 2360 our price £45 inciuding postage.

OTHER ITEMS OF . INTEREST-
WNTAGE HARDWARE LIST. Pubiished approximately every three months. Contains for sale:
vintage domestic radios. communications receivers. televisions; audio equipment. valves,
vintage componentsfiovemment surpius. Send two first-class stamps.

TELEVISION AND WIRELESS SERVICE SHEETS AND MANUALS
Thousands in stock from iSBUs to 1960s. SAE with requirements or telephone for a quote;

'v'lNTAGE VALVES. A listing of new and unused valves of all types For sale,192?-?5. SAE for
valve list or state your requlrements - .

HIGH 1II'iTJLTAISE ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITBRS. Hunts Capacitors, can type.
52+52mfd at 550?. BB3'5 each inciuding post two for £7 post—Free.

— 40mfd + BOmFd + EOmFd at 27%“. can type. £335 each including post, two for E? post4fi'ee.
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THE 1Hill-«ITrhIESE {ZINE LISTING. Fubliehcd regularly. containing for sale: vintage films. vintage _
projectors, films, books, cine accessories and collectible cine items. Three firetrclaee
stamps For current: listing or £2.25 for next four.

' 7 ,  Access and Barclaycard taken. Telephone and for: orders accepted.-

Dept. F, CIIEVET SUI’PLIES Ltd,
' 157 DICKSON ROAD,

BLACKPOOL, LANCS., m m] . -
ACCESS - ‘ - Telephone szss-rslsss _ Visa

' - ' Fa: 11253-302919 - - '

1H5 sown in mm H47 7.! H747
-- VEHEEOOK - -

The all-new Sound & Vision Hobby and Heritage-Yearbook was launched at the National
Vintage Connnunications Fair'in May, but have you got your copyr 31a? It's available now at just
£4 Sflpost-paid.

But what 15 the book and why is it important? The Sound and Vision Hobby and Heritage
Yearbook ts the UK's first comprehensive guide to technical hobbies relating tocommunications
There are dozens of specialist interests, with specialist societies, publishers and dealers
supporting them, yet newcomers to these interests and hobbies have the devil‘s ownjob to find out
where the action is or get in tench with kindred spirits. For trains, aircrali, automobiles and
mdnstrial archaeology there's no problem you can wall: into W.H. Smith and buyr a colour-E1!
yearbook listing all the clubs, venues and events. But not for our hobbies, which‘rIS whj.r someone
had to publish this book

Coverage 1s extranelv comprehensive including Amateur Radio, Amusement Machines,
Astronomy, Avionics, Calurlators, Cameras, CB Radio, . Cinema architecture and
preservation, Classic Film, Computers {Historic Computers, Early Home and Personal
C amputers), Cult Film, Cult TV, BX TV, Fan Clubs, Film Collecting, Film Nostalgia, Film

- 81 TV Music, Gramophones, Hans Radio, Hifi of  the Past, Home Cine, Jnkch uses, Magic
Lanterns, Mechanical Music, Medical Electrical Aposratns, Military Radio, Morse Code,
Musical Boxes, Offshore and Pirate Radio, Phone Cards, Fhotogmphy, Radar, Radio and

' Video Astronomy, Radio Nostalgia, Satellite Observation, Sateflite TV and Radio,
Scanners, Short Wave Listening, Tape Recorders, TeiefantIsy, Telegraph Instruments,
Telephones and Telephone Exchanges, Til-related collectibles, Weather Sateflites, Wire

_ ' rs '
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Rerordera, Vintage Television, Vintage Wirelessx-Ray Appear: In: and more.

We're already working on next year's Yearbook so now‘s the time to send in data and
advertisements. At the same time, if you are an auction house. ciub, dealer, museum, SHOW
promoter or specialist publication or supplier we'il be delighted to otter you FREE PUBLICITY
FOR YGUR'SOCIE'IT, BUSINESS 0R ORGANISATION! !! There‘s no catch: lineage entries
are free and there's no obligation to take paid advertising in the guide (we wit] try and persuade
you but there's no obiigation...}. Ask for our information pack if interested. Teiiustoo ifyou'd like
to seiithebook {usual terms}.

, All enquiries to Jonathan Hill at the Sunrise Press, 2-4 Brook Street.
Hampton, Devon, EX16 9LY (tel: 0398-3311532).-

The editoriaiteam hard at  world On the left, .ionatlt an Hlll {puhiishen author: nd
intern: tionaleelebrityhnd right, and rew Emmerson [cornpliera nd conceiuer of the

Vearhook}.1'he time and piaeeza please ntluneh following a-BVWS muting at Harpenden
ttitanitstoAlan Carter force ptufing the ocrasion on filll'll.
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d MARKETPLACE a
. This is the area tor buying and eating all times of brings to do with televisio n. new or old. Want to into

in? Then send us your advertisement: there is no charge, although itspace is short we may have to
"prune' out the least relevant adverts or held them over unfit next time. Advertisements are manually
inserted fortwo issues: please ”ordinate if you wish your ad. to run longer. There's no eidra charge butwe hyto avoid repeating “stale" material. ' '

WHAT'S m Alli] WHAT'S fltlT ' ' - '
These advertisements are primarily for private sales but traders are also welcome. We do require
people who are commercial dealers to state this in their advertisements. The letter [T] atthe end of an
advertisement indicates that the advertisement is “trade“ and {HS} that the advertisement has beenplaced byanon—subseriher. . ' '
. Test card music and old T'v'programrnes are is subject to the same rules of copyright as other
recorded works and it is unlawful to sell amateuror professional recordings of same. Swapping samefor no gain is probably not illegal but 405 Allis does not wantto testthe law on this subject so we will
only accept advertisementstrom people who will indemnify us in this respect -

lldPDHTAHTtllSSuIHEHS ‘ '
1'. Whistcare is taken to establish the bone rides of advertisers. readers are strongly recommended to
take their own precaution before parting with money in response to an advertisement. We do not
accept any responsibility for dealings resulting from these advertisements, which are published in
good faith. that said, we will endeavourto deal sympathetically and etfectivelywith any difficulties but '
at our discretion. Fortunately we have had no problems yet. In related collecting fields, replicas and
reproductions can be difficult to identity. so beware of any items 1'of doubtful origin' and assure
yourselfof the authenticity of anything you propose buying. And tryto have fun: alter all, it's only a .
hobby! _ ' ' ' . .
2. Much of the equipment oftered tor sale or exchange does not conform to presenteday safety and
electric standards Some items may even be lethal to the hands oi the inexperienced. This magazine
talres no responsibilhytorthese aspectsand asks readers totaltetheirown precautions.

surrounds convenrens. an issue lifora'constructlon article and the reviewofthe David Grant
product in issue 19. Pineapple video have ceased production oi their converter. tlote also DavidLoosersadvertlsementinthis section fora conversion service. - '

htflllllLATDllS. Two designs for modulators have been published in Television magazine — see issue
1 ofdtlslihire. pages will. we can supply photocopies at ltlp a page. hhernatively you can buyready-budtrnodulatorshom l.hlilfried hteierandflavid llewrnan {see ad inthis section}. '

SflHPflllEllTS. Most valves and other components are not hart! to find: we can mention Billington '
Export {DdtlS-l'ddsfil, £50 minimum order}. Solomor ltd root-r43 {1899}, Items (921-445

- 4345}, lllilson tfalves (0484-5511659, 420m}. Sound Systems of Suffolk {oars-r21 493} and Pill
components {little-560521] . For hard-to-find transistors we have heard oi lllll. Technology
{0252-341l'11} the Semiconductor archives {031-691 recs], tlectis components Ltd.

' [Bills-569885) and Universal Semiconductor Devices Ltd. {0494- l912S9}. llB: Several oithese
lions have minimum order levels of between £10 and £213. For American books on old radio and TV. '

_ . . 81 -
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also alt manner of spares, try Antique Radio Supply, [phone {131—302-3211 5411 . tax 031-602 321]
4343}. Their mail order service is first-class and they have a beautilul tree colour catalogue {or is it
color catalog‘i}. Would you titre to recommend other linns? It you think a firm gives good service "
please tell us all!

SERVICE DATA. the iotlowinpiinns are noted and don'tiorgetthe annual volumes nv 3 Radio
Semising‘atlltepublic library.
tar Bentley, 2? Deliere Gardens, lltord. Essex, £31 3EB {EJ131654 5631}. Thousands e1 technical
manuals and servicesheets.
Alton Bowman, 41?2 East Avenue Canadaigua. W14424-9534, USA. Schematics for ad USA radio
TV, organ, etsequipment192fi-19i'fl.
flauritron Technical Services, dis High Street. Chinnor, Biron, 0x3 43.] (S1344—351394,1ss
31344-352554}. Photocopies otold service sheets othertechnical data.
Savoy Hitl Publications, Warrens 1lliew, Wrinpton lliil, Wrington, Bristol, BS13 i'PFt {01 3311-1353491 1.
Large library of service data for photocopying. Fined price means you may get a tot — or not a lot-tor
your money
Technical Intorntatioln Services T6 Church Street Larldtali. tenants, MLQ 1l-tF (01393-
38334411338343, tax 01693-334325}, World's largest selection of manuals, 19335 to current date,
British and foreign'. _
In addition. 405 htiver Bernard flothersill has offered to photocopy [at cost] items from his own
endensive collection ofservioe sheetsior1950s and BDsTlisets. There sre dozens and dozens, mainly

__ Albs, Eltso, Bush, FergusonflhomfiEB, Murphy, Perdio, Pilot. also a few Decca, Defiant, HMit, KB,
hichtishsel, Peto Scott. Philco, Hegentone and Ultra. Write withintemsh'onal reply coupon plus
unstamped selt-adresseri envelopeto hint at 3 Ch’erryvrood close. Cionsilta. Dublin 15, Eire.

- iiiiWTliiliBlTE SiflSSlFlEB fibt‘EBTiSEMEflTS TltfiTi'I‘fll-‘iii
1. Start by mentioning the productorsemice you are selling orwant. By doingso, you make iteasierior
the reader. -
2. Always include the price. Research has shown that 52 percent of people who read classified ads
wIll not respond toadstitatiarito mentIona pnce

_ 3. Keep abbreviations to a minimum. 1iliill the reader know what a H326? is? It it's a 1955 12" table ' '
modeiTv', ssysoi __
4. Putyourseltinthe position attire reader. is alltiIe iniormation inciuded? -

Naif: iiisnks toretenatsandntentionsinthepresswesre nonreeeivingsfanproportionof
- advertisements etsets forsate nom members ofthe poetic. We pnnttherrdescnptrensm goodtsith

buttneirdescnptions maynotbe as accurate ores wett—intonnedas those marteby, say, sheen
enthusiast. . -

iiPLEA!Whensenrtritginyoeradvertisementpiesse depots date unit. We dm‘tnmnathrtymeinyoer ‘
. advertisementon the dayrecehee'sndinsteadait smaitsds go intoa fiereartytorhepmg tater. Bet

whathappens thenittcomescross three undatedao'sstttrommessmepersonandone otthernsays
'ihisismynewsd, piesse cancetprevions ones'?ito'oesitsppen, sopieasebeirindenougntodste
yoorao'. _ '

IS iT iiALItE FDR HDHEY?
it's unwise to pay too much but it's also unwise to pay too little.

When you pay too much. you lose a little money, that'Is all. When you pay too little, you

. - - - ' ea - - "  ’
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sometimes lose everything because the thing you bought was incapabt oi doing the thing you boogie
itto do.

The common law of busitess balance prohibits paving a little and getting a lot. it can‘t be done.
ilyou deal with the lowest bidder, it's welltosel aside something fertile rislrvou run. And iigou do dial.
you will have enougbio paylorsonething better. infiltratedlodotn Ruskin, rare-1900.]

STIRMRDS Sfllll'ERSlfllt: Coating seen, a professionally designed unit for 405 endrusiasts.
Prices start around £250 in let team up to sseo tor a totlv‘ built professional unit. For more
irrionnation contact me, Dave and. Phone aesaesress ortlrreufit the llintage heroines
iduseunt in London. See also display adrertisenrentin this issue.

STAHMRRS DDRPERSIOH SERHEE: I wfl! convert your BEE-tine tapes to broadcast-standard
405 lines on my digital line-store standards converter. Free oi charge to subscribers of dil5 Alive.
Please send blank tape (VHS only} for output and return postage. input tapes can be accepted on
Philips 1?Elfl. Eind, ilideo2tltlil, Beta orv'HS. David Leoser, Mansiow, Holbrooiz Road. Harkstead,
lPSWlCH. Suffolk, [PR 1BP. Phone ears-323549. {Publisher‘s note: Band's olferls a most
generous one and users reapr care to send him a tires-will donation towards his not insubstantial
cohabitation costs as well. liters may be a delay in handling crasserslons ll litany people airs on
his alien}

PHILIPS 1511!! To il’RS convrnslon SERVICE: i have pristine condition Philips 15m} Visas
newt;r refurbished, oiean heads, etc., and utter to convert any ore-15% material on 15bit tapes to
ill-ls. Either send tapes {150i} and your ilHS blanlr plus adequate return postage} to Neil lngoe.
7? Gladstone Avenue. Fetthani, Middieseit. rune Std or telephone me on set Slit] T633.

filIAIUtBLE soars: Paste Polishing Ho. 5.. Connoisseurs will know that this paste is the ideal
oratorial ior clsan'utg balreliie and other plastics {even plastic ballast}. ilnlilre Brasso and other
hquid polishes, it leaves no active residue, and as it also contains a waxy agent, it also gives a
gloss finish. Paste Polishing lie. 5 is the stallihe Post titties used to polish up the old balrelite
phones and is marretioos stutl - astranv user!

Untortunateiv the demand for it is reduced nowadays lBT doesn‘t need it soul}, so it is
only manufactured at intervals. Abatch has lust been made and you can have a sedan at 12 tubes
ler£16.36, post paid and including VAT. Smaller quantities are not available from Grepgate, only
in multiples oi 12 tubes. Send your order to Greygate unethical Business, Fir ‘iree Lane, Stony.
Leicester, LE6 UFl-l. {Tet 13533-825???) And do it today whHe stool-rs are still aiailable!

(it you really neat only one or two tubes, smaller quantities are available irorn TI-lE
RADIUPHILE, "Laridttlt", Newport Road. i‘loMseaves, Staftord, srao SHE}

REPRlRS: vintage Tile, radios and tesigllr repaired and restomd. Personal attention to every
lob and moderate prices. Estimates ivitlieot obligation - deal with an enthusiast! rsvvvs and BATS
member] Please include SAE with all enquiries —tltanlrs. Dave l-figginson, 28 High Street,
Mislerton, Donsasier. torts, Dill!) 431i. {1}. Tel: 042?-39ti?fid.

REPAIRS: vintage Ill and radio repair service in the South East by engineer with 23 years in the
trade. Contact Carnber W a Video Centre, Lvdd— Read, Barn ber, Sussex or telephone Peter on
Dim—225457. SAE with enquiries please. i also wish to buy earlyI BEG-onlyr ills. {T}.

SALE: Kenton ls having a sale oi valves. Most Til types available at £1 eaoh. Send wants list and
. ' _ as
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SAE tor a quotation. iteozen. Unit 3. 1323 George Street. Balsalt Heath. BlflhlitHAM B12 333
[321 4143 4343}. For our Iatesttree lists please send A4 SAE with 33p stamp. We also supply
video monitors. computers. test gear. oscilloscopes. etc at bargain prices for callers. Please
telephone first if you wish to pay us a visit. {1"} . -

3FF13lAL BllllJERS roe 435 ALIVE -
Tony 3layden supplies of 35- format Easibinders for tiling your copies ot this magazine {or any
other similar sized pubiicationi}. Unlike most binders of this kind. which have a magazine title
gold-blocked on them. Tony's ones do not; instead they have a clear pocket where you can insert
a paper labet. making them much more useful. Buy loads and bind all lriods of other magazines
tool A binder holds up to 12 magazines and there are two colours. darlr green and brown. and the
price is just £4.35 plus £1 post and packing. include a sticky label with your name and address.
but no stamps: postage is paid. cheques made out to AM. 3tayden please: he lives at Bit Eireter
Road. London. N14 53. Ring first on 331 -331 3331 to check supplies are in stock.

llALl SALE: llew boxed valves by Mallard. htazda. Brimar. etc. All types £1 each. 13 per cent
discount for orders 13-plus. 25 per cent discount for 53-plus. flu entities of each type vary treat 1
to 1'5.

EBWT. 33333. 3?1.3F12.3F15.3F23. 3F25. 3F2fi. 3F23. 3F23. 3F33. 3L13. 5i33L2.
12AH3. .12AT3. 1‘23A3. 123E3. 13A35. 23L1. 23P3. 23P4. 23P5. 3331. 33315. 3331 T. 331:5.

. 33FL1. 33FL2. 33FL12, 33!.1. 33L15. 331.11 33P12. 33Pifi. 33P13. 33PL1. 33PL13. 33PL15.
3133.3. DY332. E331. EBF31'. £333. E3331. E3332. E3334. E3335. E3333. E3H31.

E3133. £3L32. E3L33. EF42. EF33. EF35. EF31. EF35. EH33. EL33. EL35. E351. E333. 3361?.
H333. PA3333. P333. P333. P1331". P3333. P3334. P3335. P3333. P33133. 'P3F33. P3F32.
P3F34. P3F33. P3F233. P3F331. P3F332. P3F335. P3F333. P3F333. P3L32. P3L33. P3L34.
P3L33. P3L33. PFL233.PL33. PL31. PL32. PL33. PL34. PL533. P333. P131. P132. P333. P333.
P1333. P3533. RM. Webb. T3 Station Road. Holleston. BUHTGtt-Ubl-THEHT. 3E13 3AB. Tel:
3233314532. {T}. ' - - ' -

F33 SALE: Ekcomodei T323? 1?“ consoie set. 333. ml plus Home. Light and Third programme
VHF tuner. Aluminised tube. optical filter and Eirco spot wobbie feature. [iignified cabinet in walnut
veneers. in good nigh-poiished condition. Measurements 35' tall it 13" wide :22" deep. said to be
in perfect wodo'og order. Complete with the two original bilts and two illustrated brochures {not for
sale separately}. Asking £133 or nearest otter. Write: Miss S. coir. 33 tiioian Head. Ftoatti Park.
3arditt. 31:2 5E3. {HS} _

full SALE: Cabinet tor Murphy v3l3Ai} tT' console. £5. Unused line output .transtonner type
2373 for Bush A323 chassis. £13 inctodiog postage. aeofi Turner 3334-5333?3 {Worse}
Fflfl SALE: Wi'eless Worlds vintage coilection. Complete years of weekly issues: 1335. 1333.
133?. 1333. Uddments 1331. 1332. t333. 1334. Also other odd mags ct same era 5 pence a
copy or £13 the lot. Brian Haywarii oevxo. 321-?35 3533 [Solihull. West Midlands}.

1:33 SALE: ltlewnes Radio 3 TV Servicing booits. 1333131 to 1:333:31. twenty volumes in ail.Good condition. some still with dust jackets. fitters around £53 the set. eise may spin tater if stfllunsold. George Lewis. Bedford 32343333313 {NS}. ' ‘

3 roe sets: Philips T-Vettetlansistor tosses portable. with handbook-offers? Paul Ewers. Brill.
' 84
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B_ncks.9944—23?131{fl$}. -
F91! SALE: Pye Cambridge Trio Slimline 495-tine Wiradiurrecurd player. Appnnr. 5tttong. 3ft tall.
Good condition. inst use small irnob missing. Radio and mcord ptayerwurlr. Aslring £59 ornear otter.
Dean Mcfirath. 991 -A'r'1 2154. Buyerto notice! from East Harn.{HS}.

F99 SALE: Hillti singte-band Titset. 194T15' sunsets nradet. Hotin wo riring order, no back currer but -
cabinetis in escalientcundfliun. Locaitristery anatlabie. Pye9‘ early post-war set. amethyst screen. '
wooden cabinet in gwd condition. Was it good wanting order when loaned tutucal museum. Mrs P.
S. DeViIle. Beacon. Dnncaster Head. Meidrurougb. Torts. 854 9.911195].

F99 SALE: DinkySupertuys mubfle controirourn in A139 Television Serricetiseryjaircnndition.
utters around £59. Murphymudewzfltfifl Itnai-standardTlr'in Outrageous Orange cemplete with
chrome stand. c. 1969 £59. Beok'Classic Ttistby Scuttitiood. pre-warto1959s. mostirrfianerican.
As new. E15. Barrie Portas. Grimsby (Ben-924939}. '

F99 SALE: MEN flit Tl-tE M995. 19mm negative tilm with magnetic soundtrack. Appears to be part of
a BBCteleeision tilrn wn’n James Burke and Patrick Moore matting comments on theiiue broadcast
pictures from the American spaceshipiiecituii, abuntto make its moon landing in July 1959. Shots of
the moon snrtace and both astronauts. Aarnstrung and Aldred. Length approx. 1999 on core. appears
to be in eacelient cunditien. fillers? Brhn Hemingway. Surrey 9993-3231 {93}.

- F99 SALE: 299+ Wreh'es'utlire 195m and some pie-war. including EL39. T9399. A99 tine
timebase calves. Hetexpenswe butmnst set! as cue tot Atse 9E9 BT1155 bakefite bruwnicrearn
television [It working order. undamaged case {eerydesirableti——olters? Les Fiancee GUJFU.
Gloucesterarea. 9452-95373 [HS].

. F99 SALE: Beltccttonotoid‘lils and wasfnrctuding 1949 Bush console with 9' tube. Ekco T5945. I
Etrco T1 91 194991993 set. GEE BTt252, HMV2943. KB New fluecn, Aiarcuniptrone 491-9. 99019"
dis. Ultra VP-145312‘ot19693and litcnrwerters: Ambassadurin wourten cabinet. Brayhead tn rret
tnnerin original bur. 991’s: Emiscupe Art . Brirnar 991 99.9 in originaibus‘ififis: two Philips H1 599.
1591. 1592. 1T99. 2929. Pierrtynttapestur1599and 1?995eries. SenyGV-2199ABEVTB. Cameras
foriiCFts: Philips V199 l.1'299.1-"iingforturtiierdetaiis.Peterlling GEWKP. Trnru. Cornwall [9822-
r4res} (NS).
F99 SALE: Image 9rthicon 3" Gamers Tube in original case. Stenciiled on side of case :- “BBC
TEL. 119‘s. L9H999i“. inside. Engiish Electric Tube No 91329 Substandard {Tube has slightly
leuse base”) Open to otters; proceeds will be donated to the Isle ofWight wireless museum. Larry
Coaiston. 9993-?55295. '

Ftttt SALE: Venetian 99L stereu recorder Ei5, perfect except rewind needs attention. Unitarian ‘-
. I99135 rnonu £45. perfect. Two Connoisseur 3-speed transcripticn recerd trentables with Lealr
dynamic pickups. £39 each. Twu brand new boxed Connoisseur stereo 3AU2 pickups £35 each.
Elise Garner. Waltasen 951-939 Aitt {NS}.

E99 SALE: E99 2991 Camera complete. Phene iordetails.. 1139-2991 Time base Corrector£199-.99.
Motordrtue amplifiertoruse with WC 2991 T995 and can serve Wits £29.99. Etarccni Mir 9 camera
head in poorconditiun tor spares. tiregami 1TB CCU 591 and length utST-pin camera cable. £29.99

_- 85
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Class BBCtesttransparency Ho. 52 [12": 10' test slide} Swap lorsomething otequai interest.
Marconihtlrfl CCU and PStitorspares. Marconi hiaead PSUlorspares.._0uanti1yof Marconi
Talkbacltpanels and idicrophone5.. Wtens. the sort you used to hang in trontolyour1952telete

' make the picttrres bigger. 'lllH‘ll swap etc.. Audio .lacklield.5rows in hteve colours ...£30. 35mm.
slides of Grey scale 3 Cam registration chart. £2.50 ea.. Spare PCBsior Link 1 09 camera. includes
Ztln134 chip. unused. £10. ' '
BBC white units: BBC Crosshatch gen ...£5.09 CE2llll543 BBC augmented pulseobargenerater.
working ...£25.00 CE4i529 Calibration Gen. 3 P30 £10. GE4l532 Sawtooth 3 Lift Can. E?.50
Verticalnperture Corrector nice clean condition but one unit missing. 2? BBC switched video delay
line...£5.00.. Ullffi43...Ulli539.. 5119221511
Handbooks: Femseh M03? colour monitor. Barco CM33 colour monitor. Prowest PMlTi9a colour
monitor. Pruwest PM 11.1139. mono monitor. Citroen CK diesel Hlboolr £5.00. utters or swaps. Hing

. 3. Summers 03305 0395 3101400950 014392 not 0THFl
Silent lley Sale: 5 oft Reliance 12' mono monitors £10ea. or £30 the lot. Marconi lnstru me nts Sine
Squared Pulse 3 Bar Gen ......£30. Marconi hilt? Pat coder £30. 2 Reliance vidicon cameras with
viewfinders in poor condition £20 pair. Elvll dual Pal coders £40 pair. lvintage REM 19" shadow mask
hytrrid colour monitor and separate decoder £35. Vfll'ltllliflll valve pre amp. £15. Cuantity oi Prowest
19“ mono monitors CHEAP neg. Veteran P'YE 2T8014' monitor circa 1955 unfortunately in poor
condition due to had storage hence only £35. Marconi tilts picture and waveform monitor £25.
Phillips Hybrid Colour monitor in nice clean condition. a chance to acquire one of these increasingly
rare quality late 50's monitor...£35 Samwell 3 Hutton Wohulator model 1B?....£25.00. Large '
Prowest V'sion Mixer. needs sorting out. otters. ring for details. Pye Mk 3 image Orthicon camera
circa 1955. CCU, PSU, cables. circuits. 2 lenses. Please enquire of Paul or myself {Brian} tor further

-- details. - .
The above equipment is offered on a 'as seen“ basis no details as what works or doesn‘t wort: is
available. Circuits may come to fight in the tuilness of time. Please contact Brian or Paul on 0395
310144 or0522 T03340 ' _ -

FUR SALE: Cheap new and used T’ll'vatves. must go. 100 boxed new plus some used and loads of
. second-hand PCF200. Ring Paul Stenning on Hereford 0432-33534 {N3}. _

roe sets: Crundio svs router voa {early model. demeanor Philips vce system}. With two
tapes. in working order. fillers? his. Toll. near Rye. Sussex 10797-224004] [113}. -

F01! sntErttush 1922 in excellent original condition. £200. Barry Harvey. Bagenham. Essex
{031-934 9950] [HS].

FCHSALE: 3' image orthicon tube. very nice condition in wooden transit case merited 'BBC
' London Tel 033'. tillers? Larry Coalston. isle of Wight {0933355205}.

F03 sets: Practical Television and Television magazine. trom March 1959 to 0ctober1933. all in
official hinders. 223 issues in all. filters? Jim Howison. Bathgate. Lothian [0505-53302] {HS}.

. F03 SALE: Philips 335U 9“ table set c. 1949 [similar to Baird Everyman} £50. Bush W52 c. 1955.
‘ cabinet in very good condition. no rear cover £130. Pro-war wireless. Bush sneer v.g.c £30.

Bush SW45 wireless. c. late 1930s? magic eye and short-wave log £35. Suitcase-type record
player. may be Pilot. c. late 1950s £5. Elrco T205 14"table T’v' circa 1953. good condition £30.

_ W civilian radio receiver £35. 14 approx. Practical Television magazines 1951-55. £10 the lot
- BE _
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including postage. Bush SW45 wireless. circa 1939 £39. WANTED: Pye 9191 9" consoto. Pye
.999 9“ tabte set shded litre 114 and 914. Channel: 1 coits tor Etrco T294 111 {Elmo T293 wouid do}.
Please phone Des Grittey on Litton 95112-592144. Thanks.

F99 SALE: Eirco T311 lvision set. in brown wooden cabinet. tairty good condition. Glen Dines.
292a High Street. Drpington. Kent. HHS 9N9 [NS].

999115 FDR SALE: Renaming Britain by 9. Douglas Bouhon [1951 repr'urt}. Picture hook of Great
Britain featuring some of the views used as still picture slides during trade test transmissions try
the DA. Dne copy onty. scarce. in good condition with coloured dust wrapper. £15 post-paid
.Teiew'sion and Radio in the United idngrioin by Burton Paulo. Published 1991. this is a standard
academic history at broadcasting in the UK, with a description otthings developed'down to 1991.
No iltushations. this is a serious boot: but ideai tor reference. Very clean copy. slight crease to
dust jacket. Bargain at £9 [one copy only}. Andrew Emmerson (9994-9441391. '

F99 SALE: A remarkable collection oi first-generation of Sony reet-to—reetv'TFt equipment {495
lines] should be available by the lime yon read this. The coilection of a millionaire. it comprises

_ 99-2999 iiTit. 99-2499 portable ’v‘Tii. 991111-399 Wimcnitor. studio camera. portable camera.-
‘ camera adapter. ail leads. service manuals. even sates Literature (so t'.nttotd] Dtiers considered for

sale as one lot or separately — ring for details and availability. Condition hehred good hut items not
yet seen at time ot placing advertisement. Andrew Emmerson {9994944139}.

F99 SALE: Various boards and other items removed hem Phiiios 9995. via. tuneritimer board
_ {including stock} for N1591. also mains transformers. capstan. scanner and threading motors.
some smelt mechanical items including the capstan and flywheei. threading switch and a tevet
meter! Also signats and serve boards for N1592. Further items may corneto tight. possibiy one or

_ even two complete 1412995. Prices negotiabie but tow — would'swap for new upper drum tread
assemhty tor H1592. WANTED: service manuat tor Sony 199-39599 Wto buy or copy. iv'tihe .
izyciry. 14 Cedar close. Market Deeping. Peterhorough. FEE 999 [Dim-344599}.

FOR SALE: Three Panasonic W341 studio cameras £29 each. Panasonic 1.9119 vision miner
£459. Sonyiwc coiour corrector £225. TDA ED4599I’WTI'39 radio mitts brand or£345. Tascam
99499 miciline m‘orer £459. Tascam M299 9—4-2 production rnhrer £459. Philips LDK5 manual 1
£15 Dinky 999 Roving Eye model 995 £25. Dinky BBB Eidending Mast vehicte incest In need oi
parts £5. Heisman alignment tape £5. 49 Sony BCT299 Betacanr tapes used once £1.59 each.
Postage Indra on ail items. WANTED: 19:1 zoom lens. 9-mount. aiso maintenance manuat for
Sony H99 2999 camera. Nigel Phittips. 99 Johnston Road. Dahdale. Pooie. Dorset. BH15 SHT
{9292-5119133}. -

r-on SALE: Eltcfl 193272 batteryirnains 495-iine rvrmcin— the picnic rv oi the needs Good '
condition. with mains read. looldng toroiters iii region £59 to £15. MIJ.L Wooitorton. Ghetnrsiord
o245-25155o rust.

F99 SALE: Hediftusion Goionr22 receiver with shadow-mash colour tune. circa 19?2. Wanting
order. Would litre to raise £39 but it you interested please mat-re me an otter. Wilton B. Smith.
London 951-979 4192.

F99 SALE: Fletrovisor Mir 1 tie. 1993 version} in brown. New with two—year guarantee. One only. 3
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to clear at halt-price, £250 including var. euyer collects. Tel Steve on ease-season.
FDR SALE: Telequiprnent were dDS—Iine pattern generator, with attenuator. slight rust on case but
not too tatty. Seems to work too. Dave Wittering. LlilDfl 0582-412TDD {NS}.

FDR SALE: Magnilying lens for small-screen Tv's oi the late 1940s!early 1950s, on wooden stand,
in good condition. Mr Cannings, 63 Upper Farm Road, West hlolesey, Surrey {DST-9T9 9450}
{N5}- -
FDR SALE: Siliyotfers invited for the tollowing items, tor museum purposes and loving homes

' only. ' _
Etrco TUTEBd 1T-inch table set; Bush TUTSH 17-inch table set; Pye LT53 valve portable {point};
GED 389239 radiograrn + SW; Cossor model 233 with eliminator: Class D wavemeter; Marconi
TF1443 signal generator. Graham White, Lotus 0582-4191893. -

FDR SALE: Rarity! Tapes for DVD video recorders, used only once. £3 each plus postage. Terry
Martinis, Levant House, Mile End Road, London £1 4RD {DTl TDD 536?, tax 0T1 TDZ BT74).

WAltTED: Projection televisions, preferably Fenarrti, must he complete with MWBTZ tube and
Schmitt optical unit. Leslie Hine, Cumbria {0229-532557T534453}.

WANTED: Early CRTs needed for. restoration projects, e.g. 3H, 3T2 {5" and 7" Emiscope tubes};
Erniscope 15' TATE; Baird, Cintel, Dathodovisor 15' type 15MW1, also MW22-16, MW31-lfi,
MWSl-Td. Details or sketches of Marconi Srnolrer's Cabinet radio type were {believed similar to
type ’v‘Bd] for restoration protect. Also copies of Radio Cflflsffli‘cfflr magazine in the smaller, early
format from 194? to 1961. Image converter tube type. 5032 or similar. David Boynes. it! The _
Garth, Wrnlaton, Blaydon, Tyne S Wear, NE21 EDD. ros1-4r4 dTfit}.

. WANTED: Elrco TMBETZ portable complete with-leads. Leslie Hine, Bumbria {0229-
5825511534453} ' '

WANTED: video on 625 lines of material about BBC television and radio: Cough and You Dee-fen
Thousands, W50 — The Fiat 50 Tears of Television. etc. Anything from the 330's 50th in 19T2.
Doniact Andy Soot on {131-553 T442 or write: 5!} Bulwer Court, Bulwer Court Road, London E11iPB. 1 will gladly cover all costs involved. '
WANTED: colour and brw Eli-Li was, also aeriai tor Sony rue-so portable. Mains lead and input
plug for Philips T—Vette; Emblemnunino hole cover tor Hlvl‘v' 1910 with piano key tuner; Line output
transformer for GED 2028 dual-standard set; Mains lead and rechargeable battery (American Ever
Heady type 554} for Sony TVS-SDSportabIe. Pat Hildred, {1532402841 evenings, DSSZ—TDSDEE
day. '

WANTED: 1. Have you been recording The Golden Days orfladrh lately on Radio Two? l are
. missing the early ones. namely Holiday for Strings; The Show Band Show; Maire Mine Music;

Hays A Laugh; Edrnondo Hos; Winfred Ahveii's Piano Party. Pay costs or swap for plenty oi other
radio material. _ . _
2. I'm looking for small quantities of two discontinued Radiospares items that you might have
tucked away. Lightning flash red anew on white sticky label, approx. 2" a i“. For reiurbishing an
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old item I need about six ot these lahels which were in tact printed on a'sell—adhesive tahric
material. Also self-adhesive alumiuiinn escutcheons {HS called them hotels} for slider pots. These
thin pieces of printed aluminium had a slot punched out of the middle and you stack them over the
slot you inespertly pierced in an inshnment case. The escutcheon covered your rough slot and
aBo the tilting screws. RS den‘l malts dtem any more hull need two of them. Donors will be
rewarded! Andrew Emmerson {DEBIT—344130}.

DESPERATE” WAlflED: Does anyone have a copy at the toliewing: .
Dpportunity Knocks 196?. where Mary Hophin gets beaten by Wendy King playing the ulna:
Star Time 73. whh Wendy King; _ .

_ Never Hindthe Duality. Feel the'Mdth;
Any ‘Good Did Days' shows with Wendy King?
Please contact Pat Hildred DEE-482841 on heh alt of Wendy King!

WANTED: The following Pye rrmnitors 842343 [1118442344 {14'} The side panels have the same
hlaclr covering as the Lynx cameras. twould prefer the triple standard versions or these
{designated {DD lend ones that are in good condition although i will accept ones with doll tithes as
t. have spares !! Also looking for a Philips CW monitor Type EL 8555 [heaty lump} circa 195? or
sirnflar tor restorationrrepair d a Pal P colour card for NC T61? Wit [Diner i.iTFts also required} . A
WC TBC a WC TDDC series Camera. Also Complete set of Television mags required from 1980 to
1939. {mine were ruined by damp 1} Good prices paid tor the above. Terry Martini E. Levant House.
Mile End Road. London E1 4RD {t T99 fidDT. tax DT1 Th2 BT74}.

' WANTED: Episodes on Til-ls ot vintage [TC programmes. The Forest Hangers. Fury. Stryuer oi the
Yard. Chi Susannah. Contact Alan Keeling, 23 Waiters Road. Cldhory. Wadey. West Midlands.
BBB one

- WAtlTED: Pye telewsion IF ship. as used or 4051625 line dual standard model 6? and 368
chassis. Mitre lzycky DTTB-3445DE.

WAitTED: into. cables for a Philips colour studio camera type LDKS {err—Thames Til. mid-19Tfls).
Is there anyone out there who has worked with one of these or has got one working? Phitip '

’ Howard. Dalireilh Auctions. 31 Old Christchurch Road. Bournemouth. 3H1 1YL Phone 0202-
252905 {work}. or evenings 92112-556135.

WANTED: titted recordings of sporting events from the testis and 19605. Has anyone got any
pre-tBfiD FA. Cup Finals on video? Also wanted: radio and Til dealers: clock. especially the one
with the old tuning signal clocir as broadcast in the early 195Ds. plus early 1950s T'v' annuals. D.
Smith. CASS-230553.

WAJITED: Radio and 'l‘v'trade advertising. in any form but especialty illuminated signs. advertising
cloclrs. enamel signs. stand-up displays. stand-up cards. posters. etc. Please phone Bill Young on
oerseroeas and I will returncali.

WAIITED: Eldar 35mm. iilm caldera lens with approx 2 3r'16ths inch line thread mount. Circuit tor
Aston time code reader “TDZD”. Circuh tor Telrtronin ITS gen 143. Circuit fer CEL P1 59v Bret vision
matrix. Circuit for Marconi TFZTitt Br'alge. Working rain covers torthe Marconi an: 3 camera. Pye.
Ehtl. and Marconi television product catalogues for 1950- 19TD wanted for researchiorarticlelF heels
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T'v' rotated beolrs wanted WHT.1.25' HDP Plumbicons. Bosch KEN portable camera circa 13?5 for
collection. "3 Plan" tealr wail unit and base unit. 3. Summers 33305 3335 31314433353 314332 net
DTHFI.

WANTED: My 193? BED mirror-lid set is missing its W'chassis and CDT. I am told a 134? or '
1343 model chassis would tit and this might be easier to find than a pro-war one. can you help?
Brian Middter, 3932-3533212 _

WANTED: Small transistorised portable TV {American, Japanese, British}. Distance no object. will
collect if price is right Also small portable pocket radios. Your price paid. Send otters to Enrico

Tedeschi, 54 Easthiil Drive, Pertslado, Brighton, 3341 2FD tteh‘lax D2?3-4tD?43_I.

WANTED: Beovisien model 2533, 22" colour W of late fiDstearly Fits Keith Parker, 23 Herbert
Road, New Seutirgate, London 311203. {331--339 3173}.

. ’A'ANTED: Set ot coils and scan coils and any components, wiring diagrams, etc. tor a 9—inch
i.~'iewmaster, which I built m1953 but get destroyed. i am new rebuilding one. Can anybody help?
Len Smith, We lleoir, West Lambwath Head, IA'itiremwiclr, Hail, H1111 4TL [3334-52.?429]

_ iWANTED: 1953 Murphy 12-inch Tit set, console model 312333 or just cabinet. Must be
weedwenn—tree. Also need service manual to restore above. Gordon Bates {331--423 5375}.

INANTED: on film or tape, detective series at the iflfiflsrfilis. Interpol, Tension Wise}, ilo Hiding
Piaco, etc. Bay Aguilar, 331 -431_ 333? evenings.

' WANTED: Sony 133-133, 3-331'A' {TV}. Standard lviicrenic Huey Any transistor radio made
hetero 1353.Any Wt Japanese radio set. e.g. type 94-5 DE and Bit, 94-3 TFDl. iloriyoshi _
Tezulra,1-11--24D3 i-Iiroe. Shihuyaid. Tokyo 153, Japan (tel: +31 3 3443 3332, fax +31 3 3443
3393}.

WANTED: Sony 3-331Wtelevisien and any at the Atarceniphone combined Til-radios. Enrico
Tedeschi, 54 EasthiilDrive, Portstade, Brighton, Sussex, BN41 2FD. Teeter-I 32143-413743

' WANTED: HandbookstorElvll 233 camera. flash ettered. Dicky Hewett 3245-441311.

WANTED: Early recordings ot London's Capital Ftadie. especially opening hoer, first commercial
broadcast, etc Lots ot radio recording swaps. David Laine, Flat 2, 33 Beckett Bead, Doncaster,
Torts, DN2 4AD. 3332-321D33.

ASSiSTANDE WANTED: Looking tor intennatien en the Cetvem 'Doai Flange Short Wave Geit'. This
was a component used'In some pro-war radios, baseboard mounting, about 27: tail on a
rectangniar base with rounded corners. I.Bsnally it was sInuiar to the AoriaifHF Deil made by
solvem. Do you have one to dispose at or can you supply technical detaiis so I can wind one? Ali
help appreciated, Ed Dinning, D23]?-?3122 weekends only or 3334—T23354 during otlice hours
Monday to Thursday. _

BEL?! Has anyone got spare betts and tapeheads tor a Shibaden sv-ree video tape recorder? it
so, please give me a ring. Edward Hewitt. D31 -3?4 3333.
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SWAP: Scarce camera tubes. Image tonoscopa. a Soviet copy ot an RCA 193? model. not
work'nrg. as used in Hungary 1959-1954 on 525 Enos. Femseh modeling tube 'v‘BPilHCB circa
19654. used. ”It working order. Scope tube. Mullard OCT-5. circa 1950. used. not working. Four
photomultiplier tubes for teleclne {flying spot type}. one iiTC 53APP. two Phillis KPi G02. one RCA
5519. AH new unused items. Two ldyfirons {microwave oscillator] Thomson Tv'2211 red 0.1watt

_ i t  CC. used. nurtdng. circa 1915. Too nuvistor (miniature meld vane} RCA i586. circa 1915. - '
used. worlmrg. one vldlcon EE'd P34. c‘sca laid. used. Cue deflection coil assembly tor lvlarconi
Mk l'v'l.C. camera. circa 1965. used. worldng. twill be pleased to emirange these tor other items.
Janos llomny. Zalai at life. Budapafi H—1125. Hungary. . _

SWAP: Sobafl Magic Eye television. belielad late 19405 and made only tor one particular group or
tumitura stoma. Probably not working but believed to be quite scarce. twill be pleased to give this '. '
to someone who can offer me in return a clean and wmluirg iills-line sat attire 19595 or tilts.
Mike Burden Mallard. Harts.) on C923822831 [HS]. - '

- CALLING All. litters! Keep up to date with Teieradlohlervs. the only magazine tor dedicated _
enthusiasts. Sixlssuas a year cost you last E? .SC post paid. so send your name and address with
a cheque made outta HS PUBLiCATlCilS. T Epping Close. Derby. DE3 4HFt '

Alli] lF YGll'ilE AFTERTHE 'ltEll‘I'. LATEST lllFG till ShTELLITE TEtElilSlCll you should be
reading Transponder. the delinilive subscription newsletter. For details ring GNU-530099 or send
SAE to Transponder. RC. Box 112. Crewe. Cheshire. can i'DS. ' '

HUI! Tl] VIDEG CCltliEliSlCll tor standard 8. super ll, 9.5 and 1-litnm.‘ Personal sconce using
professional equipment. by a 405 enthusiast at competitive prices. Send large SAE tor lull details or
descniae your specific requirements. We regretwe cannot handle 405:625 conversions! lionel Fynn.
Transatlantic Video'Copyshop. 11 Castle Huad.-Bountemouth_.BH91Pl-1.Tei: G2li2-52?559.

f trout-tins wonLos uosrexcnnrecnrrzna nun rsrswsrorr guestrooms: sank, London "
SE1..Telfl?1-9233535(switchboard)ntlii‘l-4012536lrecordedinionnatlnnbne}. - . '
HATTlilthL HUSEHH CF PHDTGGBAPHT. filth 'Aill] TELEVlSlflll. hiaver mind about the first two __
you'll find the television section ”alternating enough. Locmion'rs Prince's lliew. Bradtoul. Turks. 3C5

- CTR.Telephone C2T4-T2T438. Open Tuesdaysto Sundays 10.Sli- 18.CC Closed Mondays.

- tilt THE Alli Vintage Sound and ltlsinn rs a new venue tor vintage broadcasting enthusiasts. -
‘ Situated in Chester‘s maior antiques centre. CH THE All has a constantly chang‘arg stock of

- vintage whetess. television and related items. Please wrie {enclosing SAE} or phone tor further
' details andto ensure personal abandon before calling. limo Mondayto Sahrrday 10. CG- ' 5.3t}. -
Gil THE Alli. Meteors Antique Galleries. 42 Bridge Street How. Chester. Tet: casseroles
daytime or 661052 evenings. ' '.

TEST CARD C lGElilT VIDEOS EGG SALE: 55 minute video presentation roadster the BATC “The
development otthe T'v' Test Card'. Andrew Emmerson hrierviews George Horses. designer attest
Card F Lots at old test cards included

- Also.. .Emtlc Widenis‘ catering East Germany. USSR. Poland Czechoshwakla. Estonia
.. _ , and Floraania Hflflflfllra. Libya. Algeria. New York. 'BGC London" and many west European
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countries and satellite channels. Further expanded edition. new includes seyeral USA idents as
well as test cards from Sleyalda. Ule'aine. Angela. Armenia. Bulgaria and Cyprus In all there are
well over 199 test cards. station idents. news programmes and start-bf—dayrecerdings. lasting
ever an hour

And new... ldents Tapes 1 and 2. Literally hundreds oi yintage and recent Til test cards.
captions. ideets etc trout Britain. [raised and the rest of the world. Two E-tfifls crammed tull!

All titles cost £9.99 per tape. VHS PAL only. Please allow 14 days for deliuery. Andy
Emmersen. below.

FtIt T9 99159 TltAIISI-‘Elt {TELECIHE}: At last- an affordable tetecine service! i can h'anster
16mm films {not other gauges. sorry} to y'HS or S-lll-IS. far cheaper than commercial firms. You
can ceflechideliyer and supply your own tape to save money if you prefer. Equipment has #39 lines -
resolution {better than S-VHS!) and handles optical and magnetic sound. Hing or send SAE for
details. Andy Emmerson. It Fatcutt Way. Northampton. N92 BPH. Tel: 9994- 944139.

a node HOMES WANTED! & '
The tellewing items have been uttered tree of charge or almost free by their generous owners.
though they will doubtless accept small donations It you are pleased with what you get! This latter
kind of gesture goes down well since in many instances the aduertisers are not members et our
group and are pensioners, widows. etc.. Where no phone number is piuen please enclose SAE
with your letter. it's only fair.

In each case the ad uertiser has agreed to hold the items for one month from publication —
atterthen it's probably the corporation rubbish dump or an antique shop. ‘t'eu trace been warned!

Ferguson 992 on cabinet but etlIeIwise complete. including cct rigor and manual. Ideal for spares.
was working when last used 25 years age! Dieter Kelb, Beaconstield. Bucks {M94—974129] {NS}.

Ultra model 8994 conserb‘ble 495-tine set. circa 19923 weItIing order. Nominal sum. R. Bailey.
51 Robin Gardens Waterleetitle. Hants.. P98 919: [9?95-232294} _ -

FeurTif sets. all uatye. Two dual-standard; one 9E9 {rescued trem strip}. one Bosh19" de June {in '
good condition]. Two UHF to'w sets {untested. probably not working}. E.S. c. Hewitt. tendon
swrs (Dal-Bit 9999)

Bush W95. was in werle'ng order when last used but sensor is dried out and cracked'In pieces.
Cabinet measures 29' wide It 19' tell a l l “  deep. Arthur 9|iyer. Stockton on Tees NEH-594413} _ '
{NS} _

Philips reel-to-reel 4-heel: recorders £L3559Aft5 M992} and 94397735 {WTfli'}. Philips 99 22'
W with ultrasonic remote control. Ail the aheue are non-functioning butthe parts must he useful to
someone. Free to collector. Paul Datlesso (Keeley. Surrey} en 931-669 4499 {NS}.

Bush {393991 colour monitor. hybrid yah'ettransister. modified from 625-lines HTSB (yes!) to
PAL. Large. heavy and extremely rare so needs a good home and a bit of tender loving care.
Richard Russell. Grayesend {94?4--533t29} {NS}.
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Bush Tilda-tree to gate hm. tom Faulkner. near camera, Kent roses-553953} m3}.
'- Chassis tor Morphy-wot] and imt]. complete with tube and circuit diagram but no speaker. tree
to anyone with means of collecting. Bill You W. near Bamstapte, Dovoo {limit-43355). {HS}.

' Ferguson Personal TV model 3529, 12" screen-t1 teal: case with dad: grace front panei. Attractive
design, stored in attic tor2li veers. L. A. Peatiield. 1 West Lea. Gdtrtsbv. film EPQ {NS}.

'Ttvo Philips GB colour This. working, good tubes. tree to ctear. Se'verai dodgy old lv‘HS video
recorders. Philips 15% or two machines - baggie! Phiips stereo open-refitape recorder.
joystick control - otters? Tandberg 541! stereo open-reel tape recorder, mite £?5. Atari Carter, ‘
Groydon 0814533 ?344. _- - . ' - _

About ten Tandberg output This, beautiful rosewood cabinets, good shadowmeslr CRTs. Ideal ' '
source of spares for these unsurpassed sets; shame to scrap II'lEll'l! Also some early 1955's 405- '
line We at low prices. H.L Eliolt. 29 toolbar Road. Whitehaven rostoesasrt shop hourst '
{HS}.' ‘ — ' _ . -

Cossor too-linerv'or the 195m. Ekco cam. roses free to clear. Also humds of valves and
most TV service sheets some the late 1940s. Ken Taylor, Bristol 0212516353 {HS}. '

Murphy Wtest pattern generator 11362 + operating instructions + letter from supplier, probav '
eariv 19505. Also Advance signal generator model: and several old AVG craters in bakeiite cases.
Mrs Harries 02913691084 daytime only. Eouipmentis in Raglan, near thepsIovr {NS}. -

- ' . I

- l - . . - - - - : l . '

. . . _ . _ .

PM No stresses - HE‘S over
Winner T0 mote SoMETrtrtoe 5am}
masthsswbtr‘i‘o ' ‘

:SEQEM‘l BooobE I
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..C‘ HOW TO CONTACT—405'ALIVE E
The chiefgfory afetrerjr people afieesfiom its authors.

We want to hear from YflUi This is your magazine, so please send in your letters. notes and articles;
dont be bashtul. other people wiit be interested in what you're doing! As we do this for fun. not profit.
we regretthatwe cannot payiorcontributions but authors are encouraged to retain theircopyrightand
are tree to publish theirarticlesin other publications as welt. Sendusyouradvertisernents too.

it at all possible. please WPE your contributions using a dark. blaclt ribbon. Thisenables
them to be read straight into the word-processor by a document scanner. Magic!

Contributions on computer disk are particularly welcome and your dishwitlbe returned. i can
handie most variations of this PC and GEM disks in 3.5“ and 5.25“ size but please process your
words in some popular word-processing tormat. ideally as an ASCII or WordStar tile. Through the
good oitioes at Radio Bygones. we can handle Amsbad PBW and Macintosh dislrs. but not BBC
format. It In doubt please ring tirst on 0504-344139. Thanks. You can now also iaxyour letters ads
and articles on Elliot-321641 -

BACK HilirIBEi-ts
All stocirs oibackissues have been sold new. with the ease ption oi16.1?.18.19 and 20. These are £1
each pest-paid. The volume 1 reprint"Is stitl avaitabie at £5 post-paid.

FAEI FILES '
FAfls are true uently asked questions. so we are lreeping two tiles of FAQs and their answers ready tor
printing out on requestfor reade rs. These files wiil be and ated as new information comes in. These two
tiles are atready quite lengthy and contain materiat already published. so it would not be fair on
established susbcrtbers to reprint thorn in the magazine. FAG tile 1 runs to 24 pages and covers
general points about old Wand how to get old television sets working again. FAflfiie 2 is a reprint on all
the articles on testcard music and lT'v'station id entthemes; itcovers 11 pages. FAD the 1 costs £2.5fl .
and tile 2 costs £1.56 {both post paid}. These prices coverjust the costotcopying and postage. -

WOULD Tilt: tiltE Ytttltt own CUP? BF his ALIVE? - '-
Perhaps you are reading a triend's copy - new you can't wait to receive your own copy tour times a
' year. Send a cheque for £1 5 pniand}. Eurocheque for£17 {abroad} made outto Andrew Emmerson
or $25 cash (world air mail). which wilt pay for a yea r's subscription [tour issues}. There is a 5 percent
surcharge iorcreditcard transactions. Duraddress is it Falcutt inlay. Northampton. iiii2 BPi—l.

not EXCHANGE PUBLICATIONS rm
You may wish to contacttheiutlowing allied interest groups and publications {please send SAE with all
enquiries]. '

BRITISH VINTAGE. WIRELESS StiClET'f: Gerald Waits. Wattage WIretess Museum. 23 Ftosendale
Road. London. SE21 EDS.
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I YINTAGE RADIO CIRCLE: Geott Williams. 4 Sunnyside Park. St IvesRinnwood. Harris. BH2I 2NW.

BRITISH AMATEUR TELEIIISIOII CLUB: Dave Lawton GOAIIO. Grenetrurst. Pinewood Road. High
wycomtre. Bucks. HP124DD.

HARRDIN BAH DWIDTH TY ASSOCIATION: Doug Pitt. 1 Bo rnwood Drive. Woflaton. Nottingham. NGS
ZDJ.

TEST CARD CIRCLE {TY trade test transmissions and test card music): Stuart Homoornery. 2
Henderson Row. Edinburgh, EH3 5DS.

BBC TEST CARD CLUB. Keith Harner. T Epping Close. Derby. DE3 IIHR.

IRISH IIIIITAGE RADIO 3. SOUND SOCIETY: Henryhloore. 9 Auburn Close. Killiney. Co. Dublin.

RADIO BYGOIIES [vintage radio technology]: Geoff Arnold. G Wetlrerhy Close. Broadstone. Dorset.
BH1S SIB. ‘

THE RADIOPHILE [vintage radio}: Chas. E. Miller. “LarIdfiII'. Newport Road. Woodseaues. Stafford.
ST20 OMP.

TELERADIO MEWS [current radio and TYtransmitter news. long distance reception}: Keith Homer. T
Epping Close. Derby. DE3 IHR.

TUNE INTO YESTERDAY [Old-Tune Radio Show Collectors Association}: Barr}I Hill. 4 Prospect
Terrace. Farsley. Leeds. L523 5E5.

FINTAGE LIGHT MUSIC SOCIETY: Stuart UpIOII. 4 HanestBanIr Road. W85! WICILIIBIII. Kent. B H4 9 DJ.

ROBERT FARIIOII SOCIETY (also light music} David Ades. Stone Gables. Upton Lane Searington St.
Michael. Ilminster. Somerset. TAIODPZ.

MEMORY LANE [TBrpm-era popular music}: Ray Pallett, 226 Station Road. Leigh- on-Sea. Essex.
539 335.

III TUNE {music of the years1935-1DSO]:
Colin Morgan. 12 CaerGoIaiot, Groes. Denbiuh. Clwyd. LL155YT.

PROJECTED PICTURE TRUST {cinema history}: Harrotd Brown. 2 Eleanor Gardens. Ayleshury.
Bucks.

VINTAGE FILM CIRCLE: AIBIWOOIIIamS. 11 NORDII HOOD. KIID'HIB. BIISIOI. 834 2E2.
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THE BACK PAGE
405 Alive {ISSN 0969-3334] is an independent, uot-for-profit magazine devoted to the study and
preservation of old television teclmology and programming. It has no connection with, and is not
subsidised by, any other organisation Publication is at approximately three month intervals,
theoretically in January, April, July and flatober. .

Why not write? We enjoy reading your letters and receiving articles and photographs for
publication: write to the editor, Andrew Emitter-sen, T1 Falcutt Way, Nominee, FINE SPI-I. If
your letter '6 not intended for publication please indicate this clearly. If you are expecting a reply
you must include a stamped addressed envelope and preferably also your telephone number {in
case it is quickerto telephones reply) - thanks. '

Editorial policy. This magazine acts not only as aforum for research, the republication ofarchive
material and as a monitor ofcurrent developments but also as a means forall interested in this field
to keep intouch. Readers are encouraged to submit articles, photographs, notes and letters.

We print readers' addresses only in small advertisements or when otherwise asked to. We
are always happy to forward letters to contributors if postage is sent. All work in connection with
415511c is carried out on a voluntary unpaid basis — sorry, it's only a hobby! — but writers retain
copyright and are encouraged to republish their articles in commercial publications. In addition,
authors of feature articles normally earn a years free subscription although this ofi’er is made at
the editor‘s discretion andmaybewithdrawn

Advertising rates. Classified: free to subscribers, £1 per advertisement for others. Display ads,
using your artwork: £5 perhalfpage, £lflfull page.

Legal nineties. ErtOE. Whilst every care is taken in the production ofthis newsletter, the editor
accepts no legal responsibility for the advice, data and opinions expressed. NO guarantee of
accuracy is implied or given for the material herein The contents ofthe newsletter are covered by
copyright and must not be reproduced without permission.

Copyright (c) 1994 by Andrew Emerson and contributors.

If: IMPORTANT POSTAL INFORMATION a

I f  undelivered please return tO
71  Falcutt Way, NORTHAMPTON, NNZ 3Pl-l,

England.
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